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life-like minor touches of description
and
circumstance that everybody likes; leaving

them for the correspondent to communicate
to distant contemporaries, from which in
ISSUED BY THE
: due time the same newspaper will copy
BAPTIST ' PRINTING
ESTABLISHMENT them, going abroad, according to the prov-

FOR THE FAMILY.

Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.

LR. BURLINGANWE, Publisher.

will be at the risk of those sending fem.

he regular charges for money orders, bank
checks, and Post Office money orders may
be deducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save eXpgliacs,
>
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
received by the Publisher for their
discontinuance,
and until payment of all arrearages is made as re.
quired by law.
;
:

Each subscriber 18 particularly requested to note

the date on the label for the expiration of his subscription, and to forward what

year, without

further

reminder

is due for the ensuing

from this oftice,

Ws

NEWSPAPER
1.

DECISIONS:

Any person who takes a newspaper regularly

from the post-ofice—whether directed to his name or
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
‘
2. Ifa person orders his {per discontinued, he
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send it until
paymentis made, and collect the

whole amount, Whether the paper is taken from the
sflice or not.
i
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periddicals from the post-ofiice, or
_ removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
Jacie evidence of intentional fraud,
&3 Whén Agents receive premiums, no percentage
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
a We send no books out to be sold on commission, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
them.

The Morning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

JULY 17, 1872.

The Thought

of God.

——

Oh, how the thought of God attracts
And draws the heart from earth,

And sickens it of passing shows
And dissipating mirth!
God only is the creature’s home,
Though long and rough the road;
Yet nothing.less can satisfy

The love that longs for God.

POOREST

rhe

ARE THE BEST.

Can win their way above;
Is there less power in love?
How little of that road, my soul,
How little hast thou gone!
Take heart, and let the thought of God

Allure thee farther on.
Dole not thy duties out.to God,
But let thy hand be free;
Look long at Jesus; his sweet blood,
How was it dealt to thee.

«

The perfect way is hard to flesh;
It is not hard to love;
1f thou wert sick for want of God
How swiftly wouldst thou move!-

— Faber.

Confession.
=

‘New YORK, July 12, 1872,

|

Each of these

editorsis

The existence of a correspondent is en-1
livened with frequent surprises in this
kind. If a letter brings him special thanks,
ten to one it is a sort of black sheep that he
had sent out with more or less of guilty ap-

prehension. On the other hand, let him
get up sqmething particularly good,” cost-

to

his

conscience,—that letter, if

paste

| mre they doitig, is to! temporarily weaken,

i.’| in the minds’ of not"
a few followers,
the
a dark harvest

of suffering and sin. ‘Tet

their course.

| Walking the other dayin one ofthe halls,

word,

says

Julius

Cesar.

You

your

will

kindly

correct

that for

yous Especially beware of ¢ goaks,” at the
expense of the spelling book.”
Printers are
* some ' on orthography and will surely
¢ spell you down’ if you try any of your
nonsense on them.
It is my custefu to
‘“ N. B. Compositor, follow copy,” particularly when wrong.” An allugion new to
the printer, he conscientiously
reduces to
semi-intelligible form.
1 compared the
right and left motion of a near-sighted
reader to a weaver horse. Unused to horse
talk, the good typist rendered it, with
great elegance, “ a weavers poise.”
I
said something was worth going far to see.
He corrected a letter for me, and obligingly indicated by quotation marks that the
archaism *¢ going for to see ” was of intention, nat ignorance. Having occasion to
mention

severely

‘“ a losel

itemist,”

the

A page filled with living personal com- fellow slipped through my fingers in the
munications from all quarters is at once innocent character of a local itemist.
I

Extemporaneous ‘Preaching.

thus:

‘the good in James Fisk, jr”, I found myself the author of such a stunning rhetorical combination as ‘‘ the good infamous
Fisk, jr.”—And that although I write a

model hand, barely inferior to print ! The

local autonomy of our city became a sysand‘ crowd themselves in at that,in the con- tem oflocal antimony,
and in the same
dition of compressed hay.
The observa- paragraph a politician was recklessly actions of the intelligent eye-witness, thit we cused of fluting with Reform and Tammany
all relish so well, the vivid local color, the at the same time; a libel which I could
pictorial touches of detail, the significance never have justified in court, though of his
and connection of things can hardly find flirting, metaphorically, I could have proplace. So the demand for newspaper cor- duced evidence. The smart conceits of the
respondence is small, and the small de- Mansard roof were pronounced ‘ pesky;”
mand is met in a careless way from the a judicious criticism enough, though 1
odd hours of incompletely occupied jour- meant to go no farther than to characterize
nalists and professional men, or by parties them as perky.
with other
ends to serve; creating beBut I find there will not be room in this
tree
hein a general suspicion as well as letter for all I know about correspondence.

depreéiation that often fastens injuriously I drop the subject with an acknowledgon the best services of the conscientious ment of appreciative editors. Of the unapletter-writer-by-trade.

compensations.

Still,

there

If correspondence,

product, is at a discount,

so

too

are

are

your
the

preciative it becomes me not to speak.

can only pity them. All appreciation, too,
is not alike. It is pleasant in the mouth,

materials you require to concoct it withal. when your letters are promptly
You are never embarrassed but for room to with the editorial and private
bestow the fruits and the goods of your they so well deserve; though,
daily or weekly foraging.
The pursuit of John's little book, it may prove
gossip, naturally but a reprehensible indul- the stomach if you are induced to

accepted

eulogium
like St.
bitter

in

forward

- gence, becomes your vocation, and ’tis no letters trustfully for a series of months.
~ sin for a man tg labor in his vocation.
It But a correspondent’s love of glory is satisis your‘ duty and privilege ’ io poke your fied, when the testimonials of editorial apknows into everything; with contingencies
of snubbing which develop a certain pro:
You have a
fessional’
tact and agility.
good share of liberty in motive and speech.
A great many things could never be told
but for correspondents.
The editor does
not like the responsibility.
The cotrespondent, don’t mind it. In mauy respects,
the newspapars in a place like New York

preciation come ( and keep coming ) in the

finely engraved form of diploma supplied
by a paternal, or I should
Goyernment,

say

avuncular,

to enable even country print-

ers to testify their distinguished gonsideration in the highest style of the art.
Too often, interior newspapers neglect to

avail themselves of the,

increased

circula-

tion and influence they might secure by
are all wound up in local restr@sints; like means of able New York eorrespondenoce.
silk worms in their tocoons.
The corre- Two of the most straightened editors T ever
spondent has no local feclings or interests wrote for are among the most enlightened
to answer for, The corns he treads on are and liberal in this respeet in the word,
five hundred or'a thousand ‘miles from the Considering ' their means and" circumprinting office whéfice he sets down his stances, each of them may be’ said to pay
foot.—Then the newspaper is prescriptively more for correspondents than the New
bound to disdain, for its own locality, the York Herald, Times and Tribune; put io-

here and there, say in a dozen places, by

‘| rifle-balls which had entered

LoNDON, May 81, 1872.

DEAR STAR: —

4

so fast, and been so busy sight-seeing,

had

that

no time to‘prepare the full ac-

count I hope some time to lay before your
readers,

’

It is a long journey, from China to England, by the shortest route, but we have
made many crooks. and turns, that we
might visit interesting spots not: far off our

line. A zigzag course we have made, especially through Italy and across the. continent of Europe.

by the win-

We stopped at two points

Every one

knows the groups of statues of river deities
which are placed about the basin of the
great fountain in the Tuileries garden, near

de I'Etoile, and scaffolds are raised against

in British India, in the tropics where there
is perpetual Summer and fruit and fowers all the year round. We steamed along
the coasts of Ceylon one wholé day, and
soon entered the Red Sea. We passed

the front of the Palais des Champs-Elysees,
apparently in order that the statues of the
roof and pediment on that side may be.repaired. The Palace of the Legion of Hon-

Horeb, and Sinai in full view,

but the marks of shot on the river facade of
the building appropriated to the Corps Legislatif are as they were.
One of the columns has had half the vase of the Capital,
with all the moldings on that side, carried
away by a shot, and still shows the wound.
Hundreds of excavators are at work on the
ruins of the Caisse d’Amortissement, on

rugged.

barren

and

We saw the spot wherg the Israel-

ites are said to have crossed the Red Sea,
and the ‘* wilderness,” a barren desert—*‘ a

sea of sand,”—as

far as the eye can reach.

It must have required faith, to go forth,
with such a multitude, into .this desert,
without means of sustenance or the slightest idea of where it was to come from, except that the Lord would provide.

We entered and passed half through the

or, on the Quai d’Orsay, is

nearly

rebuilt;

the Quai Voltaire ; likewise on the Ministere de Finances, on the other side of the
river, between the. Rues de Luxembourg

Canal to see a specimen of this | : abHigh-13nd Castiglione, in the centerof the-Plave
way for commerce, and then Wranched off | yendome; the stump of the overthrown
to Cairo, visit to the pyramids.

Went

Alexandria and Jerusalem;

to

back

to

Alex-

andria and crossed over to Sicily; sailed
(steamed) between Scylla and Charybdis,
crossed the continent, visiting Rome and
Paris and many other interesting spots, taking Mount Cenis tunel and *‘a day on the
Rhine,” in- our course.—W¢é ‘have been
among the Italian and Swiss lakes, on the
snow clad Alps, and the top of Vesuvius
when seething and boiling and every few
minutes sending forth high in dir volleys of
lava and melted matter. In all these travels and wanderings we have been wonderfully prospered and blessed,—have

seen

in

the good providence of God the fulfillment
of the prayers that .are Enc on our be-

ness to style. The written’ style is apt to
be too formal, perchance too métaphysi-

cal.
3. It calls forth more vivid thoughts and
illustrations. than are inspired in writing,
particularly it makes one more earnest,
the’ Place de la “Concorde and the Jeu natural and effective in the application.
4. The extempore talent is held in high
de Paume: one of these, by Van Cleve,
esteem.
The one using it well is more instruck
ball
One
shows marks of solid shot.
fluential
;
and will be listened to more papartially
pedestal,
the
of
case
marble
the
shattered it, and bruised the stone within. tiently in a long discourse.
5. It gives power to make good use of
The other seems to have descended among
circumstances; to
the legs, heads, and arms of the group; ‘it peculiar, unexpected
carried off the head ‘of an infant, besides meet trying emergencies.
sundry legs, hands and feet,
We did not
6. While the extemporizer will be subnotice any other damage in this quarter. ject to inequalities of suceess, owing to his
| py © culptors are Hard at work en the Arc different moods (as he would also have

dows and struck the plaster.

:

~

Marked success is 'sfill- attending
blood '

president by: appropriate exercises. His
inaugural marks
out a new career for the
College,
as

it promisés
‘to bring it

into

closer contact with the actual world, New’
departments’
are established, professors add-

ed, and the aim will be to furnish young
men—and we should n't" be

sed if

President’

has

his way

column remains covered with tarpaulin.
A great deal has been'done to the garden
side of the Palais

Royal,

but very

little to

that part which faces the Louvre. The
facade of the Tuileries facing the Seine
may be said to be restored; the garden
front looking on to the terrace, and that
part which was destroyed extending towards the Place Napoleon and the Louvre,
so far as the Rue de I'Echelle, and the

burnt pavilion, opposite the Rue de Rohan,
remain

as

they

were,

horrible

ruins; the

architraves of the window-openings are red
with the flames; the roofs-and furniture
form heaps of debris on the basement, The

noble-modern

statues

in

the jardin du

If permitted

to meet

the

dear

friends | des Tuileries,

and

sess the

Obelisque

‘and

it will be a joy I have

pate;

not

dared

to antici-

vet no doubt ‘the changes”

throw a shade of sadness over our pleasure,
* Tora.

Popery

Grn

The People’s Magazine has an article
which furnishes the ‘following account of
the Chinese temples and worship :
Iwas very anxious to see a Joss-house.
Californians seem to treat such places with
contempt, and I asked in vain some halfdozen persons whether they could direct
me to one. So I went into the shop of ‘‘Loo
Sing,” who, far from being jealous ofa
Christian going to see his house of prayer,
sold me, nodding and smiling, a bundle of

joss-sticks, things like thin/bulrushes, made
¢ want see

fjoss-house,

Chinaman'’s

god.”

«Oh! ah, Tchess,” said John, grinning,
“J show.” But even when he had directed me to the right corner of the street I was
still at a Joss, seeing nothing but ordinary

houses.

At last 1 caught a passing China-

man, and made him take me to the sanctuary.
It was
approached through a
shop. We went up stairs, and along a pasgage; then he waved his hand as he led me
into a good-sized darkened chamber, where
I found myself for the first thme in my life
in the presence of real heathen idolatry.
The air was heavy with incense. An altar,
some 8 feet by 3 feet, and 8 feet high,
draped in embroidered cloth, with two
mats for kneeling before it, stood at one
end of the chamber, It
upon it two
burning lamps with slender tems, two can-

dlesticks,

a vessel wit

oldering

The Hotel de Ville remains a wreck ;

is in a similar state ;

so are the great public

buildings

which,

standing on each side of the Avenue Victoria, face the Hotel de Ville: on one of
the sills of a window here the long and
shriveled arms of a trailing cactus wave in

and Paganism.
nO

sky.

will the Theater Lyrique

in:

cense, and two vases ofsptificial flowers.
Immediately behind it, in a shallow recess,

‘was the ‘idol, with:drapery! concealing all

the wind, and are,

except the sun-shadows,

all that move; shadows only move inthe
gigantic? shell .of what was the ni

the investigation of the subject and ar
rangement

of the plan,

for reading

and

other studies, and for pastoral duties.

either

hand,

including, besides the

Caisse

d’Amortissement and the Rue des Comptes,
the Intendance Militaire. Though fires
raged on three sides of it, .the Sainte
Chapelle escaped injury of any king; not
so the Salle des Pas Perdues, three parts of

the roof of which

and the sustaining col

first glance
what T saw

there was littld to distinguish
from a dirty
#ltar in a dark

Romian Catholic chapel.

e incense, the

laws. But so-transcendently have its blessings exceeded its evils, that to the thoughtful mniind this, of all social arrangements

is the late U.

8. boat Resolute, and that she

passed under Cuban control through
ous hands..

She

is

vari

also warring

upon a

country with which we are at face, which

jurors, and these

dict.

It was

will

determine their ver-

clearly

shown that Fisk had

threatened Stokes’s

life, that the latter was

watched by

emissaries, and that he

Fisk’s

the first bullet,

refined literary taste and with that of his

any rate, the insanity of Stokes was

was

in continual

was

shown

fear of him.

In fact, it

to be probable that Fisk fired
and

we have no doubt that

the defense could have shown that the murdered man shot himself if need was.
At
estab-

audience, from inaccuracy of language and lished, he having lost an uncle in an Inpoverty of style.
sane Asylum.
Conclusive, certainly.
—If a
2. The solemnity and peculiar restraints verdict is reached by Monday it will be
of the pulpit make extempore speaking in stated in the news column on our eighth
it more difficult than on the rostrum, or at page.
the bar.
BETTER FOR MR. STANLEY.
3. There is often distressing solicitude for
A dispatch from a far African town—
fear of failure; and liability of embarrassyou wouldn’t know where it was if we told
ment from annoying interruptions.
you its name—announces the arrival of Mr.
4. One can not so fully save the results
Stanley, the New York Herald's African
of his investigations and mental Jabors,
correspondent, and says he will sail at once

DANGERS.

1. Of giving the subjects 1 ess study than
would be given them in writing; or having,

therefore, less of method and justness

~~

for London in company with a son of Dr.
Livingstone. Stanley is bearer of letters
from the great explorer for the British government, as well as for the family and
friends

of the

long

absent

Livingstone.

Stanley states that when he left the interior
of Africa, Livingstone was unwell but was

nevertheless determined to

proceed with

his explorations, and will not return until
easy subjects. he has completed the great work of ascer5. Of general indolence from lack of the taining the source of the Nile.
constant pressure brought upon those who
THE PRISON CONGRESS,
write.
The telegraph Sg
ame
the opening of the internationa¥
prison congress in
"RULES FOR SUCCESS AND IMPROVEMENT,
1. Use elegant language in conversation London,.on the 3d instant. A few days
and letter-writing, that it may come natur~ previous to the meeting of the congress Dr.
E. C. Wines addressed a letter to the Lonally in speaking.
2. Prepare full plans, and be familiar with don Times detailing the origin and history
of the congress. With the conception of
them.
:

with

synonymous

the ease of those
s which have to be used frequently in

connection
with particular subjects.
4. Write a due proportion of sermons.
5. Study the styles and

wethods of rea-

the meeting and the preparations for it in
this-country our readers are familiar; but

¢

we think it can not be gene.ally known
with how much interest the matter was
taken up by the European governments.
Two of the French ministers appointed

soning employed by the standatd authors, delegates and-the French Academy appoint6. Stock the mind/with every variety of ed a third. The assembly appointed a comknowledge. Memorize Scripture, poetry, mission to examine the condition of French
and fine passages of prose.
7. Speak deliberately.
:
8. Wateh and pray, lest you yield to an
extemporizer’s temptations,

umns of two of its aisles are gone; the lawyers pace a wooden gallery instead of the
famous Salle. The restoration of the screen
Growth in Grace.
of the choir of Notre Dame seems to be
proceeding. The works for the vast new
Grow in grace; because this is the only
buildings of the Hotel Dieu. between the
way
to be certain that you have any grace
Quai Napoleon and the Place du Parvis,”
at all. If we aim not at growth in grace,
the Rue de la Cite and the Rue d’Arcole,
are standing still, and seem intended to re- we have never been converted to goodness,
main, Under the circumstances,the amount He ‘that is satisfied with his attainments
of repairs which has.been effected is pro- has attained nothing. He that sees so little of the’ promises of thé inward, trans.
digiously great.
forming, elevating influences of grace, as
to think that he has attained all he can deMarriage.
sire, has never understood the first elements
Lr
—
The Christian Union uses its ordinary of the Christian life.” No! we are begotten
plain speech in dealing’ with some of the to a life which aspires after perfection; we
have desires awakened which nothing but
vital questions of the day. It says:
Through it has come the best happiuess of complete holiness will satisfy. He who
mankind ; under its shelter have thriven. all says he is content with his progress has
the sweet hqusehold relations ; by its purity never set out to heaven.— Robert Hall.
have been medsured-the strength of the
The New York Observer says: ‘“The
State and the greatness of the people. Un-

but the small wooden face
of a doll, whose der its laws'there has been occasional sufferdark hair was parted in the middle. At the ing, as there must be under all universal

that she was a Cuban privateer.
She was
well manned and armed, and her officers
bore .commissions
signed by . Cespedes.
Capt. Ritchie immediately took the craft
ito Newport harbor, and waits orders from
Washington. It seems that the privateer

10. Its practice is less injurious to the
health than writing.
DISADVANTAGES.
1. It produces, especially in the-case of
the beginner, a severe conflict with his own

Comptes, Retween the Quai d'Orsay and h 3. Stock the mind
ords; especially in
‘the Rue de Lille. The Rue de Lille suggests a street in a city of the ‘Harum,
so utterly ruined are the structures on

picious, looking craft off Point Judith, Narragansett Bay, and on boarding her found

goes with the rest to make the case something like that of the Alabama. It is therefore desirable that our Government should
act promptly in the matter, ahd in strict accordance with the principles which it wishbeen in writing), he-ecan improve his sea- es to be established in the Alabama case.
sons of exaltation; at times seeming to,| mphis will doubtless be done.
outdo himself.
THE TRIAL OF STOKES.
7. Extemporaneous preaching cultivates
The evidence at the Stokes trial was all
great comcentration of thought and rapid
in Thursday night; and as we write the
methodizing.
case is before the jury. It is quite probable
8. Pure mental composition is a higher,
that the murderer will escape hanging.
more intellectual exercise than that which
The defense succeeded in getting evidence
is aided by writing.
that raised doubts in the minds of the”
9, Extemporizing leaves more time for

Prince Imperial are unharmed; but while in the plans.
:
half.
A week or two in England, a short standing near the Arc de Triomphe, in the,
2. Of a want of dignity, elegance and
visit to Scotland and Ireland, Add we shall Place
da Carrousel,
one lovks right precision, in the language.
through the opposite windows in the Palais
be off*for America !
8. Of sameness of thought and illustra-

rn
of [

p.

ale, and the late infusion
of young

a
ADVANTAGES.
about it—with a more modern and symmetChristian Secretary, as the two papers re- ribs, about four inches below the _ensiform
1.
It
leads
to
more
animation
and
to
betrical
education.
inis
marble
the
of
surface
ferred to, but as it might be disagreeable, I cartilage. The
,
ter
action
than
written
memoriter
disCAPTURE
OF A CUBAN PRIVATEER.
ong
no
observed
We
place.
this
at
jured
believe I won't.
Vipr.
:
injuries to the antiquities in this part of the course.
On Monday of last week the revenue cutLouvre; the walls of the hall were marked’ "8. It gives more simplicity and direct- ter Moccasin, Captgin Ritchie, hailed a susSpecial Correspondence.

of pastile, and burnt before idols. Then
said I, adopting his own Chinese English,
I

bo!

At. each the attendance
and: interest ave’
| favorably reported, and the classes gradu.

women, too, if the

tion in different discourses.,
| the —Are—de 1'Etoile standing against the | 4. Of a continual choice of
"one of the rarest things among newspa- | rmight have knownhe would. Alluding to | from-whom-T-have been so long separated;
pers, and nearest the ideal of a newspaper
for the majority of mankind.
Facts tyrannize irresistibly over editors and readers in
this country. The fact. is, the Fact family
are growing
too numerous for their own
good. They fill up all the room in life,

and several others held
the usgal

| doin, Gov. Chamberlain was inaugurated

the ball wad ‘srg

I have

another editor with it. He proposed in reply to insert my letter on receipt of one of
their best machines from tlie leading firm in
the interest against which the letter was
aimed!
Whatare you to do?
It is all
very well to say, Beware of “ axes,” but
what is the use?
For all the odds it
makes, you might as well write broad axes
and undisguised adze.
:
Among the delights of newspaper correspondence is the inevitable and remediless
fun compositors make for one a thousand
miles behind his back.
You should hear
the roars inthe Vint sanctum when letters
come back printed.
Shun as a rock the

w doden
to the
Yale,

| them look well to the wisdom and right of into her veinsis working ‘well.’ At Bow:

high sense of martyrdom in the offénse I

Not to give it up so, I tried

Last week added at

Iii doing that they are sowing the seeds of

- I promised myself, and partly promised
you, that I would give you some account
of my journey home. But, I have traveled

tuitously.”

nig

, | cotivictionof the sabrédness’
of marriage. | ated are creditable both in size. ‘and schol’

any, will be ignominiously dropped,or * returned with the Governor's objections.’ I
once devoted a letter to the demerits of an
application for a patent extension, with a
was giving for the public good to niy own
powerful neighbors interested in the patent.
Phansy my pheeliuks on receiving it back
per return mail with the curt reply, ‘“ We
are not advertising sewing machines gra-

iii

"They
ean no more.
h
ore. overOver: | list lof College: FI

ouse | the planets. ‘But what can’ they ‘do; whit

cality ? 1 had halfa mind when I began,to ‘down the Rue de Rivoli, had been struck
mentign the Standard of the Cross, and the by a riflé-ball on the right cartilage of the

ing heroic sacrifices of ease, in labors of
investigation, and bringing rare self-complacency

of the Week.
i

| throw it than theff éan change
thie 'cotrsé of | Bowdoin, Amherst, Vermont’ University,

him that he could not afford to adye:
less,

tamp

Ry
A
equaled and on the ground-floor of the Louvre, devoted
Several
of
the
papers
are just now giva
that
noticed
we
sculptures,
Need it" be to Roman
ing
donsiderable
attention’
to the matter of
e ofa Romaii emperor, naked,
enraging any particular editor at a dis- added that their papers are live
without
notes.
=A
‘writer in the
tance, by any particular communication. and eachsan honor and blessing
N. Y. Evangelist puts it into his balances

| proof-reader

If mountains can be moved by faith,

ot and

line all his days, he néver could have learn- . unasked promptitude seldom
ed to guess whether he was delighting or’ impossible to be surpassed.

some word he is used to, and so turn

A trusting heart, a yearning eye,

sion
idkfionen’ otof good
thi Sople®
sie |
intent are

80

al convention,.general public fact
moral and educational interés

counselto foolishness.
Likewise any original and piquant turn of phrase.
The

All tempting light departs.

The more they Jacked suk 50) ib

the more resolute they were to do
thing to attract them; like a certdin
chant I used to advertise for when #H
editor, who said times were so hid
church, secretary of his state denofail

can’t write it (he proceeds ) so plain that
a compositor will fail to mistake it for

And see how from the world at once

———

LETTERS

gether,

To write a good lively letter, you should
never care a rap whether it is worth a rap publisher, book-keeper, collectdr,
or not. ‘To please your editor,/in particu- writer, prbof-reader, and sometinie
lar, you should be to the last degree indifitor, all from inability to pay
ese various
gervices; and yet |
ferent whether he is pleased or displeased.
You might as well he, at any rate; for if only can not dispense with regular
Methuselah had been™@ journalist in my from New York, but pay for’

unusual

Oh, utter but the name of God
Down in your heart of hearts,

A Correspondent’s

erb, to get the news from home.
THE

To whom all letters on businéss, remittances of
mopey, &c., should be sent.
All communications
designed for publication should be addressed to the
Editor.
Terms:
$3.00 per year; or if pad strictly IN AD.
VANCE, $2.50
BEMITTANCES must be made in money or
ders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When
‘neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
registered letter. AI Postmasters are obliged to
register letters whenever requested tolo so.
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk, Otherwise

they

sig

XT, VIL.

A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER

FREEWILL

n

time for the lying of telegraphs and newspapers has come,* From this time until after November next wait to hear a second
version of a story before you believe the
first. Put not your trust in president-makers.

Prisons for the benefit of the congress.
The King of Italy appointed a similar commission. Switzerland, Belgium and Holland also entered actively into the scheme.:
Prince Bismark requested all the governments of Germany to appoint representatives, and it was expected when Dr, Wines
wrote that Turkey, Spain and Portugal
would also be represented. It will thus be
seen that the plan met with very general
approbation everywhere, and under such

cifgumstances the results of the congress
;
can not fail to be valuable.

;

A MONUMENTED STATESMAN.
A monument to the’ great German sfatesman, Stein, was unveiled

in ‘Nassau,

Ger-

many, last week. The ceremony took place
in the presence

of the Emperor

press of Germany

and Em-

°

and Prince Frederick

William and the chief dignitaries of court
and empire.
The spectacle was grand
and imposing, and was witnessed by vast
crowds of people from/all parts of Europe.

The Hon. George P. Bancroft, the American minister; ‘was invited to address the assemblage, and gave an eloquent account of
the career of the man whose

dear to Germany.
ceremony, it was

As imposing

no

memory

was

as was the

more so than was the

work of the statesman whom it commemo‘rates.

;
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@ ommunications.

books and serious magazine

haye been written within

here

pose their status, anf
ceived with universal

England. The
present
relations
between
the
United States and England cause us to give
much attertionto that country.
Speaking

naturally more
other European |
her from day to
among the ‘other

nations, watch the effect of her vast commerce on her government and discover the

rankling distresses among some portions of
her people and colonists, the conclusion will

irresistibly be forced on our minds, that
her brightest days are gone, and that,
tive to the other nations, she

rela:

is of far

less

importance than in days gone by.
And let us approach this aspect of her af-

fairs, not in the spirit’ of Fourth of July
buncombe,

hoarsely

proclaiming

that

we

two years to ex-

six young disciples

Sybich haye been reafténfion. And they

m

affairs.

be baptized there.

portunity

for

combatting

her

navy.

Her

tablishment, and it is by no means to be despised.
True, her iron vessels have, many

of them; lately been lost from various causes, and have been sunk in distaut and in
home waters, that one of her iron rams by
running into a coal barge on the Thames,

~

a

the proud

navies

of the

sweep of her

right arm,

and,

though

wooden

she

walls for

‘those of iron, she can not retain her

supremacy on the deep,

former

Since the time of the Black Prince, England has been accustomed to interfere in all
the diplomacies, disturbances and wars

place, are favorable.
and, as I learn,

ces.

She turned the scales in

the Thirty

Sister Smith has just

cheered them

on’ by the

hope of a Missy-Baba
(the Natives thus

call pur unmarried ladies), being with them

before thé end of the year!

ministration must now weigh well the state

Will our

of public feeling, or it finds its oecbupation; friends at home

hurry up the reénforcement, now so pressingly needed ? In the
present state of affairs, x is .not clear but a

gone.
The English people are far more influ.
enced by their debt than are the French or

sterling Missy-Baba at Bhaddruck is just
Eugland is, so to the help most needed,
Oh, could our

speak, a developed conntry.
her mines is known,

Craw-

visited the Christian family located there;

And an Fnglish 1ad-

The extent of

and they are

all being

food, because of the lessened number of

steamship lines to secure their

brethren and sisters in the churches but
see the real need of the case, they could

be received under

pends;

and we are now

experiencing how
revive it. And British

would

loosen

their

hold

and in the end they might

on

the

celomies;

find her larger

dependencies

people

he

had

visited,

and

giving thanks to God for the special ‘blessings bestowed on himself and family. Bro.
Caleb Hodsden has been absent at Balasore nearly two months, on sick leave.

is not a healthy man.
on

Saturday,

Bro.

from

a

He

Dula’ came

three

in

weeks’

trip

Crawford wrote ox the 31st ult:

*‘ Bro. Nityananda gave us a first rate
talk. He ought to preach every Sunday, if
not oftener.
He is listened to here with
the greatest attention, and good must be
the result of his efforts.
Thank God that
there are some young men coming forward
to fill the places of those who have been
called away!
But we need many more.
May the Lord raise them up I”
The weather is

now

very

hot,

and

the

withering, scorching drought still continues. Not one copious shower has fallen here
since October last ! Still it is a general
time of health-among our people. Our out
of door work is very much narrowed at this
season, still we

ean

and evenings.
Santipore, April 22,

Flood
>

do

a

little

mornings

J. PHILLIPS.
1872.

Tide.
—

“ There is a tide in the affairs of men,
Which taken in the flood leads on to fortune ¢
Omitted, all
Is bound in
-and we
Or lose our

the voyage of their life
shallows and in miseries.
must take the current when it serves
ventures.”

I stand upon the beach, apd listen to the
music of the sea. No song bf bird so sweet,
no human voice so sad, no strain of fulltoned organ so grand as the waves: moaning, and wailing, and dashing themselves,
as it were, in wild despaig upon the shore.
They tell me of treasuréAreighted ships
gone down beneath the waters, and of the

dead whom the sea will not give up.

They

flying their own banners as sigh out the wailing of those whose hearts
In view of these and fail with vain longing for loved omes; and
results, theyj hesitate to
they bring a faint echo from ““ the Jand that
become embroiled in foreign wars, lest the is very far off.” ,
.
receding smoke of the eonflict show the
As I look over the wide expanse, I see
some object coming shore-ward,—so near

intexfered in the Netherlands and prevent- | ; ndependent states.
«ed the Spaniards from becoming her com- other contemplated
mercial superior. Napoleon’s most persistent enemy was this same England, who
excited

wars

and

evolutions

world never saw to crush him.

such

as

the

Her selfish

that by reaching out my hand I may make
it mine; but I say the tide is coming in,and
a few more waves will land it at my feet;

and I suffer my

was

found

|
may decide.
It assuredly has
a reputation on which she may
her position for some time to |
which brought her sately through |

attention to be diverted,

consider it a strong symptom of wan|i ng power, dud that history will continue to and when I look again for my prize,—it is
Just beyond my reach,—the tide is going
repeat itself, and prove in the decline .of
out.
!
England the existence of that law which
There
are
times
of
peril,
when
opposing
has Menipd the downfall of all the great
forces are to be reconciled, wrongs righted,
the lute war. Once she spoké in the cause | powers of She earth.
the net let down into deep waters, and some
of humanity, when Cromwell intimated
England is about as large as New Engthat the Roundheads would interfere unless land together with New York, and it isown- one is called to do these things at flood-tide,
‘to speak a word for the right, to “doa deed
écrtain persecutions of the Protestants were
ed by a very few thousand men. Farms
stopped; and straightway some pretext of a few acres, so common. with us, of daring, to make a persistent effort, and a

the future
gained her
maintain
come, and

to abandon

those diversions.

‘Such was then her influence. Since her activity in the Crimean war, she has not been
regarded greatly in settling continental
questions. During the war in Italy, she

only grumbled about the balance.of power.

are unknown there. ' Now most men desire
to be monarchs of some small piece of surveying. Add this to the fact that the average English farm laborer, with a family, receives but

$150 per year,

and

one no

lon-

look towards

who
makes

gives

the

them,

it ours.

promises,——and

brings the
But

we

to Him

blessing

linger,

and

and

ask

what is ‘popular; and as the millennial d=ys,
when only right will be popular, have not
yet come, we do not with principle weigh

ger wonders that Néw York steamers are
In the iate Franco-Prussian struggle she reported with 1400 in the steerage. She is man, but with self-interest we count votes,
and hope that time. the incoming wave,
was always on the qui vive, atways bluster- a most excellent country for the peor man
will,
of'itself, set all things right and we be
.ing about, but did not dare to enter the to emigrate from. Vattel,'in his Laws of
saved from effort, which, though it would
fight. With a strong and well organized Nations, observes that'to secure prosperity
clear us from complicity with guilt, might
opposition to the government at home, with and abundance *‘it is necessary to take care not be crowned with “success. ' Our sympaother nations expecting that, ii accord- that there be a sufficient : number of able thies deaden, our consciences become less
ance with her history for centuries, her workmen.”
Goldsmithyin his Deserted Vil- active, our opportunities less favorable, per* pugnacious predilections and the policy of lage, has drawn a prophetic vision of Eng- hdps lost forever,—for the tide is ebbing
her former statesmen, she would form some land's future, as-she will appear when this out.
.
alliance with one of the belligerent parties, great dearth of freemen shall be more ap- | The responsibility of effort ‘rests upon
she remained openly dissatisfied with the parent. When Rome was assailed by the those who are called by providence where
state of affiirs, secretly making money by northern hordes, she was the ruler of un- need is, and ' their. warrant is opportunity
trading with both parties as she did in our told millions. But the men of brawn and and ability, If they are willing: workers
Rebellion. Let us seek some reason for of nobls spirit, who formerly battled for they have a reward, bat unwillingness frees
her, were few and wanting, and the luxu- none from duty. The servant to whom was
this change of her policy.
The numerous wars, in which England rious land owners. and cowering slaves committed one talent took counsel of his inhas been engaged, and the rebellions in her were of no avail,and she fell prostrate. As dolence, his doubts and his fears, but when
«colonies, have entailed upon the present was Rome: to her subject provinces, so is the time of reckoning came, the fact that he
generationof her people a heavy national England, the heart of the British Empire, gave back all he received, did not ward off
dlebt. The property of a large part of the and a like calamity may overtake her,
from him censure and penalty. His fault

#

influential
and moneyed men is invested in

C.

was failing to take the current when it serv-

this debt. Amy-ehange which'decreases the
value of their funds, especially one which

might destroy this property, diminishes or

We. wantto have Christ's -zeal, but “we

- enceis strongly exerted to maintain peace
ging effects of war,
“and to avoid the

cretion; we must seek to have Christ's love

destroys their incoth®,

Hence, their influ. | must

balance it with his prudence

ed, his punishment, a loss of venture,
a]
Apa.

and 'dis-

to God, and we must feel his love to ‘men,
his forgiveness of injury, his gentleness of
speech, . his: incorruptible
truthfulness,

blush to hear what they are not ashamed to
do. What is not needed is déar at any price.

_'lishmen are now conscious that their army
would be of little avail against an invading

his meekness and lowliness, his utter unselfishness, his entlre consecration to his

obliged to sell his necessaries. A foolish
man generally loses his estate before he
finds his folly.
;

force of Germans

age of eleven years, and was maintained
till her death. She was naturally retiring
in her

disposition, and

ness and display.

averse to

Her real

forward-

sphere was

home, and her strongest sympathies, and
best service were exhibited in the family
circle, In her relations as daughter, wife
and mother, she won and kept a high es-

for instance, once estab- ' Father's business.

|

ee

wei

any stiff grading upon the basis of knowledge; we are ready to confess that we be-

uniting

to surround her

like an

He who buys too many superfluities may be

the

Teacher.

sop

TRAINING

years

amount of general knowledge, and

A

deficient.

.

The

are not
laws .of

%

selves.

One important problem of education cof-

. Su Department,

|

are

familiar with the means

health and hygiene ; consequently they are
apt to overwork both their pupils sndthem-

1872,

husband and children, cheerifg and encour-

aging then in the efforts that were calcula-

Though

they

however,

and appliances of teaching, they
sufficiently acquainted with the

A SCHOOLMATE,

Burnett, Wis,, June,

them. Tn

the credit of it is justly due to

one important respect,

ed he is now at rest in a world of felicity.”

mosphere. She ever felt the liveliest interest in the work and the success of both her

et energy that surprised many who knew
her well. The boarders and the pupils genérally gave her their confidence and affection, for her appreciative spirit and mother
Iv sympathy won them to her fellowship
and made not a few of them life-long friends.

The schools,

ing, are perhaps not all that could be wished; and yet they merit high commendation.
public school
The great excellence of our
system is in a large degree their work, and

was very interesting in conversation ard in
society, Enemieshe had none. It is trust.

at-

the institution, and for some years managed that
department with a skill, discretion and qui-

——

¥OR TEACHERS.

public and private, will before long re:
sume their useful labors for the autumn and
winter. . No doubt, they will all ba crowd.

was yery companionable, possessed an uncommon

abiding affection, Her tastes were cultivated and pure, so that order, neatness and
beauty seemed

extended

lieve that fewer and larger classes might be
better than the present system.—S. §,

him, * He won friends in great numbers,

teem, a deep confidence and a tender and

sists in ascertaining how much knowledge
can be instilled into the pupil without over-

tasking the mind or injuring the health.
Our teachers at present neglect the latter
subject, and each one estimates his or her
success hy the extent of instruction given,

Rescue.

without regurd to its effects on the
pupil,
Hence we fifid schools ‘with. ill-ventilated
rooms, excessive studies, and other evils
which are very detrimental to health,
| where a broad and a narrow street crossed | Though] the blame of these is not altogether
| each other. They were both tall, fine-look- | 1 he laid to the teacher; the latter is the
—

Oe

| ** Come, Tom, don't be sulky; it's our
last night you know.”
|
Two sallors were standing at a corner

| ing men, but the one

who had just spoken | Only agent through whom a reform can be

thad a careless, almost, reckless expression |
"on his face, which formed a vivid contrast |
to the thoughtful, geutle look of the other. |
|
*“ You know very well that I'm not sulky, |
| Jim,” be answered, ‘‘ but I think your Su- |
san won't thank you, any more than my
| Polly would me, for loving the tavern bet- |
ter than hep this last evening; and besides, |
| I'm afraid.”
|
‘ Afraid I” said the other, with a scorn |
| ful look. *‘ What are you afraid of, I'd like |
to know"
** Afraid
| face with that the next time I'am face to
death, as I was last winter off'|

| the Banks, 1 shall have enough

instituted.

What is needed is to vequire all teachers
to possess a thorough knowledge of physiology and hygiene, and a rational uuder-

standing: of “the terrible results of trans-

gressing the laws of health. We can not
affgrd to educate children at the expense of
their physical strength; but this truth is
neglected by many teachers.
We trust
that at the opening of a new season,
we may have at least the beginning of a
reform in this direction.—New York Sun.

sins to ve- |

Respect. EvERiBoiy,
You
have all
{ read of Benjamin Franklin ahd how he rose
“Well, to.distinetion,.amid privatioh
toil... But
man.’ If} there is one anecdote which I h#ve never
print. It was told me by & gentle.
want no séen'in
Boston, who remembered thé old
tell your | man of

member without this,”

| Sins I" said Jim, still scornfully.
I thought yon were more of a
|| you're
a milksop a¢ that, T
they often bowed her spirit, made her heart | more of such
you: so good night, and
faint, her steps falter. and narrowed the | Polly I wish her joy of her saint,"
| house in which Franklin was born. “Often”
cirele of her active life during ‘quite a num- i| Tom turned down the narrow street | said he ** have I looked at the old, turnble| which led to his home with a sorrowful | down building, in Milk Street, and imber of her later years.
.
During’the last year or two of her stay | face, while his eompanion went whistling | agined the barefoot boy sifting on the dooralong the broader street until he reached | step, learning to spell from an old post
on earth, there was what seemed an increase the beer-saloon to which he had been try- | bill."
of physical vigor, which led her family and | ing to persuade Tom to accompany him. | A young miss, daughter of a distinguishfriends to hope that a season of added | There he paused for a moment,
ile con- | ed citizen, passed him one day while thus
strength and comfort and satisfaction might | science told him’ of the wife and little chil- | engaged, and the boy overheard her words
dren
be in store for her, But; it yyas ouly for a | stifled waiting for him at bome, but he had | Jof ridicule as she spake to her companion,
that voice many times before, and laughing at the eagerness of the poor lad,
little time. Death came at last suddenly stifling it now, he entered the brightly- || and deriding his ‘* beautiful spelling book.”
and unexpectedly. Her final sickness was | lighted room ogly to leave it at a late hour, | But there came another day, when
brief and severe. An attack of bronchitis | when, stupid and sleepy, he hastened home Franklin was our embassador at the court
A wealthy American lady, who
prostrated her at once, and after lying si- | and to bed without one kind word for his of France.
patient, sorrowful wife, and the next morn- | was present at one of the festive occasions,
lent and only partially conscious for twelve
{ing he sailed.
made in honor of Franklin, greatly desired
or fifteeen hours, on the fourth day after the | Weeks of sea-life assed, and still the | an introduction to her distinguished counattack she quietly passed on at the call of | sneering coolness of Jim's manner to Tom | tryman.
It was obtained, and great was
the Master,on the morning of April 25, 1872, | was unchanged, .in spite of Tom's many | her surprise to hear him say, *‘ Aye, aye.
we have met before.”
She cpuld not releaving the bearts that had appreciated and { friendly advances.
loved her to the sorrow of bereavement, but | But one dark night, after a storm of sev- | member when, and Franklin atlded, ** You
| eral days, they nearly ran down a small do not remember the bare-foot little boy in
not uncheered with the comsolations.of a | raft to which two poor sailors, saved as by Milk Street, studying his lesson from the
Christian hope. She rests from labor and | a miracle, were clinging; a boat was low- muddy post bill!”
Although spoken good humoredly, the
suffering, and her eves behold the King in | ered, and Tom and Jim were among the
first to volunteer as part of her crew.
The fair lady was much disconcerted a. the rehis beauty.
G.
| unfortunate men were rescued, and the membrance of the incident. It is to be
| boat was returning to the ship, when Just hoped she learned a lesson therefrom, in
Jim, fancying he saw a form struggling regard to the importance of treating everybody with respect. She knew not the name
in the water,
leaned
over
the side,
Rev.
A.
Folsom.
|
the boat give a sndden lurch and he of the barefoot boy ; but he knew her to be
was thrown into the sea. Like many sail- the daughter of rich Mr, ——, and, on
Rev. A. Folsom died at Raymond, N. H.,
ors he was unable to swim, 'but he caught being introduced, this incident of his childMarch 31, 1872, aged 77 years, 11 months
at a floating fragment of the raft. While | hood immediately recurred to his mind.
and 15 days.
He was the eldest som of he clung desperdfely to it, Tom threw off
his jacket and shoes and plunged fearlessly
Deacon Jacob Folsom, a native of GilmanSELF-ExaMINATION.
The London Sunton,
Nv H., who, soon after mafrying Mary after him. He was a good swimmer, and
reaching
his comrade
a few moments, day School Teacher, in covnsidering the
Fifield of the same place, settled” in Tum- had no iffculty, with thein aid
of the friendbridge, Vt., about the year 1793,—where he ly spar, in SuppoRing him until the boat teacher's work ** outside the school,” says
with his wife were subjects of the greit re- was backed up, mta whic h they were eager- |. it should begin at the close of the Sabbath :
ly drawn by their companions.
The teacher's first step towards improveen
vival which occurred some five or six years
later, and ubited with their neighbors in they stood once more on the deckof the ment, the very first duty that he has to per8 ip. Jim grasped
forming the figst F: Baptist cburch in Tun- “Ive been where youTom's hand and said: form in preparation for his next Sunday's
told me of,‘ face to class, the commencem
of his work “outbridge, of which the fate Rev. N: King was face with death,” and you've been there side the school,” is theentinevitable
and indis:
pastor about tw enty successive years. . J. again for my sake.
Ive thought yon a pensablé review of the work of the day
Folsom removed to Washington, Vi., in coward, but ¥ see mow that your fear gives. that is past. Depend upon
it, there ean be
1818, and soon after assisted in organizing You courage, and my courage isn't-the real -no-advancement, no self-improvement, with="
| thing ; so now, my boy, if you will help out this self-inquiry. There is nothing so
the ¥. Baptist church in Williamstown, of { me, I'm going
to- try to learn your fear.” | destructive of all progréss, nothing so danwhieh hewas chosen deacon, which office
“ Help you » said Tot.
« With all my ger
all honest work, as the encourhe henorably filled until June 21, 1861, | heart, but we'll Hoth ask for the best hel ), Fm
ory SR
of satisfaction and con| and nobody ever asked for that in vain who tentment with what has been already done.
when he died.
The
her finds, perhaps, that with his
The boy Abraham early exhibited an | asked in earnest.”
“The fear of the Lord is the beginning lass
as failed to make the impression
indomitable adherence to the truth, which | of Wisdom.”
which he sought; the illustrations which he
:
he once evidenced under extreme suffering. |
had taken such pains to manufacture or seFear Him,ye saints, and you will then
When about seven years of age, the dis- |
leet have not hit their mark ; or the appliHave nothing else to fear;
trict sehool he attended was taught by a
cation which he had intended to make the
Make ye His service your delight,
chief point of his lesson has clearly failed
profane young man who corrected him one
He'll make your wants His care.
in its intended purpose: ‘there has been a
day for what he said was a wromg pronun-.
—8. 8. Visitor,
;
want of life, a want of interest, in the
ciation of a word.
But on the following
®
whole lesson ; he has found it very hard fo
S—
day,the teacherhaving discovered that himmake his children pay any attention at all,
Tae Swe or C
self was wrong in the pronunciation, and
.
We have al- and now at the close of the day he scarcely
being extremely averse to the imputation Ways been advocafes for the small classes, wonders at it, for he is compelled to acwhile we have always opposed any very knowledge that his teaching has been wonof error, determined to shift the odium from
strict limitation of the
‘
Of late we derfully dull.
himselfto the boy. Calling to him, he de- are inclined to think classes.
Now if such be the faults which the
that in many cases
manded how be pronoumced that word yes- there might be'1
classes. ‘Why should | teacher's inquiry ‘discovers, he must refer
terday,and on the boy pronouncing it as the the infant class
the Bible class be in- them back, not so much to his failure on
day before, the teacher denied his own in- definitely large
while the intermediate ones the Sunday, as to his want® of care and
mited to about half a dozen thought during the preceding week.
struetion, and tried by the most severe pun- are a
»
pupils.
ishmeat to oblige the boy to admit his [( the modations With the Reseht awkward accom?
Sa
it would be difficult to have
teacher's ) statement:

But

although

was swsp2nded by a cord and received

he

fre-

quent flogeings during the day, he remain-

ed firm to truth.
son to know

And the writer

that

there

are

has -rea-

now

living

those who through life have had their regord for the truth strengthened when re-

classes much larger thon they are.

Sunday-school of the
present will
to mold the church buildings of the
and in the future we may be able
separate apartments for the several
Even now the size of many classes
very well be inereased.

But the

Jbe able
future,
to have
classes.
might
’

What are the conditions that should. limit

‘No

Fear,

No

Hore.

Mr.

Owen

visit-

ed Alexander Campbell, at Bethany, to
make arrangements for their discussion on
the evidences of Christianity. In one of
their excarsions about the farm, they came
to Mt: Jautpivell’s family burying. round ;

when

Mr, Owen stopped,

himself to Mr.

and, addressing

Campbell, said :

the size of a class?
‘There is one advantage I have over the
1. A class should not be so large that the Christian; IT am not afraid to die. Most
through the day of suffering.’
teacher can mot successfully keep the at- Chistians have fear in death; but if some
He remained with his parents, yielding a tention of the entire cluss.
But a teachers few items of my business were settled,I
hearty respect for practical Christianity,
ability to hold the attention of a whole class should he perfectly willing to die at any
depends largely on the teacher's own quali- ‘moment,”
until, at the age of 16, he was apprenticed
“ Well,” answered Mr. Campbell, * you to a printer where his associates were far | fication. It depends also on the suitable.
of the teacher to that particular elass.. say you have no fear in death; have you
from religious, and having free access to an Anessteacher
who can not teach one class ma
any hope in death?"
extensive

calling the unyielding integrity of Abraham

bookstore and a. thirst for reading, without a judicious friend at hand to

direct him in the choice of books, he was
led by the subtle effusions of skeptics, to
doubt the reality of experimental religion.
But afterwitnessing for about twenty years,
in some of our largest cities and villdyes,

Borrowed garments seldom fit well. Haste the effect of infidelity on the minds and
often trips up its own heel. Men often practices of mankind, and after experienc-

and the Poesioliiy ‘thatan invasion of the

island might end disastrously. For Eng-

ray

of his usefulness. He was not careful to
amass worldly wealth, but bent his whole ed with pupils, especially the pablic schoels,
people are
energies to the work of the ministry, * And In these the great mass of the
particularly interested. They educate
there are now living in the New Hamp- children, and ‘the proper training oftheir
the
shire Conference those who remember teachers who conduct them is a matter of
his faithtul reproof as well as his kind sym- importance to thousands upon thousands.»
pathy in the hour of trial. A contemporary The scholarship of these teachers, and their .
clergyman of another denomination says of practical acquaintance with the art of teach-

Her Christian life commenced at the early

among the Santals, bringing with him two
applicants for the school.
3 She had her full share of trials, and some of
Two of our lay brethren, both teachers in
the school, now make themselves uséfiil by them were of such a sort as only the brave
supporting our congregations in the abe heart and the trustful faith can bear. She
sence of the teachers. Of one of these,sister bore them in spite of their heaviness, though

the folds of other han-

ners,—as we have lately experienced.
Still
more, an able, determined enemy would
largely ruin her eonmmerce on which she de-

—.

to Christianity,

that vigorous exercise

She was a native of Sandwich, N. H., and

daughter of Mr, and, Mrs. Josialr Burleigh.

not withhold their aid! The Lord pour
out his spirit on his servants and hand-

la- | dition of the

success, and

rejoicing convert

Te

In afew years he
with the M. E. church.
was
ordained
and
commenced
preaching
t death of the wite of Rev. Hopby seems, for several reasons, to the gospel, which he followed uninterruptcall for Something more than the simple no- ediy, nearly forty years, until his death.
tice appropriate to the obituary column. We After a few first years of his labor he walked to all his appointments,and doubtless by
supply a few words.

ted to add to their usefulness and enlarge
their success. She was a lover of peace,
often allaying prejudices by her conciliatory
maidens!
.
spirit, and winning and keeping the attachSome new inquirers in the neighborhood t ment of strangers so that they became permaof Jellasore afford encouragement. * Bro, nent and choice [riends,
:
;
S. Curtis, who came home from a trip last
During
a
large
pottlon
of
her
life
she
was
means an increase of the debt, which brings | week, laid up with a violent rheumatic
an invalid and a severe sufferer. But in
an increase of taxes on the laboring men, | attack ( but from which, thanks to the Dispite of this, both her patiehice and her enwho are already restive under their burdens, vine blessing on “the use of Rev. ”Walter
ergy were often brought out in grateful and
:
and unless they are gingerly
handled, they i-Clark’s Rhuematic Elixir, he has now near
‘surprising ways. After her husband had
will play a drama which shall not at all re- | ly recovered,) spoke with unusnal anima
purchased the Smithville Seminary” propersemble the farce of the Lord Gordon riots. | tion at our covenant meeting
on Saturday,
It means increased difficulty in obtaining relating the destitute and wretched -con- ty, though in feeble health. she resolutely
undertook the duties of matron in

difficult it is to
statesmen know that a long war would de-that have arisen in Europe, in which she stroy and transfer millions of her property,
was concerned in any way, however re- would increase the taxes, would cause great
distress among her operatives and mechan‘motely. Her forces and, more frequently,
ics, ~as did the cutting off the supply of cother subsidies have been the means of decid- ton from our states in 1861 and 1862,—
ing the fate of nations in numerous instan- wouid give the Fenians an opportunity,

Years’ War; and the nation then enlarged
has been her friend and ally since. She

“Four of sister

Reports of the work at: the last named

the distress of the people,—make their re-

Germans by ‘their owa.

a lit-

Balasore, or those who have left the school
for the new settlement near Bhaddruck.

wen who find no glory in war but much in
hard sovereigns,who dread higher taxes and

other maritime states of Europe. Now, the draw the trade from the countries reached
combined fleets of Europe are between by them to her own island. Colonies have
three and four times as strong as her own, been fostered for the sake of the huge
and many of them are not at all averse to profits incident to their trade. Her iron
wiping out past disgraces inflicted on them _and the cheap labor of her mechanics have
by British cannon.
Formerly, a British enabled her to secure the greater part of the
fleet could enter a barbor, choose its own carrying trade of Europe, a monopoly of
position and leisurely reduce the adjacent that of South America; and our shipping
city to ashes. Now, a few shots from those lists too sadly indicate how greatly, she has
She has taken
terrible Krupp cannon, or a lightning flash drawn away our commerce.
to a sunken torpedo, cause the ships, one | her commission ou the trade of all nations,
after another, to sink or retire from the con- | has produced a large part of the useful
flict. We remember how the best appoint- | manufacturgs of the world. to do which,
ed fleet, which naval art and modern science the, finest merchant marine ever in excould produce essayed in vain to reduce istence has been created. This very imFort Sumter, and certainly the means and portant element in increasing her wealth
appliances of the Confederacy for resisting" is the main cause of the great desire of EngA few privateers
assaults were but
scanty, compared to land to maintain peace.
those of any of the leading nations of mod- preying on her commerce would cause
eri“Burope. Thus she is curtailed in the thousandsof her ships to leave her flag and

is changing her boasted

number was

ford’s large girls are to be married in a few

that, and a few hours suffice to inform the
kingdom of any event, And so these merchants and baukers,—conseryative fellows,

contrary to all scientific calculations, was borers, who are engaged inthe prmy, and
sunk, while the barge continued on its way the risk of the capture of the iréights by the
unharmed.
Butit would be very foolish enemy. lt means an interruption of the
to argue, that all her vessels were in like trade which is necessary to keep those
condition, from these few instances. A dis- huge mills in operation and their operatives
passiorate man will certainly say her navy from starving. And this brings us to the
great reason of the change of her policy and
is still the most powerful on earth.
But there ¥as a time when her vessels, the diminution of her influence,
For years, England has been governed to
in number, equaled the navies of the world;
and swept the continental seas from the promote her commercial interests. Iwmbeen granted to
Baltic to the Bosphorus, and, at different mense subsidies: have
times, annihilated

ol the

days to young men in Bro. Smith's scheol at

have heaten her twice .and could do ‘so
again with half the exertion. It is undoubt- worked rapidly, Her agrfenltural interest
edly trae that we, with ten-fold the popu- has been fostered. beyond any attempt in
lation of 1812 and more than that propor this country, and yet for many decades
tion of wealth, would have little difficuity she has not been self-sustaining, but has
in preventing English troops from landing had ‘to rely on the granaries of the DanNow war |
in our country, and would have a fair op- ube valley and of America.
4 strength confessedly consists in her naval es-

put.on’ Christ by. bap:

One

tle girl from Balasore, where her relatives
reside. It was thought best that she should

Now the telegraph has changed all

monstrances known.

yesterday.

Still another was received,

ade differently from former times, when

of our best citizens

~~

—

. ———

the government made war and would have
sent’ off thousands of troops, mayhap, before the people were aware of the state of

the same language with her inhabitants,
from among them, we are
interested in her than in
nations. And as we study
day, consider her influence

articles which

have come "to bé distrustfulof their pristine success, Besides,.peace and war are

——

having drawn many

, Simple Tribute!

lished on thé coast; a8 IS evinced by the

—

ing the effects , of friendships founded on
worldly principles to a ruirous extent, he

was induced, it

is

trusted,

by

the

Holy

Spirit, to resume the careful reading - of the
Bible, and to choose his associates

believers of that Book; and

soon

from the

becarhe a

easily master another.

that the class members

It is also important
should

be adapt-

‘After a solemn

pause,

“No,”

said

Mr.

Owen.
:
‘‘ Then,” rejoined Mr. Campbell,

ed to each other.
A class unsuited ip
(pointtaste the one to another ean not be interest- ing to an ox standing near,) ‘‘ you are on
ed by the same teaching. What is appro- a level with that brute. He has fed until
‘priate to one is not fit for the other,
he is satisfied, and stands ite {he shade,
2. A teacher should not have more sehol- whisking off the flies, and has neither hope
ars than can be brought under his direcs ‘nor fear in death.”
personal influence, Boson influence is
also a matter of personal character. Some
teachers will captivate two hundred &cholars more easily than others will exert an

Come, then, my fiend, a whisper in your ear;
He has no hope who never had a fear;

And he that never doubted of his state,
+ He may, perliaps—perhaps he may==too late.
influence over three. . ™
NH
— Cowper.
If we could have separate’ rooms, blackboards, maps, and dbther conveniences, we
might easily enlarge our classes, securing
‘Where is no denial of self, there is no rebetber teachers and perhaps better results,
igion ; where sacrifice begins, there piety
While we are as much as ever oppased to eging, there the love of Christ Legins,
ori
$4 |
a
P
‘

a
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Grave.
—

and silent—

ious papers
It
stands?
aper in a
ecuniarily

A land mysterious lieth *
Beyond the distant tomb.
The night-bird’s tender carol
Within doth ne’er resound,
And Friendships flowers wither
Upon its mossy mound.

Forsaken brides are wringing

Their hands in wild despair;

The wail of orphaned wanderers

A

the next

should move

We

—

will

be

will

tents.
burnt

not read better productions. We are not
sure that there. may’ not be a place for this
class of works in the educational pregress
of the community, They are not am unal of them

most

from

that

gifted pens,

sensation-

good articles

msmy

found

are

may he

read

good

men

with

Henry Ward
rofit by young and eld.
eecher, Dr. John Hall and the venerable
Dr. Tyng. appear in the pages of the New
York

Ledger,

have

questioned

contributed

for

and

other

the same

have

Some

paper.

their course, and charged

the sanction of their
them with lending
names te the circulation of the less valua* ble articles which are furnishedby others.
They are probably right in the eeurse they
pursue, for it is wise, if we can net keep
such

publications

out

of the hands of the

young, J) ake them as harmless as we
can, aud-fo crowd irto them as much useful matter as

possible, to

after that the

work

seemed
that nt
moveme

offset the

evil by

the good, to counterbalance the silly story
with calumns of useful reading matter.

tation of forces would

they are weak all over, and mo part, therefore, could be called weak in particalar.

the spout. I ascended to the flat above,
and looked into the hopper, but it was
empty. The stones were merely grinding

weak place ; and such people ave right, for
The

polar bear

for

blubber, and

has a weakness,

his hunters

coil a piece of whaleboue

—

which

is

knowing this,

like a watch-

Crumpled motices, dust-rags, halfmatches, «church manuals, bmken-

backed hymn-heoks,
with marks of bad
dirty tumbler, and a
—these are some of
which stare

the

an unwashed spittoon
it, a
luck all around
pitcher without handle
the bones of the dead

minister

in

the

face, and

give him inspiration during the intervals of
the service. Then, too, whatever may be
said in faver of sparrows and swallows, it
is not the tidy sexton who suffers the spider
to weave a web for himself under the altars of God.
~
The good sexton isa polite mar. When
you come ‘a stranger within his gates, he
meets you more tham half-way.
He puts

*

Comfort for Clergymen.
Sr——

They are not all starved, as appears from

the tables
says

of lomgevity.

that a Germgu

* Good

Health”

observer has

recently

calculated the average longevity attained im
different professions. Doctors reach fiftysix years; arpists, fifty-seven; lawyers, fif
ty-eight; but «clergymen keep on to sixtyve,—physicinns of the soul hive mime mere
average years than Diysiciaps of the body.
Varicus reasens for this are suggested. But
poets ave stuikingly short-lived. They sing

this level

is another class of

lic sentiment should drive the literary dam-

pation frem the open gaze of the public.
Itis an iesult to every decent. nan. and.an
outrage

en

every

woman,

virtuous

to fill

windows and crowd publie places
shop
to the Jowest
With peniedicals thet pander
passions,

and

which tend

to degrade

and

brutalize society. Nothing low, - mothin
hrutish, nothing devilish
sensual, nothing
can transpire without every fillhy faet being
printed, and every Siegusting scene being
illustrations. The
done, up ju periodical
whole thing is a scowge, and if the free-

dom of the press requires that such publi-

cations be dllowed,

then

publie sentiment,

more potent than law, skould

out of sight, and
for shame.
But even the wile
We have reason
tion of notoriously
pictures is much

drive the evil

compel it to hide itself

execute.

I looked

round for the results, but no flour fell

|

LE 1

ad- | Pro and Con Series, 4 vois

rebuke,

+300

315

from

not a little

was

time of her husband, who

fessor of religion, she

not

had really

a pro-

UININE

flattered

herself that she desired to accomplish great |

|

wus, sit there™

Then

who, inthe most

ens the windows for a fur-clad lady;

and |

shuts them again for a bald-headed man
He sympathizes
With “éqtial ‘éomposure.
with people

who want fresh

air

without a

draught, amd gently remonstrates with
strangers who come early and insist eu taking the best seats in the honse. He beams
patiently upon the retiring congregation,
one of whom cheers him with the remark

that ‘the bause was like a barn,” and anHe
other, *‘the house was like an oven.”

hears all. degrees of temperature fuem
sixty to eighty prescribed, demanded, and
denounced;
and cool.

ect on this

important

principle?

All

of’ all things,

who

soon a pk

have

yet his own blood flows ealm
e is patient, toe, with his eon-

mittee. Furnaees need repairing, and even
replacing, oeeasionally; leaks call for at-

:

Putting a Cooper’s Pipe Out.
_ "The late Rev. Thomas
«eli tract-distributor, being
ad out of season.
He
smoking-ears, in order
field for deing good.

Collins was a modinstant in seasen
often traveled in
to have a wider
Im his imteresting

AGENTS!

sacrifice which God did not require

.memoir, recently published, we find that he
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for you will

*
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(there is a rush for it)on
greatest work.
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Write for terms, &c., free.

to them.
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LEWIS

or, MY JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET
It is by odds the most taking and saleable book : 1
the field. 1. Itis on a vitally important subject :
1t is by America’s most popular writer on health.
1t is, for the price, the largest and handsomest book
les ©
ever sold by subscription. Agents, the
urge you to bring
eager for such a book; and will

i called it, “ giving in his testimony,” was
indeed a heavy cross. It excited his
nerves and gave him a painful consciousness of making himself and his subject ludierous by his efforts to get out his words.
Night after night he listened to Mrs.
Crane as she talked of this heavy cross she
was lifting and bearing after the Master,
and he concluded at length that she was a
timid, gracious soul, urging herself to a

CURVED CLAMP
describes serae incidents of one of his jour- And ere long he got courage to set her
Holds Firmest;
One night, after her
subject.
the
on
right
meys:
usual statement of the conflict between her
Metal Journal
“In thetrain I presented a New Testa- soul and the adversary, in which he sought
CASTING.
ament to 2 soldier; he received it gladly, with diabolical temptation to smuggle her,
and I was pleased to see tat he eanght my but in which she always outwitted him,
NO WEAR
fameaning at once when I .callediit “a the humble man rese, and as well as he |’
sword.
OUT.
could, sought to comfort her.
A cooper got in at an early station, and
J th-think,” he said, * d-dear sister is
PROVIDENCE TOOL COMPANY, ,R.X
withoutam apology, lighted his pipe. Af- wri-writing bitter things ag-against herself,
tera little introductory talk, I submitted and lay-laying unjust bur-burdens. on her 11 WarrenSt.. N.Y... PROVIDENCE
6m18
for his ‘consideration whether the cost ef a-soul. . She's g-got hold of the wr-wrong
that cloudy gratification would met send a cross. She's ta-taken up mine in p-place
AGENTS and all Men WANTING
THEBESTTRAVELING BUSINESS
<hildto school; and whether that would of her own.
I must crucify my-m-my
which will furnish a ¢ nance with
not be a better outlay, as it would confer a p-oride by showing this th-thorn in my
. hut lietle Capital fo clear
benefit that would last forever.
REMEMBER
fi-flesh. ‘She must do it by gi-giving, and
$100 to $200 per month.
givHe said: ‘I never thought af that, but giving and .gi-giving, till the cross makes from
THIS, and do not feil to send for our Circulars
engaging
before
,
business
the
of
it is trme. So, out goes ithe pipe, and her sh-shoulders ache. That's the cr-cross ing full description
it to
find
elsewhere. AGENTS and P¥DDLERS will
heres. for the child.
with.
for her; but oh, bearing my tes-testimony their interest to do so, and will be honestly dealt EY,
D. L. GUERNS
¢ Do yon mean that? Will
you give u
Address at once for terms
before a g-gainsaying world, that's the cross
:
y . J
» that I'm tr-trying to c-carry up the hill, and Publisher and Bookseller, CONCORD, N. H. 12m6
The duty of giving money te promote! the | the hod P

Lord's

cause,is generally admitted.

And

‘To besure I will, and

send

the

young

Jovns
et this duty is.very imperfoetly
ormed un to-scheol.’
“1am so glad to fave put your pipe out. |
The ques-’
wv most professing Christians.
tion paturally :anses to the mind of every will Jou blige me Ty the gift of the!
gf
thomgltful diseigle,—How smorLp 1.GIVE? cast¢ Certainly, sir: here it is.” Ho with joy
the quesEachese who preperly considers
tion will decide:

:

1. # ought to give as “Ged hath prospered, "—that ig, im proportion to the means
placed in my hamds.

The

widow, with her

two mites, is not pelieved from the oliligation, ant! the rich are called mpon te give
according

2.

to their:abundance.

I.should give liberally,—not

ed measure.

dn sfint-

—

Vana

OP —

that al-almost c-erushes

me with its weight.

T-take heart, sister, sh-shoulder up y-your
own b-hurden; it's better fi-fitted to your
sh-shoulder than mine is, and it'll be easier
borne and s-sooner b-blest.”
The innocent man uy meant to say that
{I brought the trophy home.”
her duty was to give of her wealth to the
‘Reader, would not the money you spend Lord; but that he, being poor, and having
on cigars and tobacco go a great way to- nothing else to give, must render the offerward increasing the comfort of your family? ing of his lips, however painful the effort
Will you not *¢ put your pipe out” for their might be to his pride.
But the way he put
sake t— Good News.
A
it fell in so exactly with the ideas of the
| people that some were seen to smile, and
others dropped their heads that they might

- Sight of Self.

.| not be seen to smile.

3. longht to givechegrfully,—notgradg-:
tention; but if be is a goed sexton, he
papers are not the worst. makes his nineteenth application to the ingly,
i
There (is. in the experienee of some men
to fear that the circula-! committee with the same deference as the
4. My gifts should be the result of prin- what goesto the bottom of their necessiobscene publications and | first, and feels, when it is granted, that he eiple,~not of mere whim, or under the in- fies, and with all the data of the immense
; I should inform «cabeulation, sweeps up, the solution of the
more extensive than is
bas received a persenal favor that he never fluence of exciting appeals
objects, amd
commonly
known.
The public know nothproper
te
respest
in
myself
can
more
what
word—aud
Ina
{problem of their being and their destinies.
deserved.
ing of places where
the worst forms of
purpose
in
my
heart
te
give.
as
gationt
as
is
sexton
Xt is that gight of God which
produees not
be said—the good
is
This
uently.
freq
literature are
wanufactured.
Books
are
give
to
ought
1
.
5.
multitude
minister; for he has the same
and admiration merely, not swell- printed and bound in secret places. No tohis please, and the same variety of com- Ged's plan: < On the fist day of the week, wonder
ing and sublime emotions merely, notthe!
open sales are wade. The light
of heaven plaints to reduce to their lowest terms,
Jet every one of you lay by him in store as earthly reflected visions of justice and rec-|
red.”
is not allowed to blaze in upon the
| titnde merely, but deeper than all and
Finally, the good sexton is a piéns man. God hath prospe
infernal traffic. The press works in dark- He loves the house becawse he lowes the
Way Ssovwn I GIVE ?
more fundamental than all, which producThe commeree in this literature is Lord, and this makes him ever jealous _for
' ness.
1. It is God’s will. Me has commanded es a man in seuse of self-abhorrence, a
conducted quietly, Bad books and pietures its honor, iis order, and its fitness. Happy it, just 2s He has commarded repentance, humiliation of spirit,a repudiation of human
;
‘ge circulated in such a way as to. elude is the Lord’s doorkeeper who, with all the faith. and baptism.
menit and of all the éarth-born products of
the vigilance of the police, and few know drudgeries of his office, and with its often
2. Beeause God is always giving to me. our apostate life, When in this state of
to
es
such
promis
3. God has. attached large
how prevalent the evil is, Agaifist
unworthy pay finds his duty thus glorified
eonseious guilt, and unworthiness, we welworks we have stringent laws, but in spite by his love; and happy are the church and giving. I must not forget this.
come that view of God in Christ which
of them the traffic goes on. The other day pastor who call such aman, ‘Our Sexton !” "4, Giving will be promotive of my own gives encouragement and hope, that view
'
Christian
;
Illustrated
the
of
ss.
happine
Mr, Abbott,
—Congregationalist.
only whieh gives assurance of pardon and
"
The subjects of nécessity are numer- aceeptange. It is not until we can gee
Weekly, stated in Boston that last Fall a
ous.
young man, 4 noble Christian, *‘‘ commence:
God in Christ "removing
legal obstacles,
«4. The opportunity of giving will soon harmonizingby his death
ed single-handed, .a crusade against the
Mr.
Beecher’s
First
Revival.
claims of
i
away.
pass
dealers in licentious literature. He bad not
Jusdee and mercy, so that forgiveness may
J TS.
:
the
in
winked
police
remembeved
be
the
will
ment;
gifts
much encourage
7. These
freely offered without weakening the
1 recoliect when I returned from the first judgment.
How unspeakably desirable is sanctions of law, that we are permitted to
at the traffic; one of the leading members
had
I
worked.
ever
I
whick
in
of the Board of Education interposed all revival
Christ's approval,
rejoice in the adoption and in the. hepe of
his political influence to shield the oftenders ; been at Indianapolis between One and two
8 Have I not been remiss in times the glory of God. This view we may have.
(and
ears, and there had been no revivial,
past?
the police Jssiens were themsélves indiffer- It is the most prominent view presented in
had not been to oné sinde I was a boy).
it was not untfl an appeal was
ent, and
9. Gratitude for the unspeakable giftof the Scriptures. ¢‘ Behold the Lamb of God
from
call,
'Jewett’s
Brother
on
out
went
I
me.
ners
move
and was
made to the Police Commissio
Son ought to
that taketh away the sin of the world.”—
and.I worked God's dear
enforced by some significant articles in the Indianapolis to Terre Haute ; my
Rev: Dr. Burchard.
was
heart
revival,until
a
in
daily press that he succeeded in getting three weeks
all
.
Good
any attention paid to his demands.
He se- on fire ; -and it rained a stream of prayer
g
Toin
the way home from Terre Haute to Indian-cured, however, the indirect support of memI
Borealis,
Aurora
an
like
was
It
One Sows, Anether Reaps.
apolis.
bers of the Young Men's Christian AssociaThere is a book called, ‘A Hundred Ways
—
Oh
tion and of leading men in the American have no doubt, ay upon ray, for that whole
man
Cooking Eggs,” and a very clever
Tract Society, and the hearty co-operation distance, if an = could heve seen it. I of
Some
months
back,
one
Sunday evening,
or
woman
cook
he
or
she
must
be
who
could
|
slay
Lord
way—"
of the Assistant Distret Attorney, As the re- was in that fee ing all the
fish ont such a variety. Now there are a young woman came to the tabernacle. At
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Sister Crane, good woman that she was,
took the suggestion so innocently given.
She went home agking herself if, after all,
it was a cross for her to make herself a leader in the social meetings; -and if she might
not, perhaps, have been mistaken in the dePatiutet of labor to which she had so nearly confined her efforts. She looked ov er
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oned up their value; and

and reck-
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she looked

around in vain for the being who needed

them when she shoud be called to give
aceount of her stewardship.
The truth her poor hired farmer so unwittingly stammered out awoke her from her
delusion and showed her that casting in of
‘her abundance to the treasury of the Lord
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and that the exercise which she in false

humility had called her “cross” 'had really
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heart; ‘and humbled herself before Him
from whom she had withheld the treasure
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She laid down the wrong cross and took up

thé right one and carried it, until, day by
day, it grew lighter, and soon it became a
blessing to Herself and others.— Waichman & Reflector.
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At last it is done, and nobody

ed. “It was asmuch a foregone conclusion
that the Baltimore convention would nominate Horace Greeley as it was that the Phil- adelphia convention would nominate General Grant.

- It was packed

to

this

end,

and

that by the very men who erie .odt the
loudest against that process as applied at
Philadelphia.

Horace
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administration,” las actually-been hobnob‘ing with the Tammany ilk to secure his
indorsement by their party. And he has
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numbers

was red hot in its utterances,
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pass.
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A brief

the delegates, and down

went the’Cineimmati platform, Mr. Greeley
and all, and the participaters came forth
looking as serene

and

happy as

though:

had been an ordingry dose.

it

:

Ltt us glance at the situation.

The Democratic party has been doing unitwork. for seventy-five
to wide und liberal edu-

ed and effective
years, As cr

cation, as the advecates of

ruthless distributers of official spoils, as
apologists for if not open sympathisers with
the South during the late war, as containing
the great majority of the immoral -and intemperate element in the country, and as
aping aristocracy, this patty is particularly
distineuished. - And this party, distinguished thus, makes Horace Greeley its standardbearer, himself distinguished as the friend
.of education,

the

uncompromising

foe

of

slavery, the declared advocate of a pure
administration, the patriot during the war
(and always, in his way), strictly temperate

sphere?

:
par-

{lol ha: it has committed suicide > The
it

Has swallowed

mist prove

fatal.

But still it moves about cheerfully among

“us,

like the man in Chicago ‘the
who

took

nap

and

a

dose of rat's

other

bane

day

during

in his re¢lection.

But do the present

dents?

a

and Yio

«ow lose ers Sub
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by
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HE

and that district will be found giving

| sympa

»

ii

large
.

e

Nehord ‘which attaches them so

uniformly to that party ? ”

Ang yet Mr Greeley, less than a year after
that utterance, yields to * the sympathetic

cord which attaches them so uniformly to
that party.” He mingles in: their conferen-

ces, if reports may be trusted.

He uses the

Tribune, heretofore the leader in most noble

dauges, as the mouthpieceof the new combination, and through
its columns

he ful-

minates” the old Democratic

importance that we can give it license

Are the souls

it in our

us

service

Skepticism.
On

wants, that they are subject to a wise and

Cross?

His

career
the

is the answer.
temptation,

views

the

host of men

most sincere behoid

The

the

that

can take;

agony,

sigmature,

.5t least one

week

| Stanton,

Richard

C.

Thomas

|

but a little and that as |

his fol- | foundation, they are making steady progup to ress. Do not disturb their simple trust,
councils ; and in the synagogues shall ye be feed them with the sincere milk of the
beaten ; and ye shall be brought before rul- | word, and lead them on to duty and victoers and kings for my sake, for a testimony ry. .They will lose nothing if they live and
against them.” Is it to be presumed that die in blissful ignorance of the thousand
these trials before councils, that these stripes subtle questions that perplex the mind.
the

“They

that

this

|

testimony

against rulers and kings, meant
him who foretold them? Look

nothing to
at what a |
counting of costs there was,. He would |
have his followers know the worst, He |
himself knew what he wag approaching.

But he

adds

that

wonderful

verse,

‘And

:

that of the heart,

irrational

assumed

skepticism,

as a cloak

for

a merit

of doubting,—donbts

but injures all, and those

Lord,”

us in thése scenes,
us,

merely

crushed.

to

=‘ Bring

forth

He has not placed

with the faculties given

have

them

repressed

in any community,

that it

hope not to *‘run under” over one thousand
dollars at the close of the year,
:

esting and useful. The gospel is a living
fountain, ready to supply the needs of all,
adapted to the sphere of all, essential to the

Be-

On appeals in the Star sixty dollars have

highest good of all.—Jy. J. B.

YieLDING UP THE GHOST.

been

sent

in the past

sum

from

Rev. J. M. W. Farnham,

nourishing soil.

The roots of Island.

Twenty-five

If we could but feel a par-

sent

that the amount

of stock required to complete the proposed.

to

‘ Radical Publishing Company,’ would be
subscribed, even though the effort were
persevered in to the end of the year.” The

magazine, while it lived, did its work well

triumph over duty; no choice of spheres
determined by worldly advantages; ambi-

unable papers have been contributed to it;

tion would not be constantly soaring to for-

which we have taken

and for the most part ably.
some

Several

val-

satisfaction in

accusations | bidden hights ; self-interest-would--not-dic- reading,
and we can not chronicle
its death
|,
against the Administration and the Repubtate ofr course; neither would this present without a faltering wish that it had lived.
lican party. Always crotchety and full of life measte our aspirations. ‘I must.”
whim-whams, he comes up glowing for the If we coull only repeat it as Christ did,
BATES COLLEGE!"
“We stated last week,
presidential race, and neither his crotéhets with what a vichness would it. elothe our
on
the
word
of
one
whom we supposed’
- nor his whims forsake him,—nor, we might lives, and what a reward would it secure us
knew what he was talking about, that *‘ a
add, does his simplicity. What gould faise at the end.
3
further amount of five thousand dollars had
graver queries: concerning his fitness for
How prompt.to duty. it. would make us. been pledged for the permanent fund” of
that office than the very means and imstru- * 1 must work the works
him that sent the College. We were misinformed, and
ments he employs to get it?
me, oh ott BT
i J
ooo are obliged to say that no such pledge has
But the Democratic party, and4 pretty no man can work.” Is the lesson too old beén made, But certainly it ought to be,
good number of
blican malcontents, are to be Needed; or has it: lost its force ‘by be- and perhaps that is why our informgnt
ing oft repeated? It is straight to the grave thought that it had been.
Lr

{fn Jesper sont, of whieh this fopabina-

*

i

:

men

have

Freshman

already
clase, and

ten or twelve others are expected to pre-

Hts decease is attributed to the blues, ‘‘there

his utterance of them, with what a different
spirit would we go about our work. There
would then be no love of ease that would

young

been admitted to the

In a valedictory note

being no encouragement

a for-

and ten from Rev. Isaac Hyatt, of Rhode

At any zate, it is now

| dead, aged 7 years.

year,~fifty of this

mer pupil of mine,now missionary to China,

The Radical seem not to have struck into

dom of God to other cities, for therefore am
I sent.”
:
How shall we regard these musts of
Christ, but as among the most inspiring
significance

notwithstanding our increased burdens, we

need careful training and instruction, and
are often found the strongest, most inter-

beforehand, and be must accomplishit, So
he early declared, “I must preach the King-

ticle of the forge that gave

paid on the first day of next Jaouary,and onehalf on the first day of next July. So that,

and

The Shu of boven: inquirers and

investigators, mot s!

May

the

denly

our

beloved

missionaries

to

an agent to assist in raising funds.
A subscription and collection were {aken on
Sabbath, of 848.15, to be equally divided
between the Cleveland Mission and the
Freedmen's Mission.
The following is a
synopsis of resolutions passed :

their

manhood has been

made a test

of citizenship, therefore,
Resolved, That we rejoice in the triumph
of principle over prejudice, and pledge our
efforts to protect the rights of all by law,
and public opinion.
TEMPERANCE.

# Resolved, 1. That it is our duty, as professed Christians, to abstain from all that can
intoxicate, and discountenance its use

both

by precept and example,
ay
2, That we consider prohibition the true
policy of action, and that we will sustdin by
our influence and votes the Temperanee
Law of Ohio.

3. That we urge upon the ministers of this
Y. M. the duty of clearly presenting to their
respective congregations the cvils of intemperance.
.
4. That we recommend the use of the
temperance pledges in our S. Schools,
HOME MISSIONS.
Resolved,
1. That the mission effort’ in
|
| Cleveland commends itself to our sympthies, prayers and purses.
2.

That we recommend the appointment

of a committee

to investigate

stances of the Cleveland

the circum-

Mission,

and,

il

practicable to build a church, to appoint
agent to aid in raising

an

funds.

3. That the Freedmen's religious necessities are largely ours as a pegple to care
for, inasmuch as we sought thoi deliverance from bondage at the hand of God.
He has answered our prayers, and is now
men,—worthy of all honor,— | suying, ** Lift them up to manhood and to

The elder
are

STATE OF THE COUNTRY.
Whereas

eomiug

down

from the walls.

me.”

Young

EDUCATION.
men should be fitted to take the places of | Considering the ‘education “of our rising
the older. To fit them isthe mission of ministry as essential to our denominational
Bates College.in. New England.
Will God success, therefore,

take care of his own College, overruling its |

by no fault it maybe of the Sem., denomi-

national sympathy with it was weakened,
both to the injury of the Sem. and our
churches. Still the Whitestown Seminary
holds on its way with increasing influence
and power for good. Some of our church-

Resolved,

That

we

recommend

to

the

ministers of this Y. M. to urge upon those
entering the ministry the im
rtance
of
classical and theological education.
2. That we recommend
to'use greater care in the

to our Q. M's
examination of

fice.
3.

“the

candidates for the ministry, as to their natural and acquired ability to fll the sacred of|

That we recommend

cordial

co-

‘Speration ofhis Y. M. with the élforts of the

{| Faculty and Trustees for the endowment
Hillsdale College.
.
4.

of

That we urge, as-a means of Christian

| education to F. Baptists who take no -relig| ious paper, to subscribe for. the Morning
| Star or Baptist Union.
SABBATH SCHOOLS.
Resolved, That old and young ought to
so identify themselves with S. S. work as
to bear its burdens and reap its benefits.
STATE OF RELIGION.
Whereas, on looking over the field of
this Y. M., we see abundant evidences that
the type of piety is too low, and that the
spirit of consecration ought to be more fully
exercised, therefore,

Resolved, That as a people we seek to find
the
old paths, and have the one great pures too are flourishing, and we have a prosJose to bring all around us to a saving
pect of soon Laving stronger churches in
nowledge of the truth.
;
larger places and. better sustained pastors. |
to the chair of Sacred Rhetoric, to comELD. MARKS'S MONUMENT.
mence his studies at the beginning of the || The church in Norwich has a fine house. ? Wagreayliey. David Marks was a repreman, and belonged to the entire
next collegiate year, and to take his chair in a beautiful location; and is doing a v#lu- sentative
denomination,
therefore,
a,
able
work,
through
their
in one year from that time.
sélf-denying,
Resolved, That we refer the subject of
By the report of the Treasurer, at the an- efficient pastor, Rev, A, M. Totman,
Their erecting
a suitable monument to his memonual meeting of the Boards,on the 25th ult., pressing need just now is the payment of a ry to the next Gen. Conference.
our incomes for the past year lack about one debt of eleven hundred dollars on their
Next session of the Y. M. to be held withthousand dollars of meeting the expenses church worth ten times that sum. Another in the limits of Crawford Q. M.
B. F. HERRICK, Clerk,
of the year. In this time of great need, a real want is a vestry, for which they have
few friends have given their pledge for three ample room, in which to hold social meetHolland Purchase Y.M.
thousand dollars for this year, one-half to be ings. One more noble effort by the friends

everything,

and will not be satisfied, which should
never be allowed, but severely condemned.

the

M.

Lord bless them in, their respective fields,

misfortne for his glory? I think he will,
F. Hayes (Mental and Moral |
O. B. CHENEY, * President.
Philosophy), James A. Howe (System|
Lewiston,
July
6, 1872,
atic Theology), Thomas S. Rich (Hebrew).
Prof. Hayes will also give instruction in |
Mental and Moral Philosophy in the aca- |i|
Central New York.
.
|
it
demical department.
{
Prof. Charles H. Malcom has signified his |

filled, arrangements willbe made to give
instruction to students desiring to make a
specialty of Civil Engineering, Any desiring to do s0 are requested to inform me.
Rev. William H. Bowen has been chosen

sin, deserves’ only rebuke. So there is a
sort of intellectual skepticism which makes

together, saith

ginning at Jerusalem, he did not stop to
found there a famous church, of which he
should be the famous preacher. His mission was wider than that. It had been fixed

of his words?

An

your strong reasofs.”

He felt the divine mission thrilling through
his whole being, and the obligation

mot.

ning from Ill. Southern Y,

thunderbolt should lay its buildings in ashes
or some terrible disease should send sud-

L.

no name
to the Boards for that chair,
for the reason that I knew of none to send,
In the
mean time, until that chair is

In one

who indulge it most of all. But a spirit of
candid inquiry, a desire for truth and the
whole truth is most praiseworthy.
True
religion encourages it and meets it in every
proper demand. ". God and the Bible encourage it. ¢* Come, now, and let us reason

But there was the work, and these were
nothing in comparison with the glory of
that. Has there ever been another purpose

put upon him admitted of no denial.

sense itis

It does no good,

nations.”
There were the persecutions, the
privations, the death that awaited
them.

like Christ's?

But is skepticism to be tolerated?

Ohio Central Y. M. and - Rev. J. S. Man-

are liable to be, with misfortunes
the last two years,—misfortunes for

At the time of my last notice of the Col- than before, and especially is this the case
Many, too,
lege in the Star, a gentleman had author- in the Central N.Y. Y.M.
ized me to send his name to the Boards as who gave to Whitestown their money be:
Professor in Civil Engineering. Hence the cause the school, as they thought, was there
statement I made.
Recently, however, he | to remain, lost sympathy with the Seminary
has withdrawn his name so that I sent on the removal to New Hampton, and thus

upon

shall deliver you

synagogues,

est desire for healthful, vigorous life, if not

indeed a present realization.
Rev. W. Whitacre was present from the

before

Let a just discrimination be made. There | acceptance of the chair to which he has |
Since the Theological School left Whites| is a large class, happily for the world, in | been elected.
heavenly will.
;
He will prepare a course of town, which many still persist’ in thinking
Read those verses in the thirteenth chap- | whom the largest and most implicit faith | lectures on English History, to be delivered to have béen a great mistake, our - churches
in all this State have been less prosperous
ter of Mark, where Christ is foretelling the | may be encouraged; they rest on a sure in the Spring or Summer term.

lowers:

exercises.

Revs. O. Blake, J. B. Page, and J. C. Steele
were appointed a committee to consider the
within
teasibility of building a F. Baptist church
which it ‘is no more responsible than if ‘a in Cleveland, and if practicable, to appoint

| Angell,
George C. Chasé, and Tutor Clar- |
ence A. Bickford.—The Theological De- |
pariment will be under the instruction of ||
Profs. John Fullo
. (Ecclesiastic
ntonal History and Pastoral Theology), John J. Butler
(New Testament, Greek and Homiletics),
|
Benjamin

the |

M,

and the business sessions, as well as
the devotional exercises, indicated an earn-

commencement,—! need not repeat that the
Collegé has been visited, as all human

Lewiston, Gresn- | things

Stanley,

Y.

good-will. The reports from the several
Q. M's were, on the whole, encouraging, -

placed in the hands of the committee without

part of the

were well “calculated to promote mutual

Heath to act’ as committee of award... The
parts must be accepted by the Faculty, and

the death,—all betoken his allegianee to the

persecutions that shall come

prominent

graves in a far-off Jand. But it hopes to
parts of the denomination, pledging symrise above its misfortunes.
It can say this
pathy
and
aid
to
help
on the good work.
|
Brethren, shall not the amount of .contribu- much :—Its course hasbeen straightforward
tions the next three months be twice of that { and honorable, and it challenges a” review
| of its record.
>
now reported ?
{
New plans are being laid, and it is hoped
The
Board
made
appropriations to
that in a few years they may be reported to
worthy and noedy churches, some of them
the
public as successfully carried out.
in important plaees, and giving evidence of
That the College needs help, any fair man
soon being self-supporting, others in that
condition that if help is withheld we lose must see. It ought to lave two hundred
important fields, and all that has been thousand dollars additional funds this very
year,
done.
The treasurer writes as follows:
|
1 thank the Boards of Trustees and Over* I have not money to pay any of the seers for their unanimous approval of my
appropriations due on the first of April, and
now another quarter is due. I wish you doings so far as I have had any connecwould state that the reason they are not tion with what has been done, and I hope
paid is because we have not the money.”
to prove myself,as their humble representaWill you tell your pastor that his brother tive, worthy of similar approval if 1 live to
work for them, another year.
minister is laboring with poor and needy
Our friends are invited to join in the celechurches and is in want of money to sup‘port his family ? Will you, professors of the bration of the first decade next year. Efreligion of Christ, that are spending your
forts will be made by the various classes for
money at watering places, in riding, on the return of the old stents.
Mr. Bates
dress, and amusements, as freely as water,
has promised to be present.—During this
{ remember that the cause of your Lord and | year, probably seventy-five young men will
| Master has need of money ?
be on our grounds at Lewiston who are not
|
professedly Christians,—among them the
A. H. Cuasg, Cor. Sec.
sons of wur ministers and laymen.
I ask
|
that our churches remember the College in
Bates College.
|
prayer this year, asking God, not only for
The tenth year will commence on Thurs- money for the College but that ‘the Holy
Spirit as on the day of Pentecost, may fall
daya the 22d day*of August next.
The academical department will be under upon these young. men, and that their
the ingruction of Professors Jonathan Y. hearts and lives may be dedicated to a divine
and noble service.

and

around

occupied forimany years,is how so com-

There is a good degree of sympathy and
interest between the several religious denominations of the place, and the exercises

Hon. John D. Philbrick, and Rev. Albeit H.

wich, H. and Great Valley, Lyndon, Phila-

through a glass darkly. Some would here |
find justification for universal skepticism.

There Were the Jews, but there were also
the Gentiles, and the Saviour of men could
not afford to withhold his words. It was
redemption that he came to bring, and the
soul that was lost, no matter how mean the
body was, must hear those saving words.

is equally remarkable. Only a little while
ago he said:
‘ Point wherever you please to an election which you will pronounce morally rotten,—given up in great part to debauchery

delphia, Auburn, Spencer, N. Berlin, Paris,
Harvard and Bradford churches have paid
their apportionment in full.
:
We bave encouraging letters from all

If there are any truly happy on earth,
they are those who have committed themselves fully to Christ, accept the Scriptures
as their infallible spiritual guide, and give
no heed to curious and troublesome questions. They know that they love God, his
people, his word, ordinances and - services.
They feel that the gospel is adapted to their

but
the

among his frjends till all as once he sickenupon it? It would be like Pius IX. proclaiming frée salvation from Plymouth
pulpit, and still remaining Pius IX.
And Mr. Greéley’s leap-heels-over-head

‘Father, remove this eup from me,” But
the son of God could add, ‘ Nevertheless,
not my will, but thine.”
Might we not feel some of this same hercic inspiration, if we would make our service

beneficent providence, that they may be,
Nation can do better than to yield the man- ought to be, and are, happy. They have
agement of its affairs to Democratic ‘hands, burdens to bear, trials and affliction; but
and we confidently expect to chronicle Gen- | they endure them with patience
and cheerfuleral Grant's re-election not many months ness in faith of the invisible. TLe number of
hence.
such is not small,—much larger than many
suppose, ‘though it should be much larger
than it is. Why do not all believers come
The Musts of Christ.
under this class? Surely there is no merit
Notice how Christ felt himself impelled in doubting. Faith is much more rational
than unbelief.
Yet there is a place for
to-work.
His mission was one that must
be fulfilled. The first expression we get charity. We must take the world as it is,
from his lips is stamped with the seal of - his and man as he is. Never reject one merewhole future ministry. “I must be about ly for doubting. Sonre“bave a natural tenmy father’s business :"—will these words dency to it. They wish to know the causes
ever cease to be wondered at and admired ? and reason of things; the disposition is to
Thus he came before the world, as one accept nothing but in the light of intellectsent upon a Reavenly mission and as recog- ual demonstration; any thing like a decepNow these find abunnizing the full import ofit. There was no tion they abhor.
truth but he was charged with the utterance | dance to feed their incredulity. Hypoerisy,
superstition, shams abound.
Multitudes
of it, and could he abide in silence?
There
was no salvation to the world but as he se- are imposed on more or less in diverse
Besides, they are only partial
cured it by his faithfulness, and could he be manners.

It had no narrowness nor selfishness in it.

ed’and [cl dead. How can this party aceept
the Republican platform, and really stand

portionment was 19.25.

might implore,

Cleveland Q. M. _
The old church building, which has been

pletely remodeled that it can almost be callformed ga

the

mencement, on the terms mentioned in the
note; and I will ask Rev. Geo. T. Day,

Central Ohio, 27.00 ;-Ma rion, 8.00; Mich.,
120.06 ; Wis,,
45.73; Towa, 20.75; lowa
Northern, 60.47. . Fourteen Y. M's have
not contributed a dollar to the Treasury of

church Providence, has paid $40.00 ; its ap-

The son of Mary

me.”

1

"

members of the graduating class next com-

9.24; St. Lawrence,

er will.

in'

}

senting to the proposed change,
—1 will say
that two prizes will be awarded to two

Central N, " Y.,

11.75;

Yours,

Senior class of the College,—my friend con-

Vermont, . 48.76;

25,00; Ohio and Penn., 8043; O. Northern, 12.00; Ohio, 10.00; O. River, 7.00;

risks. "¥he

indifferent?
There was no redemption
through his death, and could he shun

Genesee,

37,00; Susquehanna,

that is written

accomplished

—

We trust that the good sense of the

country will not take any.such

89.35;

ST

The attendance was small, except from the *

ed,—850 as first prize, and $25 as second.
That the whole programme may be early understood by the students composing the

H., $139.16;

might easily detect a tone of sadness there.

|-

inevita-

Penobscot,

48.17;

for him or not,

bly get into office if his candidature is successful, convey any strong prophecy that
Mr. Greeley would be the paragon of Presi-

M's:—N.

But there was meek submission to the high-

be

whether we ackuowledge

com bina-

will

his

of so little worth that we can make it op;
tional whether we labor to save them or
not?
Be sure, there.is a must with God,

purity and impartiality

Y.

F. Baptist church at Chester, Geauga Co., O,

money, and asking that the prize be. divid- ed new, and its rededication

to $1179.42, from

One

yet

allow it to drift?

talked about, and many of them will be won

by this talk.

16;

bend to & divine must? Is this life of so littie

him in

following

i

I'have written my’ friend, accepting

churches,

the TI. M. -R. I. and Mass. Y. M. has paid
the - largest amount. * Greenwich St.

must

a much better way than to send him to
Washington to be laughed at.
A heated and vigorous campaign may
safely be predicted. The supporters of Mr.
Greeley are able men, many of then” and
he will not fail of an election if their best
efforts can secure it for him. Their appeals
are put before the country in popular phrase,
and will be likely to attract.” People like to

hear honesty and

This

the

R. I. and Mass., 308.12; Holland Purchase,

‘And before that agonizing

titude he repeated,

from

fi] Fm

This body heM its Nast session with the

by re-

tn, wail, I'am most truly

fol-

Maine Western, 1,757 ;{Maine Central, 128,-

Yore him,—even now, with what heroic for-

concel-

Aud that is paying

the

raised to smite him, with Calvary just be-

ed by different’currency thanthat of votes.
His pay is the homage of the heart that is
won by those
whe
render
humanity
good service, and the admiration that is
merited by those who lift themselves from a
humble condition up through barriers to |
real eminence.

to

the

the affair. | Soliciting a. reply

»

three. months amounted

fierce eyes bent upon him, and heavy Hands

Greeley upon the suffrage of his countrymen Great and strong claims, indeed, upon their affection and esteem, their gratitude
and admiration, but these are to be

of allegiance

contributions

Hence

Yearly and Quarterly Meetings for the last

the multitude going up about his ears; and

What claims has Hordce

chatting about

‘then awoke to go

wretchedness ?

night in the garden, with the disciples deserting him ove by one, and the seoffing of

of it. But we insist equally on Grant's
honesty, and find a larger and surer promise

the gospel must first be published among all

What can be said of the Démecritic
sose

father’s will.

We have already admitted Mr. Greeley's
honesty. That is too well known to require a specific statement. No ome who
knows where the sun rises need be ignorant

in

and moral inall his habits and principles,
and the friend of the people above all others
of his class. - Wds it ever seen before on
this ‘Wi#e > Can the poles thus be bent to
meet each other and the earth still remain a

coming in the shape

urrection of the political conscience.

faithful work,

the

slavery,. as

whole

the

among

tions and tactics, the class who

Convention.

The

How it sustained him all through his career,

of thém, and that we were witnessing a res-

of the

To any person sending the names of two
new subscribers with a year’s payment in
advance, $5.00,and 10 cts. additional to pay

swept

of virtue had

who

Star, we make the-f¥llowing offer:

4

the prospect of your own

prison, and one might suppose that a spasm

friends

the work is progressing.
lowing report.

papers; listen to the speeches of the Govern- Do you never; feel the~must impelling "you
ment reformers; note the utterances. of to active effort for Christ's sake? ‘The
those who were lately leading rebel armies night cometh™when no mau can work.” .
and sending northern soldiers to starve in
There was heroism in Christ's must.

be ad

AR
BRR

to encourage

Are” you unmovedby

condition of that ignorant one, or that licentious one, or that dispairing one, or by

mated by the hope. of official reward at the
‘end. Read the liberal and Democratic neivs-

Fresh Premiums.
Wishing

transgressor?

really ani-

with

the. of home evangelization should ‘know how

ror ess

Ohio and Penn. Y. M.

rangement of it at a proper time; but I insist upon your not diselosing my connection

We think it is important that the friends

0

All communications

will death usher In if our work be undone.
Does not the shadow of it already gather

along by the very caucus-packing and wire- about you, O slothful Christian or frequent

GHORGE T. DAY, Editor.
A

that shallbe delivered at the next commencement of Bates College. If my little
project meet your: approval, then I hereby
authorize you to make, the requisite ar-

nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom”

§ : | of returning to office but by the aid of these

peSo so ppt

themselves

at the

next

examination,

on Wednesday, August twenty-first.
I think the number of young men that
will be on our grounds next year, will be
nearly as follows: Latin School students,

50;

College

students, 90; "Theological

dents, 20; Total, 160.

stu-

Of this number, I

will

pay an

hundred

cause in that embryo

fold

and put our

city abreast

churches there.
The Central New York

of other

Holland Purchase Y. M.

session

with

the Sherman

held its last
church,

com-

mencing June 14,at 10, A. Mm. Conference
Y.M. held its opened by singing and prayer. Organize
d
session at Unadilla Forks, July 4—7, and
by choosing Rev. D. M. Stuart Moderator,
was pleasant and profitable. There was a
sad and shameful neglect on the part of and Revs, A. Losee and J. Kettle assist
ants. Chose Rev. L. B. Starr Clerk and

clerks to send the letters from

the Quarter-

ly: Meetings. From five Quarterly Meetings we had but two letters, and they were
too meager to deserve the name. Had they
not better take the hint the Yearly Meeting
gave them and resign or do their work bet-

ter?

In

there

was

spite

of

news

this paucity

from the

of

letters

churches

and:

many encouraging signs. The preaching
was aimed more at the heart than the head,
and benefited both. The divine Spirit was

pre-eminently with us, and all felt it.

The

meeting -closed Sunday evening with a
children’s missionary meeting well con-

Treasurer.

Opening sermon by Rev. H.N.

Plumb. All the Q. M's were represented
by letter and delegates. The past year has
been one of general and encouraging

pros-

perity to most of our churches. There has
been a spirit of revival in all the Q. M's,
and the Erie, Chautuuque, and Genesee

Q. M's have enjoyed extended and blessed

showers of divine grace. There fs an increased interest among our brethren in
Missions, Sabbath-schools,

Education,

and

a live religious literature,
The present session was one of unusual

think nearly one-third have in view the’
ducted and entertaining. There was talkChristian ministry,—nearly all of them in
ing, singing, recitations, and money-rais.
our denomination,
ing.
:
The College has

brethren all seemed, in. the business and
worship of the entiré session, to pray for

graduates,—six of themas ministers to our

and possess the spirit of that prayer of the

just

churches.

sent

They leave their

out

twenty

Alma Mater

with the prayers of the Faculty,the Trustees
and the Overseers, that the blessing of God

We all enjoyed it, the children were ben-

efited and the work
India was

of our missionaries in

encouraged.

A letter was

read

from a boy in India supported by this Socie-

may be upon them and upon the churches ty, and a very interesting one from Mus,
Byer which they have been called to pre- Jeremiah Phillips to the children, We
side.

:

*

Under date of July 2, 1872, I have recefv-

ed the following note :

ih

:
i
“1 write to ascertain whether or not you

would like to _bave a prize of seventy-five
dollars offered for: the best addfess,—manner,

matter,

aid

eloeutjon

considered,—

on

STH

missed many of our dear brethren
met with us here fourteen years

who
ago.

There were brethren L. G. and 8. D. Gardner, W. C. Byer and Wm. Nutting ; all
good ministers of Jesus Chirst now gone

to rest,
there,

but

their

works

do

follow them
Taco,

harmony, peace

and

united effort

prosperity of God's precious cause.

for the

The

Master, ‘That they all may be one; as
as thou Father art in me and I in thee;
that they also may be one in us.” Our. *
fathers who were present, and all, felt to
say, ‘ Behold how good and how pleasant
it is for brethren to dwell together in uni-

ty."

We felt assured we were all one in

Christ.
:
. We enjoyed the labors, during

ing, of Rev. C.'M,

Prescott, from

the meet-

the St.

Lawrence Y. M, of Rev. M, H. Abbey, from

the Genesee Y. M., and ‘also Rev. (. Pon-

°

PLL

we nib

v

this Y. M.

sing

—28,
to the Q. M’s to
The

2. That we recommend
reuest their -pastors to try to raise $1.00
for their resident members composing
| ea

:

reports of the churches through the

'¥. M.,

of the St. Lawretice’
sion

Q. M'sAndicated a good degree of religious

went to New York, and to Wall

our

of

the. suecess

satisfaction

now, pastor of

School at Lewiston, Me., and

the candidate.

the Free Baptist church at Philadelphia,

missionary work in India, and we pledge

PIKE

Principal

commend Prof. W. P. Morgan,

members of the

to the

Seminary,

of said

collection

and

revival

pect of the

the

in the number of the stu-

both

Seminary,

of the

and the wisdom of the government

ing Establishment to report in the Register

the mission collections of our churches,
Next session with the Erie Q. M. All
felt grateful to the brethren and friends of
for the cordial reception and kind

_Sherman

Collections for missions, $43.

treatmeht.

Clerk.

L. B. Starr,

Dale, N. Y., July 1, 1872.

&

densburg, Rome

the above favor.
Next session of Y.

Churchds

increased both

been

have

in

© numbers and membership, and the prospects ave certainly brightening for the future. Delegations were quite full except
trom the Blue Earth Valley Q. M.,8too reremote to conveniently attend, the aged

<

*

ing the only minister from that Q. M.

The report of Rev.

8.

arent and treasurer, was

ac-

and

receiver

cepted, and he was chosen for the ensuing
year. Report of E. Berry, delegate apwas

pointed to General Conference,

excused

for, but. was
L.

Rev.

for

called

non-attendance.

A. Stowe, alternate, being * absent,

an unofli:ial report by Bro, R. A. Coats
was made, to the effet that this Y. M. was
admitted by General Conference into its
The following resolutions
organization.
were presented by appropriate committees
and

Al

chairman, and Rev. B, F. Zell, clerk.

Thirty-

treatise, which was
faith
Rev.

duty

~.

ganized

Meadowbrook,
ter churches,

Lakes

was received into the Y. M,

_ The business sessions weve harmonious
‘and characterized by an interest and zeal
was ordained.

ized by the choice

Sermon by Rev. A. Wheel-

er; Prayer, by Rev. Wm.

by Rev. E. Berry;
J. Woolery.

by

Leigh, Saturday, A. M., Rey. A. K. Brackett, Saturday, P. M., Rev. H. Kettlewell,
‘followed by an interesting "covenant meeting. Preaching Saturday evening by. Rev.
¢

tae

C. Steward, Sunday, A. M., Rev. A.
‘Wheeler, Sunday, ®. M., Rev. E. Berry, and
evening by Rev. Mr. Thomas, & missionary
Baptist, concluding with a very interesting

Many were the touching

social meeting.

exhortations, humble confessions and earnTenest resoliitions very readily given.
derness

and

love

thé brethren and

pervaded

sisters,

the hearts

and

others

of

were

deeply affected. God grant that great good

,
from these exerpises
i
f may growME

Porter,

peace,
ed
steadfastness

preachifig was
attendance.

der:
Invocation

by

Rev.

M.

Hymn,

Rev.

J.

Getchell;

September

the

when

or-

C. C. June.

WAPSIPINICON

Clerk.

n of the
' A council, appointed at the ast sessio
Willis, and
Jeft, Q. M., to examine Bro. W. G.

bd

gr

No:

Ys.

v

but

M.,

was

Com.

G. C. WATERMAN,
Hw

Q. M.—Held

.,
its

last

Clerk.
}

session

|

gates, but owing to the stormy weather not many
Considerable
visiting brethren were present
business wal transacted with dispatch, theremeetings, which
for secial
time
by giving
Resolutions were adopt:
were gredtly enjoyed.
ed endorsing the school situated at Wilton and
pledging the support of the 3: M.

Next session with the Mount-#ton church,

of | Aug: 30th, Sept. 1st.

the work

the gospel ministry, met at Philadelphia,

Brook

P.

G.

with the Wilton church, May 3lst—June 2d,
The churches were well represented by dele-

[2]

if found qualified, to ovdain, him:to

the

The Q.M. Mission

Missions.

of success

evidences

Spring

M.

D. Willson,

Philbrick, Wm

mat. The author déprecates interference with
the Conclave ‘on the part of Italy, as being incompatable with the maxims of * a free church
in a free state.” He thinks it possilie, however,
that the College of Cardinals, being composed
mainly of Italians, may be induced to consider

He complains, too,

that Mr. Muzinger, the French consul at MassoRit a letter in which he says:
wah, had written’

“If you don’t let the RomanCatholic priests teach

know that I

took the English troops td” Magdala and. destroyed King Theodore and all his people; and you,

if you do not like to receive the Roman Catholic

Theo-

R. S. BLACKMARR,

Clerk.

| gregations, containing in all 1,069 ‘member

these there are 11 houses of the Jesuits, with 160

members; and 5 houses of Redemptorists, with
69. In Bavaria there are T1 convents,composed of
1,045 members ; and in the Grand Duchy of Hesse

The

number

entire

Forwarded,

vents of miiles are

mainly

by all

For Moth Patches, Freckles
AND TAN, USE PERRY'S MOTH AXD FRECKLE
LOTION. The well known, reliable and harmless
remedy for Brown Discolorations of the face. Prepared only by Dr. B.C. Perr, Dermatologist.49 Bond
syreet

m

Druggists everywhere.

Sold by

New York.

One-=halfthe people can not take Castor Oil
from its terrible nauseating taste, and recoil in the
throat. The Castoria prepared by Dr. ritcher, is
perfectly harmless, pleasant to
purely Vegetable,
ake, and more effective than Castor Oil. It does not
distress or gripe, but regulates the system, and ope--

rates when all other remedies have failed.

It acts

like magic for Stomach Ache, Constipation, - Flatus
Croup and Worms. It contains neither Minlency,

erals, Morphine, nor Alcohol.

effect, produces
adapts it to crying
has ever met with
the physicians.

Its soothing, quieting

Sleep, and particularly
natural
and Yeething ¢ ildren. No article
such ungualfied endorsement by

Take no more Bitter Pills, Narcotic

Syrups, Griping Purgatives or Sickening Oils. The
Castoria costs but 35 cents, and when once tried you

;

4w26

DR. S. 8. FITCH,
95PHYSICIAN,”
his “FAMILY
free by mail, to any one. This book isto

sends
pages,

Remedies are given
make any one their own doctor.
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.

Send your

Borilway,

direction to Dr.
New

¥

8. 8. FITCH

&

ork

E

SON,

1y13
bE

i
| }
11.90
6.97
10.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.50
5,00
8.25
3.00"
1340
25.09
6.00
4.00

:

=

Biake, Mrs
Parker $1 each;

3.00
6.50

per J 8 Burgess,

/

M, Jet Rev A Coombs 59.35.
To constitute Rev A Coombs and wife. RevG H
Hubbard and wite, Rev R L- Howard and wife,
L M's,
Collected by J S
Manuing, Ill Y M, P 8 Grover
$10: J
Rook
‘Limbocker $5 each; 27 persons gave $1 each; Y M col $8.70
Towa Northern Y M, H White $10: AD Sanborn, 8
Joy, Fa Cummings, CP White $5 each; 22
rsons $1 each; Y M col $8.47,

:

25

551.21

Congord, N. H.

Treas,

SILAS CURTIS,

B. Mission.
"Ma¥.ine
Houlton

Q Necting, and to constitute the follow-

: Rev Henry Preble and wife,
ng L
P- ~*
Y Meeting,
Maine
First North Berwick oh,

4 5.29
5.00
5.34

6.35
10.00

Pine street, church, Lewiston,
Daniel Bowie L M;,

Water Boardman, Susan Boardman $2 each
$1
Elizabeth Calanhoun .50 cts, Mrs' Anson Bates
;
Second F B ch, Buxton,
Ch Cornishville,
and to make the
Female M Society, Exeter Q M, Redlon, Mrs A W
HM
following L M's: Mrs

Reed, Mrs A L Gerrish and

Mrs W C Hulse,

4,00
1.50
3.43
5.00

20.00
91

R. DEERING, Treasurer.
July 10, 1872.

See

TN

Cure, also Permanent
Remarkable
Cure, in Star, Feb. 14\ and 28.

of

con-

unger the controlof

superiors of Italian nationality, though there are
a number of French superiors,

of Dexter.

—

OVER

THIRTY YEARS
Have elapsed since the introduction of the Pain-Killento the public, and yet at the present time'it is
more popular and commands a larger sale than ever
Its popularity 18 not confined to this counbefore.

diged and appreciated, and as a PAIN-KILLER its
fame is limited to no country, sect nor race. It needs
only to be known to be prized.
inly a long enough time to
THIRTY YEARS is
ove the efficacy of any medicine, and that the Painproprietors claim for it,
its
1
iller is Reserving of
the unparalleled popularity it
is amply proved
IVE remedy.
has attained. It is a SURE and ¥F
Sold by all Druggists.- Price 25 cts., ind $1 per bote.
4w27

each bottle.

STATE OF MISSOURI.
PER (EAT.County.BONIS
RIGHTOf Greene
. The andersighed offer for sale the remainder (less than $100,000) of these desirable bonds. Greene is one of the richest counties in the State. The total debt,
The
including these bonds, is $415,000.
taxable
assessed valuation (1872) of the

2

i

B Yaples,

Medicine of the Age.
Great Family
The wy
RmeS
EE
“
i.

Directions accompany

Rev N W Bixby, York, Io, pledged at the General
Conference,

#

try alone;all over the world its beneficial effects in
curing the * ills that flesh is heir to,” are ackmowl-

49.15
5.00
5.00

Vanvolkenberg

4

x —

gr

Hood, E Geary, Mrs H KM

establishments, with 5,586 religious, or: about
In Dexter, Me., June 16th,
1,800 above the number in 1865." Bavaria has 188 | Charles 8. Young and Miss
The

.
b

Wednes-

Mondays,

BLOTCHED disfigurations of the face. Sold
Druggists. . Depot 49 Bond St., New York.

Addresses.

Prussia is 626

establishments, with 2,588 ‘members,

146

DISEASES.

SKIN

Phillips 5.00 each; others 48.58, Honey Creek Q

has several times given them orders to leave his
country, “it is all of no use—they will still force
their religion on his people and teach them to

29.

2.00

PERRY’S IMPROVED COMEDONE AND PIMPLE
Is warREMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age.

Collected at the Wisconsin Y M by A H Chase:
Wisconsin Y M,—J 8 Hart, T W Secor,J T Elliott,
Mrs E Felch, Rev N Woodworth. Rev A H
Huling, Mrs J T Elliott, G P Trautwein, Rev
R L Howard,J H Langlois, A J Russell, H E
Hale, S 8 Morse, J Nobles, LL D Coombs, Mrs
H A Quackenbosh, H Newmjin; J M Foster, 8 L True, BF Cary, 8'D
McCoy, Miss E L

an

the Roman Catholic clergy, acting under French
influence. He says they impede the collection of
his taxes, harbor his enemies, and, though he

associations in

4.42
447
5,05

every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North Strafford. Leave,alton daily for Gilmanton Iron Works.
Stages connect at Rochester daily, from East Rochester, with trains each way.
WM. MERRITT, Supt.

Freedmen’s Mission.

able letter to the Homeward Mail, ostensibly
addressed to the English Government and people, in'which he complains bitterly of the annoyances to which he is subjected by the intrigues of

Darmstadt, 4, with

Laconia

RETERNING,— Leave

2

and beneficial peace than to be always
honorahi€
bringing forward pretensions which are now irrevocably lost.
Prince Kassa, of Abyssinia, successor of the
famous Theodore, has recently written a remark-

female orders and

4.05
4.08
415
429

in season to connect
days and Feijays for Alton,
Leave Gonic
Bostonfand Portland.
with trains for

PEXNEY, Chairman
Locating Com,

Wood, J Mills, A Scott, Mrs O
¥ Stillman, Mr Ootterell, W
Y M collection $10.15,
5
A triend,O, per A K Moulton,
“,
A Rhodes, O,
Rev Mr Jones, Rev Mr Steele, Mr
1 each,
Pine Street jchurch, Lewiston, Me,

printed in Munich,

like King

0.45

P.M

CONNECTIONS.
Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays
for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,
Center Sandwich.
Tuesdays, ‘Thursdays and Saturdays

for Laconia.

E. PEDEN,

Home Mission.
York ch, Iowa, per I J Wilkins,
Richland Center, Wis, per H Hicks,
A friend, Lawrence, Mass,
H Wood, Big Island ch, O, per A K Moulton
Mrs D H Harvey, Grand Prairie, O, per A K Moulton,
NE
LAA
J
John King, Big Island, O,
$4
.
Grand Prairie ¢h, O,
EE
he
Rev 8 D Bates, Marion, O,
Wore
i
Marion ch, 0,
om
ot
Ashtabula Q M, O,
Bethany ch, N Y, per W P Rolfe,
Harrison ch, Me. per J Dawes,
eorgiaville ch, R 1,per M W Burlingame,
A
v M1 W Burlingame, Georgiaville,
Col at the Ohio and Penn Y M to be equally divided
between the Missions at Clevelaad and Cairo,
v1 B F Herrick—J Wells, $10.00; Rev O
ake,E Jones, T B Forbee, $5 each; J B Page,
D Yaples, Louisa Johnston. B B Rogers, S B

and supposed to be the work'sf an Italian diplo-

priests, you shall be destroyed
dore.”

715

Rev Z S Dutton, Cabot, Vt.
Rev A T Bowman, Hartland, Me.
8 B Clark, Dover, Me, ,

“The rights of the Powers at the Conclave,” is

their religion in your

404

3

STAGE

BY MAIL.

The Bishop of Strasbourg has lately arrived in
Rome, and is living ft the French Seminary. He
gives a sad account of the State of the Catholic
church in the provinees of Alsace and Lorraine.

country, yon

10.55
11.00
10.15

7:80
7.30
7.55

Boston,

17.01

Dover.

A.M.
6.45 10.15
6.50 10.18
6.457 10.25
732 10.38

Rochester,
Gonie,
Dover,

Stages leave
and Saturdays
Sandwich and
Leave Alton

Erwin FsSmith, Hubbardston, Mich,
Rev M R McKee, Millhausen Ind.
Rev G W Brown, care Rev A P smith, Thorn Grove '
Knox Co, E Tenn.
W W Howland, Littleton, N. H.
2ev. T B Curtis, Indianola, Warren Co, Iowa.
Ruth C Cleaveland. Lemont, Cork Co, Til.
Rev Eli Ray , DeLassus, Mo,
EXPRESS,
1

The Berlin Gazette announces an approaching
assembly of Bishops at Fulda, to decidé in the
matter of the Bishop of Ermeland, and fix the
line of conduct he is to follow with respect to the
German Government.

look to them as their king.”

140

for

352

will never be without it.

and
among
instructed to secure an evangelist to labor A colAccording to the
i North German Gazette, there
our churches during the fall and winter,
men and con97 religious ordeofrs
Prussia
in
are
|
n
Foreig
for
taken
was
dollars:
lection of ten
s. Of

of fellows

dre attending him in his work.
B. W.PORTER,
..'.

Smith,

icenses
good was done in the Master’s name.
given to Bro’s A. J. Cooley
to preach were

D.;

to
ship, by Rev. J. Fullonton,,.D, D.; Charge
Benedicthe church, by Rev. A. W. Purinfon;
a pleasant
tion,by the candidate. Bro. D. has

Yield of labor, and already

H.

and
the meeting was one of marked interest
of
rofit. The venerable Father Jenkins, inoneconhe pioneers of the denomination, was the fire of
stant attendance, and showed much of
sed a
his early days.'Olie young woman expres
desire to become a Chgistian, and it is hoped that

Sermon, by Re}. E. W. Porter;
(Baptist);
Prayer of ordination,” by Rev. ‘M. Getchell;
hand

present,

with

session

a_large

there was

were
sequence of the near approach of the Y.

Reading Scriptures,

and

Ministers

gession, and a
churches. The

JEFFERSON,N. Y.,Q. M.~Held its June seses
gion with the churchin Fowler. The church
not so well represented as usual, in con-

Rev. E. W. Porter; Hymn, Rev. Mr. Sargent
Anthé, by choir; Charge

spiritual, and

4, Sclllwell, A. Hathaway,

D., as

D.

a good
in the

will
All F. B. friends are invited to attend, and
R. POSTON, Clerk.
find homes.

following

‘
Fullonton,

It was
prevails

Office

Books

It seems that Mormon missionaries haven’t a
The government
very happy time in Denmark.
has ordered all tefichers of that ilk to be tied up
and flogged, and one of the apostles has actually
heen so welcomed.

not be better to conclude

7.09

11.39

et

Leiters Received
—
D Albee—A D Adkinson—H A Berry—J M Brewster
s T
T H Bachelor—J Baker—E Bunker—D C Burr—Mr
BulA
S
son—Mrs
B
E
er—Miss
Burleigh—J B Batcheld
Calley—J C Cunson—Mrs C E Burbank—J G Bunell—D
H
ningham—G J Cummings—M Card—J Cam bell-W
l—G A Copp
Cutler—€ Cope—J D Couillard—C H Chappel
I Emeering
ZJS Dinsmore—WDavis—A R Drake—R
N Fisk
ery—A C Eddy—Mrs D C Emery—G G Frost—W
Folsom—A W Goodwin--G W Gould—B A
—A H Fish—E
Mary
Jr—Mrs
Hollis,
—W
Hopkins
F
Gerry—~M J Hill=J
L HamHine—L D Howe—d T Hanson—C T Hutchins—J
Jefferson
F
Hull—B
G
Hulse—J
C
—W
Havens
mett—O
J H
—L J Jones—J W.Janes—J Johnson—N W Johnson—
Locke—Susanna MeGovden —
Jenkins—A . Lang=J-F
T B
s
Mllls—Mr
—W
Moffatt
Miner—J_
E Manson—S R
on—G H
Metealf—S A Newbold—L Norton—A E Puringt
Rife
rd—J
Rutherfo
M
Ray—F
i
Pratt—El
W
—C
Pinkham
H Stone—N
J Stevens—H Sprague—Eliza Spooner—W Taylor—B
V
Skelton —E C Smalley—S W Stiles—J H
-8
ThgmsonN
—G
Tebbetts
I
—W
Tewksbury—dJ Tibbetts
WoodH Tahtian—J B Wilhelm—D R Whittemore—A
:
ward—F L Wiley.

‘

the title of a pamphlet lately

3.59

3w29

Rey. Jobn G. Brick, Inverness, P. Q.
Rev. A. Lovejoy, So. Berwick, Me.

The London Religious Tract Society, the parent of modern benevolent publication societies,
published during the last year 320 new works,
and printed the enormous number of 579,303,270
pages. The receipts for the year were nearly
$610,000. The money grants were about $103,-

WhetHep § hon

S7. CROIX Q. M.—Held its June session with
the
the Plum Creek church, June 14. All ofdelechurches were represented by letter and
transact
was
nce
gates. The business of confere

After a

council met at the church at 2 1-2 o’clock,

session.
church,
;

church, Dun County, Wis., September 13,~15,
ten miles west of EauClaire, on the stage road.

candidate,

of the

satisfactory examination

the ordination took place in the

Preaching Friday evening by Rev. Wm.

D.

clerk.

quite

was

G. H. HuBBABD, Clerk.

x

:

Fullonton,

J.

chairman, and E. W.

Leigh; Charge,

Hand of fellowship,

of

The meeting

its June

appears from the reports at this
Next session with the Wheatlund
:
Sept. bth,at 2 o’clock, P.M.

The council appointed at the last session of the
Bowdoin Q. M. to ordain Bro. L. Dexter, met at
the residence of Bro. Weymouth, at Sabattus,
July Tth, for that purpose. The council organ-

for the good cause that was ‘truly encouraging. Sabbath forenoon Bro. R. A. Coats

Q. M.—Held

as

\

Ordinations.

WIS,

well attended and interesting. Harmony prevhiled, while animation characterized the meetings of business and worship. The religious interests throughout the Q. M. are on the increase,

CHAS, W, CRAIN:

Q.M.,

CREEK,

session at New Berlin,

organized within
Minn., Q. M., on
at Jefferson, called
organized with 9
been received by
with 9; added by

baptism 5; Present number 14.

and Bridgewa-

of the Chain

HONEY

add to their number * of such as shall be saved.”
H. P. GOFF.

bodies,

Ellington,

B. A. GURNEY, Clerk.

Lord

May the

possess large and willing hearts.

more

was offered, |... There wasa F. B. church
the bounds of the Freesoil,
. discussed and referred to the action of the Sabbath, the 2nd day of June,
Q. M's and churches.
the Jefferson Prairie church,
The Little Sioux Valley Q. M., newly or-, members, and 4 have since
from the Spencer, Estherville, baptism. It was organized

larger

Decker received license to preach
Bro. J. H.
the gospel,
Next term ‘with Burns church, Sept. 6.

The new church starts out

disbanding the Y. M. that the Q. M's may
with

“and profitable. Rev. S. J. Mendell, formerly
tist, was examined by a
Close-Communi
MenBro,
council and regeived into the Q«
dell has beear¢hosen pastor of Mineral church.

ly two years ago. And what is still better, the
chureh is composed of brethren and sisters who

fully in prayer for a supportof the ministry.
A resolution suggesting the propriety. of
unite

The
term with Mineral church, June 21—23.
delegation was nearly full ; but one church being
leasant
were
exercises
The
unrepresented.

on its mission with fuir prospects of usefulness,
free
having a good substantial house of worship,
nearfrom debt, which was dedicated to the Lord

of the

obligations

its summer

M.—Held

Q.

CREEK

WALNUT

Rev.B. F. Zell gave the hand of felprayer.
lowship. The church then filled all the various
offices, and chose Rev. B. F. Zell pastor. The
Zell baptized 5 candidates,
next day brother
church, making 44.
the
to
added
who were
Broadway {3 a new and thriving town, on the

gospel will and do hereby consecrate ourselves renewedly and more fully to the
their

benefit of the destitute chureliés in the 2: M.
with whom he had labored during his ministry,
for which the Q. M. heréhy express their gratiA. P. WHITNEY, Clerk.
tude.

and practice, which was also adopted.
J. F. Inskip offered the consecrating

A. and G. W. R. R.

for the

Rev. W.C: Witham, left by his request

11.87

:

ranted to cure FLESH WORMS, PIMPLES, eruptions.

Poss

The remains of the Jesuits who were murdered
in Paris during the Commune, are now working
The last cure reported is that
miraculous cures.
of a boy suffering from a severe nervous malady,
He made a
«and physicians were in vain,”
Novena (nine day’s devotion) to the holy Jesuit
martyrs, and the malady was gone.

late

the sum of fifty dollars from the heirs of the

Alton

New Durham,

«

1uth of

b}

is being arranged throughout France for the deliverance of the Holy See and conversion of infidels. Over 40,000 persons have already declared
their intention to join in it. Pilgrimages are now
in high favor among French Catholics.

000.

“

THE MAINE CENTRAL Y. M. will hold its next session with the church in 4ugusta, the first week in

C.F.
Sept.
Angus, July 10, 1872.

A pilgrimage to the Church of the Curé d’Ars

at this session

The Quarterly Meeting received

of

rule

as the

presented the holy Scriptures

sess them, therefore,
Resolved, 1. That we as ministers of the

fulfill

The
weather being
the church in’ Harrison.
attendance ‘was small,
quite unfavorable, the
consepresent;
were
s
and but few delegate
quently but few of the churches were re orted.
Q. M.,
Rev. J. M. Bailey, from the Camberland,
and D. Allen from the Farmington Q. M., were
.
delegates
cordially received as corresponding
The business was transacted with much unanimity, the meetings of worship were inter esting
and spiritual.
Next session with the Tarner church, comin September.
meneing the first Wednesday

Gates

Seth

Rev.

adopted.

session with

OTISFIELD Q. M.—Held its June

nine brethren and sisters requested and received
letters of dismission to join the mew church.
Rev. B. F. Zell read the Freewill Baptist confession of faith and a ehurch covenant from the

MINISTRY.

to

Dea’s 8S. R. Clark and B. S.
Alvah Strout;
Ayer,
Next session-will convene with the church in
Friday (at one o’clock)
Lagrange, commencing
betore the third Saturday in Sept. and hold over
.B. 8. GERRY, Clerk.
the Sabbath.
oe
»
Dexter, June 17, 1872.

a

Baptist)

Rey.

and

Kenney

Thomas

Meeting,—~Rev’s

Yearly

Seth Gates (regular

Whereas, there is an increasing demand
for ministerial labor, and whereas there are
open and widening fields asking ns to pos-

2, That it is the imperative

At the table of the Lord were gathered more
than one hundred and fifty, from the tender
vouth to the aged veteran of the cross. It was a
the
to
Delegates
scene.
impressive
deeply

6.08
626
431
645

“
¢%
An.

West at South
I. J. WILKINS,

and

East

the

TaoMAS

Dame d’ Afrique.

in turn to the edification of the hearers.

preaching

from

3.00
3.17
32
336

Leave Alton Bay,
“Alton,
«New Durham,
¢“
Farmington,

Friday, as

of meeting, on

3.15

10.45
11.00
11.05
11.17

Trains

to get reduced fare on the R. R. for

to the place

1230

Dover,
Gonie,
Rochester,
w=
Farmington,

Arr. Alton Bay,

THE OHIO RIVER Y. M. will be held with First Alexandria church, Athens Co., Ohio, commencing FriWe
day, Aug. 9, at 2 ¥. M,

A relic of St. Monica, mother of Augusting,
was lately, brought to Algiers from Rome, and
set up for veneration in the church. of Notre

Springfield, Hulse

abroad,—S. M. Hagget from

branch in Broadway June 15,1872,and organized

by choosing

We
from

and Banks from the’Exeter, G. W. Bean from
_L wiston, H. Graves from North Bangor,~each

council was appointed to orghnize a Freewill
Baptist ehurch at Broadway, Union Co., Ohio.
The council met with the Newton church at its

TEMPERANCE.
Whercas the habitual use of intoxicating
drinks and tobacco is injurious to the physical, mental and consequently religious
mature of man, therefore,
Resolved, That we regard their use a
violation of nature's laws, contrary to - the
teachings of divine truth, and should be discountenanced by all classes ot Christians,
MISSIONS.
:
.
Resolved, That we individually and unito labor, contribute and pray
edly conti
for the mission cause as. we have’ hitherto
done with such abundant success.

. churches

in revivals, and greatly strengthened them.
brethren
preaching
were favored with

Q. M.,

Harmony

At thetast session of the

its June term with the

a real spirit of earnest labor kindling up in
the hearts of some of our churches has Tesulted

our hearts werd
at the water and
converts. Six
These are days
church. Others
soon.
S. N. BROOKS.

trouble.

about $22 per sitting; of Presbyterian churches,a
little less; of, Episcopal churches about $36 per
sitting. But very neat and tasteful churches can
be built for about $10 per sitting. This is the
average cost of the Methodist and Baptist churches. We have seen a neat church built for $6.60
:
per sitting.

The weather was’ fine,
church at South Dover.
and the attendance large. Reports from the
churches were cheering with few exceptions;

B. 8S. GERRY, Clerk of Council.

adoy ted:

work of the ministry, and also,

A. M. JonEs, Clerk.

Churéhes Organized.
A council met with bretaren and sisters in
West Churleston, Maine, June 27, consisting of
Rev’s L. Hathaway, Hy Graves, 0. Andrews, B.
8. Gerry, W. C. Hulse,aind F. A. Palmer, and
organized a church of twelve members, accordSeveral others are
ing to F. Baptist usages.
Others
to unite at the next conference by letter.
still to be baptized and join. Rev. L. Hathaway
We hope to see a strong. church
is their pastor.
built up in this place.

book

Stowe,

A.

Burges and G. 8. Ricker.

come

the cars
Amana.

them

Statistics show that the average cost of all Congregational churches in the United States is

Next session with th 2d Lisbon church ,

SeBEC GF M.—Held

are in

power over the State that they

Kev. D. Libbey, Joseph Purinton, Rev. A. W.

Purinton. Rev. J. S.

that shall give

they insist on concordats

to convey all

1872.

Bay.

*
“
¢
¢

¢

on cars, and teams will be in waiting

those coming

for Alton

Leave Boston,

IowA YEARLY MEETING will hold its next session
with the York church, Tama Q. M., commencing #riday before the fourth Sabbath in August. There will
be an effort made

1872.

for Alton Bay.

ARRANGEMENT,

Trains

Clerk.

the

before

notice

Aug., to Rev. A. Redlon, Dexter, Me.

It is only when

The same is true in America.

Fernald,

EM.

Jones, Rev.

A.M.

Rev.T. D. Clement, H. Merrett, Rev. E. W.
Porter, Rev. N. Prebble, Rev. M. Getchell, B.
Sylvester, Rev, E. C. Heath, Rev. C. F. Penney,

',

Yearly Meeting.
All persons coming to the next session of this Y.

champions of public freedom.”

chosen to the

were

following del

The

Ministers and Churches.

be-

veteran and pioneer, Rev, A. Wheeler,

State F. B. Mission Society, was present and presented its claims,

SUMMER

Penobscot

give

-

DOVER & WINNIPISEOGEE R. R.

ET —

M ., are requested to

ds,

Haary /
akon, - .

ARRANGEMENT,

Trains leave

THE ASHTABULA Q. M. will hold its next session
Aug.
with the church at New Lyme, O., commencing
Clerk.
B,F. HERRICK,
23, 1872.

in the House of Commons is at once cried down.
The Ultra Montanas fight here under the mask
of Liberalism, and the Jesuits are enthusiastic

Mission. Rev. G. W. Howe, Agenti-of the Maine

al church. The revival spirit is still among
us, and we are hoping and praying that the
Lord will give us still larger accessions.
J. B. MERRILL.
Brethren, pray for us.

Loupox, N. H. Again
cheered*while we gathered
baptized five more happy
were added to the church.
of rejoicing for the Tittle
are expected to go forward

the Regis-

from

A.B. By Brad- +.-

1
Trains leave Dover for Portland,
AM: AM.
PM. POM
10.10 10.45
258 6.08; and on Monday,
Wednesday .
and Friday at 8. 10 Pe”
ol
y

Shrubs,

Let there be a full attendance.
H. C. INMAN,
.

most dangerous new dogma has nothing to fear
from any ‘Old Catholic” opposition, and the
most moderate attempt to begin a Jesuit debate

extinct,it was

A collection of ten dollars was taken, one
ter.
half for the Home, and the other for the State

Clerk.

tized but will unite with the Congregation-

Gi

cause.

voted that the name'be dropped

other was bap-

Ome

converts.

six happy

become

having

The

the churches.

by

to be fixed

Durham church

sequent veception into the F. B. church of

only in the work of frontier evangelization,
have worthily and nobly labored in their
Master's

ordination

Nth

Trainsleave Dover for Lawrence and Boston,
AM. AM AM. POL PM.
4
i:
5.50 8.00 11.20 5.14. 6.08; and on Mondays, Wednes\
days and Fridays at 7.40, P. M.

THE CEDAR VALLEY Q. M., Iowa, will hold its
next session with the Tripoli church, September 6-3.

The

« England is the paradise of Catholicism.

by

—

SUMMER
|,

Notices and Appointments.

Ga-

Ms

10.45 A. M., 3.00 and 6.08 P. M.

Flowering

-

80,

BOSTON AND MAINE RAIL ROAD. '

CHOICE PLANTS for

Roses,

Parlor;

or

R, I, June

Special Notices.

Vines, &¢., &c., at low rates’. Please call at the PINE
STREET GREEN-HOUSES EXETER,N. H.
CHARLES BURLEY.
Smit

his pastoral

zette says:

granted, the time of

The requests were

resigned

interests of Christ’s kingdont among us.”
A London Sorresgpmyent of the Vienna

Bros. E. H. Butts, H. F. Wood and W. R.
Whitemore were renewed. Requests were received for councils to ordain Bros, L. Dexter at
Sabattisville and Geo, 8. Ricker at Richmond

CANDIA Virrace, N. H. I have -the
privilege of reporting the baptism and sub-

known

sacrifices,

great

with

and

spiritual. Brethren A. H. Milliken, Ozro Royce
and Charles Tetford were examined and licensed to preach for one year, and the licenses of!

M.C.Y,M.:

laborers few; yet the gospel is being
preached, churches planted, and Christ's
kingdom advanced, even on these western
wilds which but a few years ago echoed to
the war-whoop and rude idolatry of its mative red men.
The ministry, under many embarrass

all

ing during the session was of the right. stamp
and the social meetings were interesting an

Village.

a
has

Garden

~

Jostlyn, fof

—

FLOWERS,®)

furnished promptly to order.
the

charge of the South Congregational charch in
Chicago. The council expresses the hope “that
the consolidation of the Plymouth and South Congregational churches (which has occasioned this
resignation), under the pastorate of Rev. Wm.
Alvin Bartlettjwil 1 result in the highgst welfare
of these churches, and in the advancement of the

The preach-

year.

reported additions during the

Revivals, &c.

difficulties are great, the labor hard and the

Rev. C. M. Tyler

col-

this au-

$50,000, will be erectéd

tumn.

Clerk.

CUT

college

A

represented.

that are

building to cost

Most of the churches

but six reported by letter.

Lawrence Q. M.

Wu. Warrriero,

made

churches were represented by delegates, and

held with

M. tobe

lege classes

.

WELLS

number

9 are in the three

of students is 53, of whom

\

amar by Reval) B. Starr, : ;

Mr.

rovidence,

are the Spring medicine.

than

West,

The

sat

Y,)

both of P.—Also, Jul
Fe psu
Saytha og

»~
FLOWERS!!!
GREEN-HOUSE
the
for
IONS
DECORAT
FLORAL
of
variety
Every
Service, Weddings
Funeral or Church
Also
and Parties.

of $25,000 from Senator Pomeroy..

Miss

In Canandaigga,

bury, Mr. HenryJ. Finnis a

report, 90

of Kansas

Congregationalists

and:

Hawley, of
; Yu Blvestons il July 3 by yt
John Gallant
and Miss ‘Mary A. Suter,

By the use of ATWO0OD’S/ QUININE Toto BITTERS,
the whole system becomes restored to a healthy detion. They are unequaled in their efficacy for the

publicly asserted

churdh more

Carl , Wakao, in

heRo to
and

churches, a gain of 12; 81 ministers and licentiates; and 8,388 members, being a gain of 658.
Washburn College, at Topeka, is under their control, and secured the past year subscriptions to
the amount of $68,300, including one subscription

BowpoIN Q. M.—Held its June session with
the North Street church in Bath. Most of the

ets, and to Ray. J. J. Allen for procuring

The Minnesota Southern Yearly Meeting
held its last session with the Spencer, Iowa,
Freewill Baptist church, commencing June
Rev. D. N. Coats was chesen
. 21st, 1872.
Bro, R. A. Coats, Clerk,
and
or,
Modérat
The statistics and reports from the Q.
M's show commendable success and increase
among this body of Freewill Baptists. The

ments

committee to locate next session.
I. B. COLEMAN,
o

for generously furnishing free return tick-

‘Minnesota Southern Y. M.

covenant

The

clerk was

The

was votedto the Y. M.

R. R. Co.

and: Watertown

session

its May

thaniel8.

BEACH.
Parties wishing to obtain Cottages orto secure
Board in private families, or Stabling for Horses at
Wells Beacly, can do 80 by applying,in person or by
fr
letter, to
E J LOCKE,
WELLS BEACH, ME.
3w27

The

meeting, Saturday P. M., wis a very precious
season, and the Sabbath services were rendered
more especially [terusHng by the baptism of
A collecthree No were added to the church.
tionof $9.00 was taken on the Sabbath for the
No delegation
New York State Home Mission.

Rev. R! Parks, delegate to late Gen.
Conf.,reported $100.00 pledged on behalf of
Y. M. for Cario Mission, which the Y. M.
assumed and will pay. The Conf, by vote,
requested the Q. M’s to forward to each
Y. M. session a sum equal to 5 cents per
resident member to meet the incidental ex:
|
pensesof Y. M.
Vote of thanks was passed to the Og-

school.
Voted, That the Y. M. request our Print-

Poestenkill - chugeh.

the

with

clothing and forward the siime to Rev. A.
H. Morrell.
!

thoroughness of the instruction,

dents, the

RENSSELAER Q. M.—Held

into his

EAR
Sy b f
rhons by hese,
Me, July 8, by Rev. J. 8. Potteg,
Mp

and in that time I have tested its merits in severe

within six months, Mr. West denies the states
ment in a letter to the prélite, and challenges
him to produce the names even of five such conyerts.

Quarterly = Meetings,

above nam-

having

Mosher.—Also,¥

:

» N. N. Northrup

practice

coughs, both acute and chronic, in chronic diseases
of the throat, severe c1508 of bronchitis, general de.
rangement’,of the system, constipated condition of
the bowels, and wherever a thorough
Alterative or
blood purifier has been indicated.
all cases I
have found it to act gently yét thoroughly and effect.
ually in removing the varius diseased conditions,
and bringing abopt a healthy action throughout the
system,
Yours fraternally,
:
H.L. HALL, M. D.

street, one day,

forty of the parishioners of a Rev. Mr.

D. 8." FOWLER, Clerk.

Resolved, That we recommend to our ministers to present the need of the students of
Storer Normal School to their churches.and
solicit from them contribution in money and

pros-

success of

the

for the

Capel,

that he had received

a

G. C. WATERMAN, Chairman of Council.

ed object of $12.60.
Passed the following resolution :

Y. M., in his endeavors to
churches of this
raise an endowment fund of $25,000 for
that institution.

2. That we rejoice in the cheering

was taken

Monsignore

several

for

at. Philadelphia

months with good success, and’ there, is now
good prospect before him and the church,

A

Va.

dentsat the, Normal* School, West

re-

cordially

1. That we most

Resolved,

plying the ,¢hureh

A. H. Morrell, on behalf of indigent stu-

SEMINARY.

sup-

schoolat Lewiston last year, and has been

$louse

wan,

lips and Amasa Walker are among the contribuBal 4 removal of stubborn cages of Dyspepsia, colie,jaun~
tors.
dice, nervous debility, loss of rest and appetite, and

;

Bro. Willis graduated from the Theological

our support, our sympathy and our prayers, was ordained. ta the ministry by a’ Council
for.onr able and faithful missionaries.
appointed by the Jefferson Q. M. Dr. Ball
4. That, in the opinion of this XY. M., the
the sermon and the whole aggvice
preached
an,
require
field
n
missio
necessities of our
was
solemn
and impressive. |
the,
at
corps
increase of the missionary
"
:
A letter was received and read from Rev.
earliest hour possible,

»

o

E. Snyder.- ColMr, Eara
3, by the same,

5, by

July 4, by the
Eliza C
oo

used your Golden Medical Discovery in my

Saturday afternoon, June 23, inattendtoedon
endeavor fo secure assistunce
their churches ; ‘that, the | pastors report theto interest and prosperity, The business of ‘the following order : C
tby the choir; Inyo-: recently, to
on
directi
this
result of their labors in
Conference. was harmoniously transacted, cation, Rev, Wm. WHitieId? Hymn, Rev. D, S. toward completing the fund fora néw chaptheir gespective Q. M's at each session ; that the religious services well attended, and the’ Fowler; Reading ‘Seériptare, Rev. J. J. Allen; | © He secured the amount needed in a few
the sums so vised be paid into the hands of
‘
}
Il
Ho
Revs. E. B. Fuller, Prayer; Rev, B. F. Jefferson; Anthem; Sermon minutes,
their reetpctive Q. M. Treasurers ; and that preaching by Dr. Ball,
W. Dénison has established
Charles
Rev.
The
|
Ordain21;
1:
was
Cor.
1st
Parks,
the
Text,
of
Ball,
and
Bir.
Rev,
half
by
Colling
one
pay
Waterman,
C.
rer
G.
M. Treasu
the Q.
ing Prayer, Rev. J. B. Collins; Charge to the | a weekly paperin Washington called the Harsums received to tue Treasurer of the F. earnest and instructive.
binger, and devoted to the cause of temperance,
candidate, Rev, G. C. Waterman; Hand of Fel
M. Society, and one half to the Treasurer
G.
W.
Bro.
In the afternoon of Saturday,
justice to women, universal peace, etc, Mrs. Ma[6Wship, Rev. R. Parks; Address to the church,
of the New York State Society.
late a graduate of the Theological Rev, E. B. Fuller; Anthem; Benediction, by ry A. Denison, Mrs. Livermore, Wendell, Phil3. That this Y. M. contemplates with Willis,

heart-felt

32

. Edward

Mr.

*

BUFFALO, N, Y., Dec. 13, 1870.
DR. R. V. PIERCE :~For the past six months T have

Itis stated that Prof, Thatcher,of Yale College,

were

session at the time, the ordination services

one of their annual

ciation is to restore to the Pope his tempora
ties.
i

in

was

which

the health nor worries the patience,

gatherings on July, 4th, atthe Jesuit's church,
16th street, New York. The object of the fg: ;

doctrine, and general fitness for the work, it was
fii, and by permisvotegd to pr

:

allied

Mr
so, i m 1}

RR

kb!

6

|. The Catholic Union hw

The . St,.Lawrence Y, M., N. Y., held its After a full and thorough examination, in which
e un:
isglans at dad
win
his
whole
with the Free Baptist church in ‘the candidate gave sausfactory evidence of
least $1.00 for last: se
hag i raise for the cause
cor.version, oall to the ministry, soundness in
coms
churche
21
the
June
of
Y.,
N.
Co.,
Philadelphia, Jefferson
each resident member

13,

RST

heart of Mormonism,.

church.

Baptist

C.

of the

Dart

and

Brown

our

mem-

bers, has been~ organized at Salt. Lake City, the

of N.Y. city, and Rev. Messrs.
Rév. Dr. Ball,

~May

chain-stitch machines, but they do not come up to the
mark, ‘The public have discovered that the Willcox
& Gibbs machine is Light running, easy to’ learn
makes a secure and elastic sam, and neither ruins

ry

St

A Baptist: church, numbering sixteen

| Parksand "Whitfield, of the Lawrence Q. M.,

br a

Lawrence Y.M.

ne 80lock-stitch sewing
machines are eerimprdvements upon the cheap and unreliable

General

5

Sdedud

.

2 "®

A

Sak

711 7.WE
IRN
i Fred F
1,

Reso

12

Clerk.

CoATs,

R.A.

}

D. 8. Fowler,. clerk,

with the business before them, inf
were assisted by Brethren Fuller,

we

Van N

i

responding delegates to the Canada Y. M.
The following resolutions were passed :

man chairman, and Rev.
proceeded
“which they

—June 1, Mr.

eS

Perry cor-

pointed Brother and Sister H,

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY,

June 21, apd, having chosen Rev, G, C. Water-

SL Ho

West

Canada

of the

nocker

Ap-

i

The Best of Them All,

SE

Next sessionto be held withthe Blueail
"NH
Earth Valley,Q. M.

——————

Y. M.

MORNING
STAR) JULY 17, 187%.
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THE
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al
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HA

byRev. B. 8. Gerry, Mr.
Mary E. Hasseltine, all
:

In Manchester, July 4th, by Rev. N, L. Rowell, Mr.
Frank Buckminster! Manchester, and Miss Mary
M. Fisk, of Sutton.—July 3, Mr. 8. Frank Sanborn

and Mrs. Lottie A. Litchfield, both of Lowell, Mass.

wealth, which is about one-half its actual

‘value, is upwards of $8,000,000, all of
which is liable for payment of bonds. The,
rate of taxation is exceedingly low, being ;
1 65-100 per cent. for all purposes. At
the price offered they pay the investor
over ELEVEN AND ONE-QUARTER PER CENT.
on the investment. Bonds are in denom
ination of $100 each, with coupons attached. Interest is pay le in New York,
at the National Park Bank, onthe lst
days of February and August in each
year, free of taxes. Price. 80 per cent.
a]
and accrued interest.
pamphlets, and any further information furnished

on application, either personally or by letter,
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THE MORNING
"|
\y

a

O day so gray, you eould not chill me,
In that sweet time, far off and fair,
. ~'Though loud winds shrieked and echoed shrilly,
. And wild rain washed the woodlands bare!
Bhough sodden fields stretched cold, unvaried,

:

chief across the inereasing space between

them ; the old wan getting slowly into his
gazing wistfully after the
empty wagon,
his boy off to the
train that was whirling
greedy West; the depot loungers lazily
picking up their feet and sauntering offy

And birds flew south on weary wing,

«Yet in my happy heart I carried
The hope and promise of the spring.

4

© day so gay, you can not thrill me;

. «Your light and perfume, shower and song,
Poh Your bloom and brightness only fill me

the men plowing im the fields; the women

With old-time memories, sweet and strong.
1 wopdd

not bid your swift hours tarry,

o£

not hasten at your call ;

‘Fer in my thankful heart I carry
““"The joy and fruitage of the fall.
y

.

«

— Nat. Baptist.

the

train,

——

We were idling dnder the pine-trees,

Grave Robert, fuir Grace and I,
Watching the plumy toss of the boughs,
Tne snow-inlaid blue of the sky;

climbing

gone, and lo! the
same.”

Brought out by the midsummer sun ;—
‘Rhree in our aims and our tempers,

world

seemed to catch the infection of hurry from
the train.
The dead leaves whirled and

That day all work wis forgotten,
All struggles that we had known:
Past tears and care for the future
Away by the south-wind blown.

(if it had wings ;" the sober old: trees

That gentle rushing south-wind,

[ wood waved and tossed their branches,

leaped in the air; the very sand * of the
| earth, earthy, ” flew on the the breeze *¢ as

in the

So soothing and sweet, yet strong,

Robert lay with his face to the heavens,
His head at the root of the tree,
In its silent pridesand endurance
Not more kingly and strong than he.

panorama she ever attended.

{On

a bed of fragrant fern-leaves
Our pensive Grace reclined,
And F guessed, by her blue eyes’ dreaming,

tively sorry for the young

She felt posi-

man

with

the

slightly bloated red face, if one of the best

The sweet thoughts that filled her mind.

seats on the shady side in front, who looked
80 intently out of the window, whenever a

-

-

woman entered the car, until some gentleman had given her a seat; and for his
neighbor, the fat old gentleman, who secured the same end by burying his face in
| a newspaper.
They were losing so much, and they
neverknew it. All this changing scene of
life and beauty, and human nature, going
on around them, and they never the wiser
or better for it; entirely shut up in their

On a moss-bed crisp and gray,
With pillow of lichened rock, made soft
By many a hemiock spray.
‘with berries that Grace had gathered,

that Robert had brought,

We busied ourselves for a little,

Then fell into dreamy thought.
For the whispering of those pinestrees,
That soft susurrus song,
Was to us as the fabled lotos,
And held us in dreamland long,

own selfish, disagreeable selves.
And being in a moral

* What do yoy think they are saying mw

vein, Polly

won-

dered if the people who take the back seats
in Jife don’t always have the best of it; the
people who are not in a fret and hurry, and

(As I roused myself at last ;)

** Do they speak to you of the future,

.¢

text,

>

’T was still a sigh for the happy past,

|

And a sigh for the rest that shall be.
—QOur

:

Young Folks.

The Family Cirde.
The

Back

Seat.

———

aie

i

The exigencies of spring millinery

oblig-

ed our friend Polly to take a trip to Spring-

field the bther day. Somewhere up north
. a freight-train had run off the track, or a
hand-car

or

some

been

inopportunely

encountered,

of theusual things had happened,

——

—

vain for her mam#ma to wake up, and asked
why she was =o cold and still.

the

Night and sleep came, by and by, and
next morning the eoffin, with its quiet

occapant, was "hurried away tc a pauper’s
grave, with no mourner to weep as the

* Mom,”

said little Dave Flint,

“ fix her

up, and I'll hunt her up a home.”
*
** Well, be off with you!” was the quick

reply; ‘and see that you don’t come lugging her back. I have got no money to
spend on a strange young one.”
‘‘ Here,

‘you

may

yourself.

Net,” said the kind little fellow,

have

my

little doggie, all for

Come, now, let's hunt up a home

afore night.”

Down the busy street they went, hand in
hand,
“I want my own mamma!” sobbed the
child.
:
* Well, come on, honey, and we'll hunt
her up,” and the little ragamuffin satisfied

his conscience with the thought that they’d
never

be

able

to find 3 good home, if she

so that ‘when the

train appeared,

time, it.offered only one

from the back of the shop.
’
“I want my mamma!” and Nettie look“Yes, Emily,” said her mamma, ‘I ed up hopefully into the kind face gbove
know a very good way. Try every day to her.
“0, Mister!” exclaimed Dave, entirely
do something good or kind. Do not let
forgetting Fidos meat, ‘her mother's dead ;
one day pass without doing so.”
so is every body she knows, but me, dnd I
_-.‘* Thank you,mamma, I will.”
can’t
always take care of her. May be you
¢ Stay, Emily, not so fast,” interrupted
Mrs. Raymond; * you will have to deny could keep her till morning. It's too far to
take her back to my house.
I'll come in
vourself sometimes,”
:
the
morning and hunt again, for I'm trying
"“ Yes, I know I shall ; but still I will try.
to find her a home,” urged the little fellow,
And, mamma, Alice Newman has a New
Year’s text which she tries to practice every as the old man’s face relaxed into a smile.
“I don’t dare to take her back home;
day ; I should like one also.”
mother
would skin both of us,” he added
‘¢ Which one would you like p”
’
Emily pondered for a little while, when significantly. ** You see she’s mighty pret‘she looked up and said, “1 ‘have thought ty,” and Dave admiringly pulled the child's

behind

car to the

crowd

bonvet back from her pretty face.

‘
of one, mamma.”
“ Well; dear, what is it ?”

- *“* Be clothed
answered,

strong, too, and

with humility,’} . Emily

impatiently awaiting
its arrival. - Of course
‘“ And a very nice text indeed, my dear;
,- there was a grand America’ rush for the
I hope you may profit by it. But, Emily,
seats.
:
Polly, who disdains to push

and

scram-

{donot forget that you can not do anything
good in your own strength, but yon must

ble, who thinks there are few things in this
ask help from on high.”

world worth

so debasing

ome’s

self Jor,

After

a little more

conversition

Emily

found herself obliged to take the back: seat,

ran out with her hoop.

foreigner unused to travel.

asking what was the matter, Emily learned
that Polly Saunders—that was the child’s
name—had been sent by her mother to
fetch some water from the well with the

She had not goné

that uncomfortable little back seat by - the
door, usually occupied by the bewildered far when she met a little girl erying.
However,

had her own self-respect at’ least,

she

And presently she discovered that the
universal
law of compensation holds ‘good

even in ‘respect to back seats. Through only
the back window of the car she obtained was
bled
such a wide, mew outlook in’ the ‘ world. She
Away behind her

sped

her native mount-

was

On

ter take her!

has a

good

temper.

*¢ She's
Bet-

Ina yéaror two she'll sell

all your meat in a day’s time, if you'll keep
her,” for Dave did not quite understand the
queer look which drew down the corners of
the old man’s mouth.
* You are a little captain, sonny! Come,
both of you, and Jets talk this matter over
with mother,” and he led the way through
the back door, into a pleasant little room,
where a sad looking old lady ‘sat knitting.

By dint of ‘lose questioning, Dave soon
told all he knew of Neitie's'sad story,

** How much she looks like"—

‘Don't mention her name,” said the old
man
sternly.
!
jug the family possessed, but as she
“Here,
sir,”
said
Dave,
“is
her folks,
going, she trod on some ice and stumand fell, breaking the jug to pieces,’ pictare,” and he pulled the little locket from
did not like to return, for her mother its hiding place on Nettie's white neck.
“ 0,. John, it's Mary's child!” and the
very poor, and Polly had no money of
own with which to buy another jug. old lady leaned back almast fainting,

ains, shifting into new beauty of shape as’
the track twisted this way and that, until her
The old man took up the fallen picture,
Emily was very much grieved at Polly's
they grew blue in the distafice, and finally
misfortune, and wished to help her, but and groaned aloud as he gazed at the two
vanished behind new ranges that gradually
faces.
appeared in the picture, Broad and green could not think how to do sn. Suddenly
Five years before, Mary Neighbor, the
the thought came into her head that, as her
the meadow. spread out each side in the papa had given
only
child of these old people, had married
her a shiJJing the day

sunlight.

ing” out by

beShe saw all the willows “ pussy. (Hovey she-might-give-it
to. -Polly-to--veplace contrary to their will, and was forbidden
the brook-sides, the elms hazy

the jug; but she instanly tried to banish by her father to enter Ler old home again;
this thought, for she meant to buy some They had never heard from her until this

with their tender mist of tiny new leaves,
the back pond in the woods. *
J
"do
shoeslls
withthe money. Then she bright summer day.
There was a certain fascination, too, i thought of her
Nettie
had at first found a place in the
yesolution of doing somer
~ watching the track unmroll itself from be- tning kind every day, and,
bidding the lit- old man’s heart, and it was eriough for" the
neath the cars, and speed away into the tle girl wait, before she had time to change lonely grandmother to know that she wag
distance, now plunging into deep gorges; ber mind,she ran to the house and returned ‘““Mary’s child.”
_ then ott over high embankments,
through with the shilling, ¢ There,” she said, giv- We wilftkeep the baby,”
said the old
v she arches of bridges, over brooke and

ing itto Polly,

“is some

the edge of the bank, and down he wen t'into
the water.
:
*
In the mean time his father and mother
had driven-off, and-Rover ran behind, as he

:
0
sir; T will 8 back in a year

She was often placed in very trying eircum-

Who
Johnnie
Who
Youth's

stances, but her self-control never left her;
When a mere

child

her mother

gave, as

it were, the. care of the entire family into

her tender hands; and kissed her a last farewell. Tender, delicate child that she was,

so firm in goodness!

money to buy man tearfully, as Dave

sigaified his: wish

|

cloud, and

Biterary Wiscillany.
’

should

drops roll slowly down her fair cheeks,
but no temper-flashes ever disturbed the
quiet beauty of her face, no violent emphasis or unlovely accents broke the melody of her sweet voice; I've seen her slowly leave the room to avoid a conflict, and
once through some misunderstanding she
received a painfully upbraiding letter; she
stole away softly to her chamber, and afterward she told me that she hastened to God
to get right feelings quickly.
One day she was telling me of a particular trial with one of the wayward children,
and I asked: ** Well, what did you say ?"
She answered: * Oh! nothing. I only
kept still. You know it does not, make
things better to answer back.”
* But what did you do ? “I again asked.
‘+1 just waited as patiently as I could,
in
until she got over it.”

Little Ones.

—E—

ythe death

of Dickens

event his excited such
that of Charles Lever.

no similyr

general mourning4
He was sixty-thres

years Slate, but looked younger than that,

aiftl. in

any

one

looking

u

the

I sat near Charles Lever, and was much
struck by the extent to which he personally

Discontented
;

represented the kind of hero depicted in
his novels. There was Harry Lorrequer in
the dash of his bright eye, and
Charles
O'Malley in the humorous smile and. the

Bee.

4

do with her.

around, slowly and

face.

‘What

a fine-looking fellow

he is!” I exclaimed. “He is
tence of death,” said a friend.
cians had tald him plainly that
had made great inroads, and

under sen.
The physithe disease
that death

could not be far off. Their decision appear.

ed in the sad forebodings,~which may
now be regarded as his adieu to the
pub.
lic—in the preface to his last work, *
Lord

Kilgobbin.”

Nevertheless,

Hong

doom had been overyhim fur some

know whit they

the

ime,

it

did not Qestrot his
eerfulness, He was
educated at
nity College, Dublin, and
majestically, as queens | afterward studied medicine. Then he went

The queen turned

to the University ‘of Gottingén,

should do, and then inquired :
‘“ What is the matter?

Why

have

brought that young bee before me ?*

where

he

| studied life and society and general liforature. His career as a physician was brief,
| but notable. Tt was w en the cholera was

you

Please, your majesty, she won't work.” | ravagivg Ireland in 1832 that Charles Lever
| was appointed medical superintendent of
A bee won't work?”
|
|
“No, your majesty; and she is not only the district which was suffering most, and
it was in gratitude forehis great and herojo
| idle, bt all the time complaining and find- | service
s in that emerge
| ing fault with everybody “and everything, pointed physician to ncy that he was apthe British legation
and thusishe makes the whole hive unhap- | Brussels. It may be readily imagined thatat
n
|

|

“Won't work?

1

| py

|

|

|
|
|

** Hebe, is this so? What have you to
8 ay 1"
‘‘ Please, your majesty,” whined poor
Hebe, “I'm the most unfortunate of all
your subjects. The fact is, I'm not band-

| some!

My face is small, and one of my

| eyes seems to squint,

and though I'm an

| Italian bee, yet my dress is not rich gold,
| but has a dim deaden lqok. and my feet are
* Keep still I" How -wise, how heroic,
large, and my arms are Vairy, and my ears
how beautiful to keep still and bear in si| are too big. In short, I'm so plain that no- |
Jence sharp, passionate words! & Just wait| body ever notices me, and I have no admired,” How admirable the grace of patience,
ers, and I actually heard gentlemen say,
to wait until the farious storm of anger is
‘ How homely Hebe grows! Those who
over, and never increaseit by the utterance
| are pretty and have admirers can afford to
of a single word !
work ; but for me there is nothing’ but chaHow sweet to see little children turn si| grin and grief!”
lently away from contention: and ‘how
{ ‘Foolish one!” cried the Queen. “ Now,
beautiful for young people to abstain from
| hear your sentence! You will, 1 hope, have
answering back !

Patience with

Charles Lever.

"" ‘Since

There was a terrible commotion in the
beehive.
Thé sentinels at the doorway
ceased to fan their wings, that they might
listen ; the drones murmured’with a' hoarse

lurge tear-

mamma! If you can't fix

it, I'll just be as happy without it
Wasn't that a brave, sunshiny heart
>
Young Reaper,
=

ments; but she met his various moods
with patient, forgiving love.
'
Her brothers and sisters were passionate, Youge ; the bees ran fn and out in great confitful, and trying, but their misdemeanors | fusion ; the work all stopped in the homey
were never visited with sharp rebuke. She kingdom.
What was the matter? After a
never answered back to their peevish and great deal of noise and clamor,
it was discomplaining words,
covered that the bees had brought a crimiI have seen sadness come over her coun- nal before the queen, to

tenance like a heavy

—==

“ Never mind,

genial, ruddy,
stout Irishman, wou
hav
the wetting. predicted a much longer life for him but,
sent Rover back just in time ‘to pull ‘alas, all this outward show of stren
is
with that insidious heart
Rawson out of the water ?
disease
Be chistent
carries off so Many of the best writers
takes care of all of us every day P—
any professional men. A few months
Companion.

The

sonable, was most exacting in’ his’ require

Hunting a Home.

something good this year, but I do not
know what ; can you tell mesanything ?”

To thie song they sang to me—

A.

Her father, hasty, irritabl€, at times unrea-

nine years ofage, * I wish very much to do the kind voice of an old man, as he came

And again I lay and listened

gain.
“All right,

and yet so strong,

was crying for her mother all the time.
* Come om, or you'll get run over,” cried
ready
to
push
down
and
trample
on
their
Dave
to Nettie, whose tired feet caused her
A conscious blush came flitting
&
fellow-travelers to secure the best place, to be left far in the rearof her brave
O’er the rounded cheek of Grace,
little
And she answered very softly,
the highest positions, the first notice, the friend.
:
With a timid, downcast face :—
~| front seats generally; who don’t expect'
“Jesus will take care of me; mamma
much, arenot eager to thrust themselves
* Fhey sound to me like wind through the sails
told me so,” was the confident reply.
forward, don't think much about themOf a great ship sailing free,
“ Well, may be he will, and may be he
Or the distant breaking of the waves
selves, any way. Whether there was not won't. Anyhow, I'm a
takin’ care of you
On the pebbly shores of the sea,”
a certain peace and serenity always attend- now ; so give me Fido, and hurry
up. Let
‘ Is the great ship homeward bound, dear girl¥? ant on the hack seat, a leisure Yrom one’s
us try in here,” and they entered a little
Laughed Robert.
I fain would learn
self that gives room for a deal of outside store near at hand.
:
If there waits not a maid on that pebbly shore, living.
And, after all, the journey is so
* Missis,” said Dave, * here's a little girl
To welcome her lad’s return.”
:
short and so swift, that really the seat one "as wants a home ;” but they looked into the
occupies
is of very little consequence. The hard, cold face in vain for any help.
* Now, Robert, you shall not tease her,
But truly tell in your tarn,
people inthe back seat reach the journey’s
“Clear out of here! We don’t want any
‘What lessons of wit or wisdom
end just as soon, and once there, noone beggars
around
us,” was the woman's
Do you from the pine-trees learn.”
asks how they came.
‘ There is a day rough reply.
| afte? to-day.” That; all’ should be goodHe grew sober and answered quickly,
‘“ Come, Net, quick !” said Dave, catch- ** I've no gift of talking ever,
natured and unselfish and helpful to their ing hold of the little one’s sleeve; * she
But it seems to me that the pine-trees say
fellow-padsengers, and possess their own might eat you up.”
‘ Upward and on forever!!
souls in peace, are the important things.
On they trudged, and at every step the
* That they tell of what we may be,
At least, so it seemed to Polly this bright little feet grew more weary.
Of noble deeds to be done;
spring morning.— Christian Register,
*“ Oh, I can’t go no more!” was the pitiTheére’s a sound of soaring and striving,
ful cry.
Of glorious hights to be won!”
*‘Let’s go in here and beg a little meat for
N:
Then he rose, and abruptly left us,
.
Emily
Raymond,
doggie” said the boy, as they came oppoHalf ashamed at speaking his mind,
site a large butcher's shop.
T —r
PE
‘
bie
And Grace soon wandered for flowers,
‘*“ What do you want, little ones?” said
‘
Mamma,”
said
a
little
girl
of
about
Leaving me and the pines behind.
Of the present, or the past”

=

to £0 if they were satisfied with their bar-

for you know I her patient kindness remained unchanged.

¢ clothed with humility,’ »
refrained from commending
but was very much pleased
really trying to practice her

and earth rattled down on its lid.
seemed to stretch their arms out imploring- | When Nettie came back to every-d
ay life
ly,saying,** Take us with you,out from this | from dreamland, mamma had
gone away
silence and solitude, into the world of hurry forever. “There were no loving
fingers to
and bustle and life to which you go.”
twine the golden curis, or clasp the bady in
And the pieture was always changing.
loving embrace.
Poily never knew what might come next.
In vdin she sobbed and cried } NO one
She decided that it was altogether the best could comfort her,

Seemed to bear up our souls on its pinious,
And carry us bravely along.

They had spread me a shawl of crimson,

* Ido not

goes on just the i. Aoor little Nettie ! Homeless baby!
Who
‘would care for her now? She called in

It was curious to notice how. everything

In our love and sympathy one

Or books

must try to be
Her mamma
her littlé girl,
to see she was

stir, a little brief importance, then we are

Breathing the balm of the branches

Now

want teseck to be praised,

*| down from the fences and scrambling off
towards school.
* Iuis like life,” thought Polly, ‘who felt
in a particularly moral vein this morning.
““ Bo we come and go. There is a little

Under the Pmes,
—

boys who ‘‘ hurrahed”

1872.

or two to see how she gets along. Net,
you keep the doggie; he'll get lots.of meat always did. After they
had gone a little
:
here.”
-way, Rover left the carriage «nd ran back,
And Dave scampered off, feeling perfect- 10 one knew why. He ran down the hill
to
action ly satisfied that he.had found a good home the brook, and jumped
in,sjust as Johnny
that day.
:
for Nettie.—Kind Words.
screamed for help to the people half a
| Emily answered, * Yes, mamma.
mile
”
off, who couldn't possibly hear him.
‘ Well, dear, what was it?"
Never Answered Back.
Rover was a strong dog, and took hold of
“ Mamma,” said the kttle girl, ¢ I would
the little boy's clothes and pulled him up
on
rather not tell you.”
The words might be sharp, harsh,censo- dry land before he had been
hurt at all. He
Mrs. Raymond was rather surprised, for rious,
nreven bitter,—it mattered not, she cried a little because
he was frightened, then
she kmew her daughter never liked to lose threw nothing
back, but met them all with he went back to the house for dry
clothing,
an opportunity ‘of being praised, so she
the same sweet spirit of calm endurance. dnd was vot a bit'the wore for
asked, “ Why not, my dear?”
‘* Beeause,” answered Emily,

out hanging clothes; the Irishmen at work
on the track, going on again with the work
interrupted by the passing train; the runaway horses sobering down; the truant

.
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‘ivers, nowin the depth of solemn woods, another jug.” Polly's eyes overflowed
{now just skimming the camer of an old ‘with tears—but this time ‘with gratitude—
farm-house built years before railroads and she was beginning te thank her little
were ever thought of.
benefactress warmly ; but Emily, knowing
‘Then Polly eaught all the: after-glimpses her own besetting sin was love of praise,
of people—little hits of human nature en- and wishing to conquer
it, ran away.
tirely lost by the occupants “of front seats.
In the evening, Mrs. Raymond asked her
She saw the youmg mam who kissed his daughter if she had done any kind

hand from the back platform, and the ** girl
he left behind }dém” waving her handker-

wi?

\

To

| & long life; every nine moons long! You
«| have already wasted four bright days. I
| condemn you to rise at early dawn, to go

[such an anachronism ws“ legation physi| clan could only be kept up by the oceasion-

| al

good it may serve in just

way

it

did

| in Lever's case.. It gave a young man of
| genius the literary leisure he needed, and
the first result of it was ** Harry Lorrequer,” which was written in Brussels.

The

novels which Lever wrote from time to
time occupy so salient a position in English literature, his heroes
have become so
Rapelar, that. 1 need not mention them.
‘he general impression about his works is
that they were dashed off in a few happy.

moods, the mere effervescence of a genial

enjus in the interval of professional ‘work.
The ‘truth is Charles Lever toiled over these
brilliant works—worked over every detail—

finished with patient

art

each

situation, —

even to the detriment of his health. Hal
of his genius was work. For many years
he was known in Dublin—duzing the years

in which he edited the University

Maga-

zine there—as the Irish Christopher North.
There was no end of his good stories, and
his felicitons witticisms were forever floatIng about the country. fn London still _
more his brilliant social qualities were cal)
ed into play, and at Bulwer's dinners
(once

| out and wash your face and hands in the | famous), no one could rival his charming
| talk, or the modesty and sweetness with
Be patient with little ones. Let not their { dew that gathers in the clematis. Then
yon
slow understanding nor their occasional { are to go from flower to dower, and bring || which it was uttered. There was no cvnicism about the handsome old tory—not a
pertuness offend you, or provoke the sharp | in honey sufficient to feed ten young
bees. | bit of it—through ail his life. He was afreproof. Remember the world is new to | It will take but twenty-five journeys every | fectionate, constant,
magnanimous in all
them, and they have no slight task to grasp, | day, and require the houey of one hundred the rqjations of his life; in his home:
in
the largest of his duties. But for fourteen
with their unripened intellects, the mass of | flowers each journey,
Jeats
lie
has
lived
chiefly
abroad. The lute
facts and truths that erowd upon their at- |
““Oh, dear!" cried Hebe, “to think of | word Derby, when a
consulate at Spezzia
tention. You are grown to matarity and | sucking twenty-five
hundred flowers each | became vacant, went to Charles Lever and
strength through years of experience, and it | day!”
said, !* Here's £300 a year Joe foing nothill'becomes you to fret at the little child that
“Yes, and you must nurse ten young | Bing, and you're the very fan to do it
ut the literary Earl was ready with his
fails to keep pace with your thought. Teach || bees all the time,
and thus mature one every |{ ‘‘aside,”
that Lever's
nothing
him patiently as God teaches you, ** line up- day on an average, and
you must do this | robablv be more important than ” would
the. maon line, precept upon precept; here a little during three moons.
This is my sentence, Jority of the performances of Her Majesty's
and there a little,” Ckeer him on in this and you are not to appear
before me till at | consuls, “Five years. ago he was transferconflict with mind; in after years his ripe,
red by a liberal government 10 the more
the end of that period.”
locrati
rich thought shall rise up and call you
The
queen*turned away, and the sister | most ve post of Trieste, where he passed
of his time until his death.
blessed. Bide patiently the endless ques- bees led- poor Hebe to the
But he
door of the hive | did not like this exile, for all the securit
y it
tionings of your children. Do not roughly and pushed
her out. At firs{ she was be- gave his literary work, and when he came
crush the springing spigit of free inquiry wildered and cast down.
here
on
some
visit connected with the pubBut the sun shone
with an impatient wor#”
or frown, nor at- bright, and the birds sang, and the air was lication of some work, he dreaded the re| turn—never
tempt, on the.contrary, a long and instruct- filled with her sisters coming
much as on the last occasion,
and going, | a month or soso ago,
when he probably felt
ive replyto every slight and casual{question. flying and singing:
| that he was going away to re turn no more,
Seek rather to deepen their curiosity. ConSo she spread her wings, ahd away she His novels are, perhaps, next to those of
vert, if possible, the careless question into a flew.
Away, away, she went, over fences Dickens in popularity, and he had the forprofound and earnest inquiry; and
aim and trees, till she found a patch of white tune to live and die without havirig had an
enemy in any circle in which he moved—a
rather to direct and aid than to answer the clover. Then she came down, and
to her | thing which, I believe, could not be said
of
inquiry. Let your reply send the little ques- amazement found
it easy to work. Ina any ofher literary man who has lived in this
tioner forth, not so much proud of what he short time
century. He was an especially intimate
she had drawn from the hundred
has learned, as anxious to know more. clover heads,
and then went straight to her triend of Sir Henry L. Bulwer (Lord DalHappy you,if, in giving your child the frag- hive. In
she came singing, and began to ling). They were nearly of the same age,
and died in the same w: ml, D. Conway.
ment of truth he asks for, you can whet his feed
her young charge. And then off again
curiosity with a glimpse of the mountain of ~—morning,
noon and night, she was comq
Our First War Steamer.
truth lying beyond; so will you send forth
ing and going.
a philosopher, and not a silly pedant into
At the beginning of the present century,
Her young bees loved her, and sang with
the world. Bear patiently the childish huher, and went on in her company as fast as the navy of the young nation just rising on
mors of the little ones. They are but the
this continent was possessed of some of the
grown.
Sometimes she bathed inthe dews best vessels in the
untutored pleadings of the young spirit for
world.
Athong
of the eglantine, or sweet jessamine ; some- was the famous Constitution, which them
vessel
care.and cultivation. Irritated into strength
times she swung on the raspberry blossom,
is still in the service, having been stationed
and hardened into habits, they will haunt
or rushed into the woods, fragrant with the at the Naval Academy as a school-ship for
the whole of life like fiends of despair, and
the last ten years.
honeysuckle.’
|
make your little ones curse the day they were
About this date the steam-engine was
But every day she grew happier. Her used to propel
born; but corrected kindly and patiently,
vessels hy means of paddlethe honthey become the elements of happiness and songs were now cheerful and loud. She wheels. To whom really belongs
laughed at her former ‘dreadof work, and or of applying steam as a bmi, Wh ships is
usefulness. Passions are but fives that may
what was curious, just in proportion as she a disputed point, into the discussion of
either scorch us with their’ uncontrolled
which
worked,
she grew handsomer! The bands however itis not desirable to enter; it is,
fury, or may yield us a genial and needful
, pretty well settled that Fulton
warmth. Bless your little ones with a pa- that encireled her body grew widé and was the first builder of a steamboat intendtient care of their childhood, andethey will bright, like leaves of silver. Her eye grew ed for traffic. The success of this vessel
certainly consecrate. the glory and grace of ‘bright, lost its squint, if it ever had any. was followed by great improvements in
that
rendered possible the
grand
their manhood to your sérvice. Sowin their Her feet, kept clean by the morning dew, eystemline,of and
internal commerce for which this
hearts the seed of a perennial blessedness ; | were in beautifult proportion. Ini- short, county
is so well ‘adapted.
In 1814 the
its ripened fruit will afford you a perpetual there was not a happier or more beautiful same
Fulton proposed
.fo build a’ floating
bee. in the whole hive. © Even the lazy battery for the defense of New York Harjoy.— Mother's Friend.
drones bowed and hummed admiration as bor, the vesselto be propelled by steam,
This is the first
she ‘passed. At the end of her sentence with a central paddle-wheel.
known
tion to use the new motive
Who Sent Him?
she stood, once more before. the queen," power forproposi
war purposes.
This vessel was
———
* Hebe, the beautiful |” as she was then to carry twenty guns on her gun-deck, aif
Little Johnnie Rawson had Just run over called.
to make a speed of four miles per hour. In
:
the hill after a butterfly, —such a large yel“* Ah!" said the queen, “I see how it is. additioh to Ber armament on deck, it was
J

rb

o——

low one, with brown on its wings,—and no-

body noticed that Johnnie had gone. His
father and mother were starting for a drive,
and *Rover, the great, black, shaggy dog,

stood ready to, run behind the carriage, as
N
he always did.
Johnnie ran after the butterfly till he was

tired’ of running, and

the

pretty

creature

was tired of being chased ; then it flew high |

up in the air, and the little boy gave up all
hope of catching it.

As he turned to go home, he spied a beautiful pond-lily growing in the brook, so near
the bank that he thought he could get
it

Itds a Taw of God, that she who is willing
fo do good to others, shall be happy and

grow beautiful by the process, Beauty
casts her mantle on the industrious ‘and
the
good.”
.
a.

Sunshine in the Heart.
Nl

My little boy

2

came

2

to me

i

this morning

with a broken toy, and begged me to mend

it for him. It was a ‘very handsome toy,
and was the pride of his heart just then,

so I.did

not wonder to see his lips quiverwith a stick, so he found'a crooked stick,
ing, and"the tears come into his eyes,
and reached
out with it to catch the
“BIL try to fix it, ‘darting,” T sald; buy
pond-lily.” He was such a little boy,
and I'm afraid I can’t do it.”
he had such a little stick, that he conld
not’
He watched me anxiously for
a few moréach far enough to throw his weight
over ments, and then said, cheerfully
: .
,

intended that she should carry two submarine gtmsion each bow, so as to strike an
enemy below the water-line; hesides this,

provision was made for throwing a large
ody of water upon an enemy at close quarters.

1814,

The ship was launched

in a little more

in November,

than’ four months

from the laying of the keel ; by June, 1815,
her machinery was in place, and a trial
trip took place in New York Bay, which
was a great success,

made a trip

At a later period

she

to sea, about twenty-six miles

from New Vork, ‘with all her coal and armament on board, attaining a speed of

nearly six knots,

This formidable craft

was named by her projector the Demologos,
but after his

death she was

called, the

Ful-

ton; she was used as a receiving-ship al the

New York Navy-yard after her completion
until 1829, when she was accidentally blown
up by the explosion of ‘the powder in her

magazine, Such was the first venture of our

government toward
‘| per’'s Magazine.

war

steamers.—Har-

1% 1872.

THE MORNING SPAR. JULY
Pe

0

France, these imp
in the white chalk of
ments represent the first and lowest stage

The existence of man upon the earth was

thou-

This if of human industry. . . «The traces of the
sand years before the Christian era.
period itself, the duration
and exprejudice, sanctified by age and, as it was sup= Dijuvial
posed supported by a great scientific authori- tent of which of course are of the highest

tv, had indeed been nourished and strength-

the ‘results of one

or

_ which a principal part must be ascribed to several sudden catastrophes, but of ‘a ver
dual course of ov Slope
and of mul
the numerous disappointments which had
natural processes.
been experienced with regard to’ discover- tifarious and distinct
uction they would certainly
ies of supposed fossil human bones, which ‘For their
afterwards turned out to be those of ani- have required far more time than the forms
We ° possess s
mals, and to the asserted opposition of the ation of the alluvium.
cient evidence that man must have lived
naturalist, Cuvier.
great anatomist and
tributed even more than these to the misapprehension of the truth, and this ‘was, that
the prejudice in question agreed remarka-

bly with a widely-diffused philosophical
opinion, which had by - degrees become the
darling of the general public. According
to this opinion, many as the final flower or
crown of creation, 'its cormer-stone as it’
were, could not have appeared upon this
theater of his being until the last and most
(the

ot m

with her.
She is already, with her threestory
hat, panier built up like a dome, high
heels, and fascinating wiggle walk, a cre-

more.

conolns

ful-

to which we have referred; and as the majority of men, in their fondness for intellectual repose and comfort, dread wothin
more than the shaking of old-establish:
articles of faith, they prepared to fight

gre

his Lvl

| yet got down to them

3

Origin of Cadet Gray,

de

:

an

SPAN

evidence derived from the cave-discoyeries.

mer of 1862, the veteran gave to the writer
the following account of
the origin of *‘Cadet
gray, ” as the cloth wom by the cadets

eries to appeal’to it was said: Granting the

summer

Inte

_of the opponents of the new doctrine in their
struggle against the fossil man and the
only these cave-discoy-

Iwthercour:
Gé

baroonversation with he
is
the
Jibray of |

rere-

them

of

1814,

General

Scott

wrote

the

contempt when preparing for battle on the

of a man who, for twenty long years, in
spite of misapprehension and scorn, contended in vain against the great prejudice

morning
of the 5th, for the
Mirguis of
advance,
Tweeddale, wha, with the British
had skiemished with them all the day before, had reported that they #were onl
«Buffalo militia,” and accounted for their

hu-

man race upon the earth, until finallyghe
wis rewarded by victory and general appreciation. We refer to the celebrated Fyench
antiquary and discoverer of antediluvian
ville-on-the-Somme.

Perthes,

The

fighting so well and driving him. to his in

trenchments north of the Chippewa River,
of
by the fact that it was the anniversary
that” stimulated
American Independence
them. On account of the victory won" at

of Abbe-

Somme,

as is

by. these sol-

well known, is a river of the North of
France
(in Picardy ) and falls into the

Chippewa on that day, chiefly

English Chavnel,
In the greater part of
its course it runs through a district of white
chalk, partly covered with tertiary deposits.
Above these tertiary strata there are great
beis of rolled pebbles, sand, gravel, and

troops, that style of cloth was adopted at
rAcademy at West Point as the
Mi
‘the
uniform of the cadets.—Beuson J. Lossing.

loam,

belonging

to

the

Diluvial

partly,

in

more

period

A Chinese Project.

times

A very curious movement has, it seems,
been lately organized by a Chinaman, named Yung
Wing, who was educated in Yale
College, having for its object the sending
of Chinese youths to this country to be
tducated at the expense of the Government,
Yung Wing has had some difficulty in winning over the Clinese authorities to his

recent

(1830-1840) by the construction of a canal

and.railway, Years ago the bones of diluvial and extinct animals (suchas elephants,
rhinoceroses, bears, hysnas, deer, etc.,)

C—O

hroject, but it is

had been found in these diluvial deposits at
the depth of 20 or 80 feet and close to the.
underlying chalk ; these were sent to Cuvi-

stated

shat

he

has at last

Po successfu!, and the plan is so far advanced that the first “imstallment of youths
will be sent to the United States this sumer in Paris, who determined and described mer. They are already selected, and are
them., And it was here and in precisely now in course of preparation at Shanghai,
the same places that Boucher de Perthes The“ hecessary officers all named by the
found those famous flint axes of the rudest Chinese Government have been appointed
form, which have given a totally different to accompany them, and a large fund has
aspect to the whole question of the an- been appropriated for their support, It is
tiquity of the human race upon the earth.
asserted that this fand amounts to over
‘Boucher de Perthes had seen (probably in two million Mexican dollars, for which a
1805 and 1810) “certain worked flints ip certain percentage of the Customs has been
Italian caves, and was led to ascribe to them
pledged in the manner usual to the *Chia high antiquity on account of their pe- nese. The
plan is understood to be as
culiar
coloration,
His ' arch@ological
follows: **1. The
Chinese Government
knowledge enabled him to distinguish these to select thirty boys each year for five conflint axes from the so-called celts, the pol- secutive years, 150
in all,” without distincished stone weapons of a much later date, tion in rank and by competitive examinawhich have been found in a great many tion. They are not to exceed fourteen years
place$ and may be seen in abundance .in of age when they enter the preparatory
every collection of antiquities. In the year school: at Shanghai, or other schools that
1838, Boucher de Perthes first exhibited the

may

flint axes found by him to the scientific Society of Amiens, but without any result.
With equal want of success he took them fo
Paris in 1839.
In 1841 he began to form
his collection,

celebrated.
tiquites

which

has

In 1847he

since become
‘buf

é¥en

ed States.

living and

so

installment,

to Prosacule

and

gist, Sir Charles Lyell, (in whose ;presence
during two visits to the locality no fewer
‘than 70 flint hatbhets were turned out,)

and

selves went away

examined

for themnew

opinions, . Of course,as might be expected,

objections of all kinds were raised.

into.

Some

out of a volcano ; others that they were nat-

Xf

of the on di, 3 iB Deth es

ent from that ‘which mow’ ib

occur associated with remains of fossil animals now entirely extinct ; and they ‘prove
that the antiquity of maun upon the earth

reaches far beyond. all historic timed and
indeed far beyond all tradition.”
These
flint axes have been

foundin <suck” abun-

dance in the Valley of the ‘Somme,

that

their number, several years ago, niust have
been ome

thousands,
not: to mention

‘the

that

service

on

his

period,

nor

to enter

return.

In

case

the

School at Annapolis. * The

opinion of American

residentsin China ,—

certainly in Shanghai,—is,
according
the . San Francisco
corgespondent of

to
the

New York

above

particulars,

LATIN SCHOOL.

euch.

ns,

Cases

open

ach

of

*

tw dozen
0

not keep it, invalids may have Nt fine Sraghsts by
Rallroad or Adams’ Express, by Suclosiug Post-Office
Money Orders or checks, Physiel
Clergymen
ir own use with thre

supplied for

$2.90 each; with

dation dem

six-gallon dem

with cases of two dozen quarts
or other

responsible
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88,

Philadelphi

(

at

foal

Dearest

parties:

Front ~t ,

each

each.

and Sierical Yovation must hig sult]

master

'

i

olin, 30.1

Font

-
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T IE “LIGHT RUNNING”

Herald,

who

friends drop

and pleased

of the

household,

of ordinary

in, sure to find

equal to

and

Her

her at home,

chosen inti-

Every one exerts him-

wish to take away

a

and

fruit,

early

knwledge to

there are

coteries,

gives

the

strongly

the frail grace of her

womanly

months.

Fashion

and Her Whims.

child.”

As

pretty children

there,

consumption,

Twice

aged

within ten

14

weeks.
Spring term commences

months

The

Remo

to

escape the

cruelty

until she returns with

i Academies.

take her place once mone as the popular
woman of her society.

~ Buried Treasures.
le

LYNDON

the happy f{reebooting
name of this cautious

3

has death

often as the locality of his caehe, which shall

béwonfidently pointed out on every sandbar

In

the South he is usually Lafitte, in the North
he is more apt to be Captain Kidd, but in
either case his

buried

hoard is enormous,

and will make its lucky finder rich beyond
the wildest dreams of Monte Cristo. Indeed, a simple

computation of the

various

amounts which this predatory financier deposited in different places shows that he
must have enjoyed opportunities for plunder unsurpassed by Boss Tweed himself.
Unluckily, however, the abominable KiddLafitte took such unjustifiable pains to hide

his ill-gotten spoils;
so’ fenced them in with

bewildering mysteries of blazed or blasted
trees, of geometrical problems .and measured paces to all the points of the compass,
that hitherto no ingenuity or toil has been

able to unearth them.

Miss JANE

Rustic eredulity and

rear looking for those buried pots of Spanish dollars, with dark lanterns and witch hazel

divining rods, and expending in the vain
would have |

earned wealth in any other pursuit. Still
the piratical hoards never turned up, until
at last chance, which so delights $ mock
the efforts of men, reveals the secret which
has baffled centuries of seeking.
For, of course, no reasonable human being can doubt that the gold and silver coins
turned up the other day in thé excavation at
the corner of Wall and Broad streets, or the
dollars that are daily being. dredged from
the oyster-beds of
Elwabethport, ave part
and parcel of this famous treasure. And if
doubt lingered in the mind of any, the skep-

tic need only read th® opinion
numdsmatist

of that old

of - Blizabethport,

nounees this unfamiliar yield of the

oystersbeds

pro-|

who

Jersey

in

to be * Cob dollars,” made

tiking

for this particular treasure we may fairly at-

tribute to Kidd, bore

down on it,

removed

Hoxrr, A.
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- instruction.

vansville is "finely
located, and few places mm the
West surpasses it in point of moral and religious influences.
Expenses are reasonable.
"Prof JAcoBS will have charge of the Music Depart-

J. N. Rand, A. M.,
W. E. C. Rich,A, B.,

school

PIKE

SEMINARY.

A.B, MESERVEY,

the

copy,

Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy

TE WiNTeR TERM of Pike Seminary, N. Y., will
commence Dec. 6, 1871, tndera board of competent

This institution is under the control of the Wis-*
consin Yeurly Meeting, and has been
In successful operation for three years.
The coming
year

May

ver, N. H.
TerMs.—Single

French;

Dr mplete courses of study for both sexes.
G. H. RICKER,
North Scituate, R. I, March 15, 1872.

peculiar advantages.
Kor particular information,
send for a Circular to
REV, W. CoLGROVE, A. M., President.

Rev. G. 5. BRADLEY,

term.

cation. -

the dollars, the ladies, and the Bishop; (evA. P. Shattuck,
Miss L. D: Moore,
ery galleon carried a Bishop in those days)
H. M. Willward,
' Mss E. L. Gordon.
Fashion has at length reached a point in to'be kept for ransom, and thén jovially
ExPENSES, Board, including room and washing
dictation at which we rejoice, for its laws scuttled the prize aid sailed away. -Of rol $2.75 to $3 50 per week. In well-regulated clubs,
course,
there
can
be'
no:
doubt
that
this
is
of
ch there are several in successful operation,
apparel.
mere
the
for
are not yow simply
expense varies from $1.70 to $2.25. Students dehas a description of a indeed the long lost prize, and we expect the
A foreign magazine
sirous of boarding themselves will find convenient
to hear at‘once of a notable accession to the dpvofnity. Students will provide théir own sheets, |
dress of which it says, ‘‘with' this costume
w-cases and towels.
:
the mouth is to: be worn slightly’ open.” ranks of the professional treasure-seekgrs. ,pillo
TUITION from $5.00 to $6.50
per term.
Several
This is- happy, for there are so many wom- Already all the able-bodied! population” of years ago the Trustees introduced a Commercial De.
en who do not. know what to do with their Elizabethport are: out! ih -boats, patiently ‘partment, which has been very successful. It is
proposed to add a Scientific and Agricultural
mouth, any more than timid young men destroying their oystersbeds for'stray ** Co now
of two ve
ech, which opened for the
for stocks, Course,
admission of students at the commencement of the
know what to do with their hands, and dollars; "and in the dhlliseason
fall
term.
«
i
)
to
rushing
street
minute directions of this sort, studied with we look to' see alll Wall'
Send for catalogue to the Principal or to
every style of dress, will. be vety ¢onven- work on every new excavation. On the
E.C. LEWIS, Sec,
New Hampton, N. H., March 15, 1872.
\ient. It ig to be hoped. that some costumes sandy shores of Long Tsland, antl in the inrl

make

LAPHAM

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA
This Institution offers to students important and

For porticulars, address

per

ample accommodations ; and is located on an eminence overlooking the villages of Lyndon Center and
Lyndonville, and some of the finest landscape scen-

SAMINARY.

usefulness.

$6.00

and liberal education.

Whitestdwn, N. Y., July, 1872.

romises more enlarged

to

The new Institution building is adlne
granite structure, of beautiful architeefure,

:

EVANSVILLE

$4.00

confidence and patronage of all friends to a thorough

_

Send for Circular.
J.'S. GARDINER,

Dover, N. H.
All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Do-

Music and Penmanship extra. .
EXPENSES.—Board, including room and washing,
from $2.50 to $3,50 per week, in families. In club or
self-boarding, at lower rates.
The Institution will afford to both sexes a complete
course of study; and no pains will be spared by the

perienced teachers. - The School is one of the largest
and best in the State.

tion should be addressed to ** THE MYRTLE,"

Calendar :
Spring term, of 10 weeks, begins Feb. 20, 1872.
Summer term, of 10 weeks, begins May 7.
Fall Term begins Aug. 27.
TUITION, from

MYRTLE.

and much improved about the. first of April,
1869. It is printed on paper of a very superior quality, and its mechanical excellence is
equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications intended for publica-

Miss Ellen A. Perkins, Penmanship.

April

seven or eight new rooms, new instruments

12 years to run.

use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged

Mrs. J. C. Hopkins, Music, Drawing and Painting.

. Lyndonville,

M.,, Agricultural

Co.,

over $20,000,000.
OF NEW LONDON,

will Baptist Printing Establishment, for the

Secretary.

and Rhetoric.
Miss Sarah E. Mason, French.

The FALL TERM of this institution wily
open
August 26. Six-complete courses of study for both
sexes, in which students are prepared for college, for
teaching and for business.
The
Musi¢ Department has just been enlarged with

rustic perseverance have gone on year after

search an amount of labor that

W.

. P, O., Center Co., Pa.

WIS., Saving but 10 and

Carving.

ery of the valley of the Passumpsic.
Treas.and
I. W. SANBORN®

CLASSICAL.
Tea Professors aud fnstructors. Not sectarian,but
thorougiily Chri
\
.
Location can no$ 28. Arrpassed in healthfulness,
beauty and freedom fro
corrupting influences.
~ Expenses only $175’ for College vear of 40 weeks,
including Tuition, Boarding,
Washing, Rent, Fuel
and use of heavier Furniture,
®For Catalogue or further information, address the
President. Rev. J. CALDER, D. D,, or'the Preceptress,

days of yore. “The
huccaneer varies as

GRADE,

om Sis om. one

Lansas. Value of
Yt
BONDS of the VILLAGE

LITERARY INSTITUTION,
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

SCIENTIFIC i

thrifty pirate. in

or. lonely islet from Maine to Flovida,

.

HIGHEST

Registered Bonds of Leavenworth

Faculty :
J.C. Hopkins, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
A. 8. Denison, P.H. D., Natural Science.
;
Miss Mary C. Bradford, Preceptress, Mathematics

Three fill courses of study:

AGRICULTURAL, .

THE

THFS. P. ELLIS & CO., Bankers, 14 Pine St.

C. A. FARWELL,

~ OF PENNSYLVAN{A.

Open to both sexes;

In all the range of our national traditions,
says the New York Times, there is none
more Vigorous or lively than that which cele:
brates the existence somewhere along our
coast of an enormous hidden treasure, bur-

and Wood

OF

carefully selected by our Western
Agent, for sale at prices that will

THE

COLLEGE,
ii
AG RICULTURAL

ied and forgotten by some

Wax-work

See the advertisement in another column of the
New York Weekly Sun for the campaign.

-<l

MONICIPAL
BUS

Feb. 7, 1872.

TRY XT
SONS, Propr’s, St. Albans, Vi.

BOXNDS of the CITY OF LAGRANGE, LEWIS
CO., MO., issued for MUNICIPAL purposes.
Book-KeepAll payable in N. ¥. Ly
For sale at prices that
ing.
A
pay from 12 to 15 PER CENT. on the investment.
No deduction for less than half a term, except on k.avill
Also,
other
investment
securities.
account of sickness.
Half terms commence at the
= Call or send for descriptive Circulars.
beginning and middle of the term.
THOS. P.ELLIS & CO., Bankers, 14 Pine St.
ie price of board, in .clubs, varies from $1.60 to
4w26
$3.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s
are formed.
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
, rates.
»il
This semi-monthly, published by the FreeSend for Catalogue to the Principal.

MiriaM D., widow of the late Rev, Samuel
Thompson, of Holderness, died at Stoneham,
Mass., May 6, aged 81 ydars.
Sister Thompson’s
religious life dates from her youth.
In 1823 she
was united in marriage with Bro, Thompson,

roses to

the summer

4w26

INSTITUTE

&

MRS. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
D. M. WAITT, Teacher of Writing and

religious hope. She has left three sons who
mournfully appreciate the value of a good mother.
A. SARGENT.

of the English winter, she carries with her
a freight of good wishes and regrets, and
‘leaves a blank which nothing can fill up,

Li L. DUTCHER

MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Associate,
E. EUGENE WADE, A. B,, Prm. of Normal Dep’t.
Miss L. MARIA SIMONS, Associate.
Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paint-

F. Locke.

cheerful, full of

AND CLEARS THE HOUSE. SPEEDILY,

Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.

ing,

A

Lightning Fly-Killer!

Summer Term commences April 25, 1873.
GEORGE B. FILES, A. B., Preceptor.

all

and

CENTIAL

Lo

DUTCEHER’S

PITTSFIELD, ME.
Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Academical and Ladies’
Full course of study. Terms, 10

June

years

Sm22

TERM opens April 30, 1872,

MAINE

she

and

Address

“DOMESTIS”. 8. IM. Co., 96.ChismbersSt3 N.Y.

ron opens Feb. 13, 1872.

SuMMBR

interest for others, active in mind if prostrate in body, sympathetic and patient, is
this relation wus wofthily filled till his
the queen of her circle, loved and min- and
death in 1853.
For more than 60 years she was
istéred to by all; and when she goes to sustained and cheered on in life's work by her

Cannes or San

LIFETIME."

B., Principal.

Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50
per week. or rooms may be obtained for self-boardng at reasonable rates.
omplete courses of study for both sexes. Special
attention given to those desiring to take a thorough
course in Music.
For further particulars, address the Principal. 2

entered
the family circle of Bro.
Spencer.
Hardly were their tears for May dried, when
Armine was called. Lovely and amiable in life,
these sisters died trusting in Jesus, and on the
other shore are waiting for the family circle to
be reunited. May not a link be wantin 2 there.

in favor of
Yung
in the seventeenth century. ‘Can ay
It is rczarded as like- Peru
thing be plainer? We can almost see the
ly to strengthen their position and put them heavy-built, lumbering galleon that was
on a betterfooting in the country.
them'to Spain when the gallant Kidd,
«»

seul

any single

ARMINE W. SPENCER died in Berwick,

and homage

woman alone excites.

invalid, . gentle,

an insertion

Not more than a

your dittle

A.

Lizzie Maxfield, L. H, Butterfield.
Calendar:

still’ nearer the spirit world she
going to the feet of Jesus, but antelling
me I can not go to-night,
1 shall go in the morning.
Oh,

many

26, of quick

re-

pose with petty jealousies and tempers.
Her atmosphere is pure and serene, and
the dainty loveliness of her surroundings
lends its eharm to the rest. To her husband she is even more beautiful than in the
early days; and all men feel for her that
which the true

SEMINARY.

E. C. Smith, Mrs. E. C, Smith, G, A. Stockwell, Miss

bade them an affectionate * good-bye,” and calmly fell asleep in Jesus.
T. H. BACHELER,

tothe feminine mind; every one tells her
cheerful things, but no one brings her ‘hor

chivalrous kind of tenderness

C. A. Mooers,

is peace there.”
Her intellect remaining
unclouded to the very last, she earnestly besought
father, mother, brothers aud sister to prepare to
meet her in heaven; and from most of them
obtained the assurance that they would strive to
meet her there. Having indicated the place
where she desired to be buried and who should
deliver her funeral discourse; she called her
relatives around her, shook hands with them,

and

remember

especial

the world and their own

disturbs

MOUNTAIN

WATERBURY CENTER, VT.

ten cents
a line, to insure

approached
said : * T am
gels are here
ut I hope

be made glad by for all time; her friends
keep her abreast of the outside doings of

rors, or

GREEN

MARTHA E., daughter of John R. and Nancy
M. Walrod, died in Welton, Clinton Co., Towa,
June 19, aged nearly 9 years.
Little Martha
never enjoyed good health; but she was always
seriously and religiously inclined; would sometimes kneel, at évening, with the family and
pray, though unacompunied by others in the
exercise.
bout two weeks previous to her
death she was taken seriously ill. She appeared
sensible of the near approach of death, and
said
to her
parents, *
Take my
money and get
my pictures taken
for my friends.”
To her
mother she said,
* The reason that T don’t die
now is because God loves you,
and does not

wealth of flowers to which even her poorest
friend adds his bunch of violets, if nothing
else. She is the précious child of her circle,
and but for her innate sweetness would run
a risk of being the spoilt one. Clever men
come and talk to her, giving her cause of
thought,

ts

» MRS. E. A. Newcowms died in Maysville, Mo, ,

and her after-

half-dozen

books,

kind-—-new

-

Brevity 18 specially important:

selfto bring her things that may amuse her,
and she is faded with presents of a graceful

!

single square can well be afforded to
obituary. Verses areinadmissible.

mates have a character of their own, a@sthetic
and delightful; partly owing to the quiet
and subdued tone that must
perforce perpartly to the unselfishness that
vade them,
reigns on all sides.

value in

PARTICULAR Notice! Persous wishing obit.
naries published in the Morning Star, who do
not patronize it, must accompany them with cash

and

times.

at their coming;

noon teas with her

langaages, also in
English Grammar,
Arithmetic
eve
Geography,
‘Adoient History, A gebra an
3
Geometry.
S| pec
tion is given to read
declamabion, composition, Greek and Latin Endings
scanning, &c. *The location o
1
the College and Theological School, affords advantAges of association with students of a higher rank
and culture, The public lectures of these institutions
are invaluitble.
A. M, JONES, Sec.

is April. 25, 1871, agéd 62 years. She was a native
V
Com.
if of New York.
is
MRS. THANKFUL M. JONES died in Jefferson,
is Maine, June 10, aged 68 years.
G.G. TF.

%
\

her

GETTYSBURG

atx gallon dem
quart
bottles,

Faculty:

Wing's enterprise.

‘

18. The

beyond

and the Naval

deposits
' the
thy if

for twelve years,

secure -the admission of a part of the students
to the Military School at West Point

natural phenomena since their, original detherefore - in

their studies

naturalized citizens of the United States.”
An attempt, it #s , believed; will be made to

doubtedly the work of human hands; 2.
They lie in virgin or undisturbed deposits
of the Diluvial age, which have not undergone any alteration or reconstruction by
of

it to the

will notbe.
permitted to: divest themselves
of their Chinese nationality, or become

was expressed in the following important
statements? 1. The flint hatchets are un-

and

is to acco!

paid them by Government, 6. The students

ural products of the action of water or
frost. Others again, without venturing to
deny their artificial origin, maintained that
they had reached.the depth at which they
lay, either by a gradual sinking acused by
their own weight, or by falling into fissures
of the soil,- However, all these objections
were soon shown to be untenable.
Commissions of scientific men, including the
most celebrated names of England and
France among their members, assembled
repeatedly to investigate the matter, and
the general result of their examinations

osition,

who

parents of any student are in narrow circumstances, a certain indemnity is to be

declared that the hatchets had been thrown

ormation

as’ instruetor; to: each yearly

upon any private occipation. 5. Eaeh student is regarded from the first as in the service of the Chinese Government. A definite
rank is assighed to him on the completion
of his educatiofi, and he goes immediately

quarters, and all

convertedto’ the

preparatory

during that time each is expectedto

States

Scientific men soon assembled in the val
those who came

in the

acquire one ‘of the professions.
They will
not be allowed to remain in the United

Mr. Prestwitch, M. A. Gaudry, and others.
from all

education

United States and remain with them. He
is eoharged with the insfruction of the
vouths in the Chinese language and literature while in the United States, ‘and is expected to devote a portion of each week to
that ‘object. 4. The students are required

were the celebrated geolo-

ley of the Somme

2. The entire expense for their

‘be appointed

er de Perthes’ views, became convinced of
the correctness of his statements by personal examination, and then made a successful
search for: these flint ‘implements in the
neighborhood of Amiens.
He was soon
followed by others, especiall
Englishmen,

among whoin

The educa-

schools, and
afterwards in the United
States, to be borne by the Chinese Government.
3. An educatéd native of rank to

this

work attracted no attention until, in 1854,
a French savant named Rigollot, who had
long beén a determined opponent of Bouch-

hereafter be orgavized.

tion im Chinese is to be made as thorough
as possible before they are sent to the Unit-

published his ¢ An-

~antedilaviennes,"™

3 NICHOLS

b-ind

she has time to think and leisure

drawing-room

than its

va

Scott and his contributing the dramatic element so dear

diers in gray, and in honor of

which we have already so frequently mentioned. In the vicinity of the towns of
Amiens and Abbeville these beds. were laid
bare to a considerable extent, partly by the
. formation of great gravel pits and fortifications, and

—

Obituaries,

Cleared for a while ftom the so-

rallying-point

realized more

so fortunate.

even the little children learn to regard it as
a place of privilege dearer then the stately

country, but that there was a sufficient
Juante
of gray cloth (now known as “Ca-

here we might narrate the touching history

de

|

the abundant harvest which ‘followed their
labor, - Modern treasure-seekers ‘are seldom

Hartford Courant.

to be her true self undisturbed; when she
able, too, to give more to her friends,
less to the world at large. And she
always to be found. The invalid’s couch

there is always a possibility that the remains of man and animals may have been
et gray”) Pe Philadelphia. Scott. erdered
swept together by great floods of water, it to be made up for
his soldiers, and in|
* and where at any rate the peculiarity of these new gray suits they marched down
the conditions under which these remains the Niagara River, on the Canada side, in
are discovered leaves so much enveloped in the direction of Chippewa. It was just beobscurity and mystery ? But even to these fore the:battle known by that name, which
grave questions the indefatigable spirit of occurred early in July: + General Riall, the
And British commander, looked upon them with
* Investigation has found an answer,

Boucher

gold, they

—re—
Thére 13 a certain kind of woman, sweet
always, who yet shows best when she is in-

ner,where

to

go, and the lack of manufactories in the

only in those dark caves and grottos, where

flint axes,

for whom

who, on his death-bed, dire¢ted his sons to

cial tangles which perplex and distress the
sensitive, she. is asit floated into a quiet cor-

the Quartermaster for ‘a supply of new
clothing for the regulars. Word came back
that blue cloth, such- as was used in the
army, could not be obtained, owing to the
stringency of the blockade and the embar-

regular strata of the period before the alluvium, in deposifs bpen to the light of

of the

veritable treasure-seekers,

UB!

BAL SLY WATER bbs

ants,

dig on his farm for a pot of" gold whose ex:
act position he had forgotten. They,obeyed,
and though they fuiled to find the pot of

Invalids.

valided.

is'ealled: While stationed at Buffalo in the

mains and no traces of human action in the

in favor of the late appearance

are

on the ‘earth

a

against the new ideas to the very last drop

Why do we always meet with

and certainly nokto their hotigfing. Thencethey may disgu se ‘it, they

Waeshould say, however, that these

M

PRING TERM b
Monday, Jan. }, 1872, and
Pra To
)
dovabin
8 UMMER TERM begins Monday, Apel I, and closes
Monday, June 24.
Tuition, $25.00 a year,
x. G. JORDAN, A. B., Principal,
with three Assist

son which will ‘probably infect their lives,

Tertia LY (1 €POoCcH;

of their blood. It must be confessed that
there was one circumstance much in favor

day ?

of Elizabethport wha injure their legitimate
‘trade for the sake of u few coins valueless
except to the colleotor,~=have tasted a poi| forth, however

doonstaais nic
THE

who flupg themselves

over the ** rascal counters,”—the oystermen | ~

coarse in language, but honest and industrious. . They take their pint of beer, and
can only be calculated by, *' hundreds of enjoy their pipes, and never grumble, . The
question of how to wear the mouth has not
Shgusands of years."—I rom, the Geran,
the,

bon RS

greatly diminished in value, or perbaps
even altogether upset by the investigation

«roth of all these discoveries and their
sults, how is it that we find vo. human

e laborers

i

Chisago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, New
knowiedging the recent
ofa L gary and Chemical Apparatus, am
in a
about $500,
from
Rev. R, Van
Dame of Notti nighan, N. H.
HOMAS TUTTLE, M. D, Pres,
E. 8, TASKER, Seo.
4
|* Northwood,
N, H., Feb. 10,1872,
6
© follow
rates:
on
de

pale with avarice on the rusty pieces in the
Wall street cellar, and, fought and; cursed,

luyialflint axes in the very lowest bed of the mouth of the pit with pick and shovel.
diluviam, quite close to the underlying They also engage in the heavy work of the
Des- farm,and
ave employed on the canal barges ;
chalk. . But if the discoveries of MM.
noyers, Bourgeois,” ete., above referred to, harness and lead the horses, and take their
prove to be correct, the existence of man turn at the helm, and help to load the vesextends far beyond even the Diluvial Jot: gel. These girls are ough in manner and

organic creative aetivity.
Of course this
comfortable opinion was in danger of being

So long-as we had

tion,

:

The Trustees take this opportunity of publicly ac-

further roved by.sho deposition of the di- coarse clothes of the miner, and work at. “wisdom in the classic story of ‘that father

but also the final conclusion of all

fillment,

culars address the Principal,

of the peri of
Hlovia , but that td ii “fashions are not universal. The women in honest lahor will have lost its charms, an@
life waiting with Mi
tended far into that’ period, haps even Lancashire, England, are driven into still rwho will go throng'
to its commencement—a
fact hich i» stranger apparel, They often put on the cawber for something to turn up. There is

Allurigm)

rms not only the highest

Awith-¢he

serious to,

in advance,

just revised

by order

of the General Conference, can now be had

$7.50, we will send, post

paid, the ¢ Critical GREEK AND ENarise CoNCORDANCE oF THE NEw

Trstasext,” a work of the highest
Postage (extra) 4 cents. for single one, or value to all careful students. The reg4 cents each for two or more copies.
Or- ular price of the work, here and. elsewhere, is $2.50.
dors dre solicited.
.

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.

'

[

5
nd
ir Se th

recent geglogleal period,

and thus

the way, what
woman Will be like when
the Worths and otherawtists have finished

ation of
great interest; and if she “wears
even duting &nd before the glacial epoch, a her mouth slightly open,” there will: be no
subdivision of the quartenary or Diluyial resisting her. If, now, she were to nearly
period, probably extending
very far back in close her eyes, and, if it is not irreverent,
w 2. From this it follus il ot existence. “go it blind,” we could suggest nothin &

have con-

jut another circumstance may

subject. is, after all, too

Vo

many

by

ened

formerly supposed,

The

a sour expression of the face, and as ex- joke on. Perhaps in all their wicked lives,
ssion is
simply an affair of the muscles, ‘neither Kidd ber L tte ever iin 50 yillai
t can be Jrevenied by, the artistic dress- ous
an act as in
nating or-the ruin of
maker.
We are very anxious to see, b y | posterity the fata 0
emoralizing tradi-

importance in this question, are not, as was

among

circumstances,

effect of the prettiest dress is often spoiled

A
Sara

than a few

believed not to date more

the effect in the street would be anything rod mania will revive,
the Lop uation.
@ SPRING TERM. of this Institution will com
ce on WEDNESDAY, March 6, 1872, and continue
but agreeable if every lady went about wit
of the country will speedily divide
in-. thirteen
weeks under fie continued charge of ALher mouth open,
So much Scpends upon to the people who are looking for buried: BERT SAVAGE,
A.B.
‘All the usual facilities offered to those
pursuing
expression, in. combination with cestume, treasures and the people who are looking at
stu
ies
in:
Any
Dranch of an Academic Education.
that the subject is worthy of study. The them,
;
‘harges
moderate.
For further information or C

flint-nodles Jobandany

ufactured from the

i Ber

The Antiquity

chips,

=
SEMINARY.

NORTHWOOD

will require the mouth to be worn shut, for lets of Georgia, the dark-lantern and hazel-.

flakes, and imperfect
specimens that have been met with, Man-

innumerable

i

a7 18WRL’ I

v
WL

ar

w ith

robbing a wealthy

lady in Utrecht, Holland, oti

a quarter of a million

the 24th

in money

ultimo,

and

of

valuables

worth $256,000, have been arrested in New York,
and property valued at $160,000 recovered from
their possession.
It is now calculated that

the

Hoosac

Tunnell

will be completed by the first of March, 1874.
is about eighteen years since it was begun.

It

The first arrest of gamblers in Boston for some
time was made Wednesday.
The state police

got seven gamblers and

$1000 worth

of imple-

of Japan,

Mexico

and

in

the Inos

*

During the last half dozen

years, while

the

price of eggs has been so high, many women
made money by tending poultry much faster
than they could by sewing.
We are glad to pub-

lish this fact, but hope

all

the sewing-women

will not go into this business at once.
The highest span bridge in the United States
is said to be one on the Walkill Valley Railroad,

New York, over the Rondout
dale. The hight is 150 feet.

Creek, at RounThere are three

iron spans and two wooden ones, the entire
length of the bridge being 988 feet; 1000 tons of
iron were used in .the. construction and over

400,000 feet of lumber.

of water, will produce one thousand pounds of
power.”
Half a dozen of these “ new powers”
are invented every year, and that is the last the
world hears-ofthem.
Steam and furbines will
be in demand for some time to come for all that

yet appears,

>

The New England. trade in bananas has rapidly increased withing a few years, and now the
Gratz Bro
was dangerously ill in New
annual sales in Boston alone amount to about
York last week with cholera morbus, but is bet$50,000. This fruit is brought from Baracoa, on
ter now.
the North-east coast of Cuba, and to some extent
from Central America, Aspinwall, Jamaica, and
The Yellowstone expedition is threatened by
{ the Bahamas.
The Baracoas are red, the Aspinthe Indians.
.
New York had twelve cases of sunstroke on | walls yellowish white and long. They are sold
in bunches at from two to ten dollais a bunch,
Thursday.
;
and retailed at from five to fifteen cents apiece,
The Erie Company will soon begin a suit
The season lasts from March until August.
against Jay Gould for the recovery of a large
The Boston Journal of Chemistry earnestly
amount of real estate.
advises all who conteinplate putting up fruits the
Advices from the cotton fields, both above and
present summer to use only glass jars for the
below Charlestown, 8. C., confirm the intellipurpose.
All fruits contain more or less of veggence of the general presence of caterpillars.
etable acids, and others that are highly corrosive
Salt Lake City, with
a population of only
are often formed by fermentation ,and the metallic
fifteen thousand, has four daily newspapers.
vessels are considerablv acted upon.
Tin cans
are held together by solder, an alloy into which
The University of Michigan has had 1,227 stulead largely enters. This metal is easily corroddents duriug the past year.
ed by vegetable ‘acids, and poisonous salts are
Robert Collyer’s new lecture for next winter
formed.
Many persons have been greatly injuris announced as * Qur Folks arfd Other Folks.”
ed by eating tomatoes, peaches, and other fruits
put up in tin cans.
Julius Converse is the oldest man ever nominated for Governor of Vermont, being seventyAttention is being directed to the sanitary adthree years old.
vantages of cultivation of the sunflower in ma-

Horace Greeley was
Friday visited by the
committee appointed for the purpose and formally notified of his nomination for the Presidency
by the Baltimore convention.
He gratefully aecepted the nomination and told the committee

that they were no less democrats and he no less
a republican, because of the
taken.
Then he invited them

turn affairs have
all out to Chap-

paqua.
.
The-Orangemen’s demonstration in New York
Friday, was in marked contrast to the events of
the 12th of July, 1871. The societies turned out

only about four hundred men,

and

they

were

guarded by twice that number of policemen.
There was no attempt at rioting. and the proces-

sion passed over its route and was dismissed in
quiet. In Philadelphia and other places where
there were parades everything was orderly.
Francis L. Norton, captain of the Cuban privateer Pioneer, lately seized by the United States,
and now in custody at Newport, R. I., has forwarded a long letter to Secretary Fish, demanding her release on the ground that the vessel,
at the time of her seizure, was a regularly com-

missioned vessel of the Cuban republic,
upon the high seas. Mr. Norton says he
prove that he has in no way violated the
trality laws of thé United States.
The jury in the Stokes case have found no

and
can
neu-

diet, but it is generally

that

considered

certain

ver-

he will not be hanged. Judge Ingraham opened
‘court at half-past ten Sunday morning, when
the foreman of the jury reported that they had

not agreed nor had
opinion during

any member.

the night,

and

¢hanged his

asked

that, as

there was no prospect of agreement, they might
be discharged.
The judge refused peremptorily
and informed ‘the jury that the evidence was

larious districts. Many facts have been adduced
to show that the sunflower has the property of

purifying air Jaden with

marsh

miasm, absorb-

ing a great quantity of moist and noxious gases,
and exhaling an ozonized oxygen.
Moreover,
the French Sanitary Commission has
lately

Should the trial finally result in

disagreementa second. trial would be

ordered

at

once.

The law for the banishment of the Jesuits' from

Rochefort’s’ seutencefllas been commuted to
barishment from France for life.
A bill to raise a loan of three millions of francs,
and more if necessary, has been submitted in the
French assembly.
... =
A Berlin despatol; - states that Bismark has received assurances from three of the great Cath-

olic powers consenting to a conclave of the éardi-.

ca he co

cient, metaphysical, and scholastic questions are
decided practically in the affirmative by a telegraphic invention which transmits messages in
opposite directions by the use of a single wire.
The invention does not send two currents in-opposite directions ou the samg wire; but it does what

is equivalent and that is the same thing in, modern scholasticism. Two messages are transmit‘ted ‘simultaneously overone wire, that is the
current over the wire transmits one, and the
current which returns through the earth trans-

mits the other: : The invention

doubles. the ca-

pacity of telegraphy,and it is estimated that its
money value is $250,000.
All of which comes
from the fact that the inventor,Mr. J. B. Stearns,
believed with old Antaeus that mother earth
was a good electrical restorer.

The most stupendous

camal

in the world

is

one-in China, which passes over two thousand
miles, and to forty-two cities; it was
as far back as the tenth century,

commenced

During the month of March, 14,409 passengers
sailed from Liverpool, mest of whom
were
emigrants to America.
The emigrants from that

port in February numbered less than 8000,
that the increase is rather extraordinary,

so

The mattresses now used in the Russian Navy
are stuffed with cork sawdust. The advantage
of this is that in case of wreck, or fire, the mattresses can be converted into life presefvers.

of literature most

numerously

represented

are

theology, with 1362 publications, jurisprudence
and politics, with 1052; education, with 1059;
with

950,

and

history, including

The Republique Frangaise publishes the complete list of the different condemnations pronoanced by the French courts-martial up to the 27th
of May. Itis as follows: Seventy-three capital
sentences, 212 prisoners to hard labor for life,
894 to transportation, for life in a fortified enceinte, 2000 to simple transportation, 1169 "to

various periods of imprisonment

Cape of
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they

take

with

meat they seldom see, except it is given to them.
They are unable to lay by anything, and few

Bees

in our

counyry

Bees.

sometimes

catch

the

the people, and
unknown.
The

telis the

following singu-

remarkable

occurrences that

Louisville Democrat
lar story:

One of the most
has

ever

to us

come

to

recently.

our

knowledge

Mr.

James

was

Broil,

related

a farmer,

who resides about seven miles from the city on
the river road, has for some time past been engaged
extensively in raising honey-bees, and
with almost unprecedented
success.
He has
lately rejoiced in as many as forty-five hives.
A few mornings
‘ago, however,
Mr. Broil

woke up to find his bees non est.

The garden of declimatizatiodh

in

Sutelnisan

a

the

Bois

de

VG

killed,

It serves the purpose

also

of a hotanie

his guilt and a waiver to. garden. Many rare trees and shrubs had been
fithe absence of
ati 0. He.was then turned destroyed by bom

Duke, defi there for the
9.

they

had so unceremoniously

migrated.

was not. a solitary bee left to keep
watch over the forty-five hives.

There

his

lonely

made

‘ bee-line”

for the residence of. his near-

est neighbor, to consult him on tbe singular
problem.
To his utter surprise, he ascertained that his
friend, who is also a * beeist,” had met with the

same loss in the same

sudden

manner, and was

in the same perplexity as to the cause.
They at once resolved on examining the hives,

and found each stand contained from sixty to seventy-five pounds of honey. The firmers in that
region are all fibable to account for this mysterious disappearance of their bees, and many
theories have heen advanced but up to this time

the problem remains unselved.

z

preserv-

Rl

ing to better understand our climates and soils,
our trées and vines;
come

to

know

much

of the

our

and as ‘We
known,

early-day

progress and

we

throw-

teachings

away

that were

brought to us from across the broad
ocean.
Our vine-growers commenging with thein vines
at three to four feet, have gradually expanded
them, until now the majority of planters give
to them eight by ten or ten by twelve, and some

even

more,

of the

sort.

winter

and

according to the soil and the habit,
So,

also,

summer

beginning

obtained a little ‘fruit,

sunburnt

ed and produced yarious
of the vine, they

with

pruning, from

have

severe

which they

and half ripen-

diseases in the system

come to a knowledge

of

the vine’ nature, and by almost leaving it alone
are rewarded with luscious fruit and healthy
foliage. In the apple and pear orchard we
have been brought to place the first from thirtyfive to forty

feet

apart,

and

the

latter

twenty+

five to thirty, thus subjecting them to all the
terrible burning heat of the sun’s rays, in a long,
hot summer's drought, and to stand as it were
alone, and braye singly the storms of winds that

winter and spring bend their tops,
and tear loose by leverage their roots.
‘We

have

long

and crack

been impressed with

the view

that these old advices of distance were erroneous.and
our readers will. begr. us, witness, that

have known

the

intermingling

more

or

less

the best results from a like distance

bypustsome,
extensive, QrOhargs, iu he West. The
two years we have donbted if even this dis,
tance had not better be reduced, .and in exposed,
leak, wintry situations; on prairies or bluffs, we

Mr. L.O. EMERSON, of Boston, and
Mr. R. H. PALMER, of Chicago,
Men universally known among lovers of Sacred Mu-

Keeping Squashes.

ining thereby. s greater relative proportion

ofsture

into maturing

fdod, they will = come Sony

and fruiting
their blossoms; and

bark that comes with matamty and belongsto
them in health, so that as they become too thick
for the light to keep them round und full in the
contour and extension’ of branc), they will be
the better enabled to stand

alone, while the fruit

"THE STANDARD

Evegy one who grows squashes will have at
least the Boston Marrow and the Hubbard.

Is nearly Reacy | Send on your orders !
Price $1.50. Per doz, $13.50. Specimens sent, for
the tL, pot free, ‘* or $1.25. Specimen pages
free on application.
O. DITSON & 00., Boston,
C. H. DITSON & CO. New York.
ts

These may be taken as the types of autumn and
winter squashes. The Hubbardis only in per
fection when it has been kept into late winter
or early spring, and by proper management the

Marrow,~in some points not excelled by any
other variety,~may have its season very much
prolonged. Mr. Gregory, of Marblehead, Mass.,
well known as an authority on the subject of
squashes, through his hand-book on the subject,

book list), directs

that

the

ESTABLISHED

SAWS

squashes

gives a plan of the house in which

he stores his

squashes for winter.
They are laid upon bins
arranged one above another, and the houseis
provided with a stove, in which a fire is made
whenever there is danger of freezing. A dry
cellar will answer for storing winter squashes,

if the above named conditions are observed.

—

The chirping and singing of the cricket and
grasshopper
are frequently spoken of, but they
do not sing,~they fiddle. By
rubbing wings
and legs together,—each in a manner peculiar
to the species,—~these insects
produce the sounds
which
characterize
them.
Perhaps
our best
insect instrument performer is the *¢ katydid.”

wing

contains
a little tamborine,

WEVERY

and

by

the opening and shutting of the wings these are
rubbed against each other, and
produce the
sound of * katy-did-she-did, which can be heard
at such a long distance, and gives the insect its
name.
These sounds are Sunphsed to be useful in enabling insects to find
their mates; or
they may indulge in them for their own gratification, and to add to the general harmony
of

nature.

INVESTING: MONEY.

The Eastern Dithis year, will unite Lake

and permanently command the very large and profit.
able trafic of the Upper Missouri, Montana Territory and Northern Idaho.
In addition to the extensive and assured earrying
trade awaiting this section, the 517 miles of finished
road will at once entitle the Company to Ten Million
Three Hundred and four Thousand (10,304,000) acres
of the Lands granted by the Government. These
lands, situated on either side of the track in Central
Minnesota, Eastern Dakota, and in the - valley of the

Cdlumbia on the Pacific Coast, are direptly in the
path of emigration and settlement, are well supplied
with timber, are convenient to cheap coal and good

markets, have a oil of good average quality, and an
adequate rain-fall. With these advantages they will
have a rapid gale at fair prices. Portions’ of the
grant in Minnganta, are already in market and sales

through its Financial agents, offers for sale at par

GOLD BONDS

They

Hre a first lien on the Trafic or net Earning of the
The

00

HORACE
ot ONE

vlear......

1600 g17 00,

Prime....

11 50 g12

Mess, best

14 50 su 50

Lard

realized by other grants; these Lands will produce
more thaw three times the total issue/of ‘bonds per

mile. ‘The Bonds ave fit all times convertible, at 10
per cent. premiums, Into the | Compliny’s Lands at
‘

Holders of VU, 8 520s, % the. oss. productive cory
porate securities, may
increase their prin.

cipal and their Interest Income by exchanging them

for Northern Pacific 7-30 which we
3 profible investment.
y

recommend as

- JAY COOKE & €0.,

PHILADELPHIA, NEW YORK & WASHINGTON,
Financial Agents Northern Pacific Railroad Co.
For sale by Banks and Bankers generally.

50

Ne. “1
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| CHREATIAN BAPTISM.

This little book has, been revised
by the

authof, has

vom clothed in an entirely new dress, and
sents
Freewill, Baptist Books, rs
/
Sunday a very comely ‘appearance, It should be in every
School Books, may be obtained at Dover prices
Baptist fathily. Let every pastor and ohurch-memRev, .L, C. Preston, Hillsdale, Mich.
| ber nave a copy of this newly revised and useful
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ers. Itis adapted to classes that have
Pacific Road, in its second: year of business, were just completed
“The Story of Jesus.”
equal to nine per cent. on the total estimated cost of
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book
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the Northern Pacific; 4. They are a First and only,
Mortgage on all the Langs granted to the Company— not long since by the Printing: Estab.
Company.
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To meety. demands of those who desire to aid
in the reform of the National Adnfinistration by the
election of Greeley and Brown, THE WEEKLY SUN
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, Which bear Seven and Three-Tenths per cent., coin
interest, and have the following elements of securi
ty: 1. They are the standard obligation of a strong

giaph Line. Equipments and

WARRANTED.

Only ‘Half a Dollar!

ul

the Company,

and agcrued interest its

FIRST MORTGAGE

DESCRIPTIONS.
to all others.

AN :IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

Ou the completion of existing contracts the present
season, the Northern Pacific Railroad Company will
have in operation 517 miles of its main line, while
an additional distance of 715 miles is now being lo-
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Welch & Griffiths

should be cut upon the approach of frost, and |
if possibie, have two days’ sun te sear the cut
stems; they are thento be handled as carefully as eggs, and each one laid down on aspring
wagon
and
taken to winter
quarters.
The
squashes are to be kept at a low temperature
without freezing, and in a dry place. ‘Mr. G.

in breaking the force of she wind, and in‘gradually ameliorating the climate. They will sooner . market prices,

shield and shade thé, grotnd] wid their roofs,

Or, in other words, its authors, whose brilliant reputation as Church Music Composers will bear it on
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American.

vision, to be completed

‘We are gradully progressing and yearly learn-

Has 400 page
fresh music. It
incqudes an
au}hed ry Cour prof 1 best character.
with
interesting
tunes and easy glees for
ce, a fire collection of Metrical Tunes, and an
Pp
extra choice list of Sentences, Motette and Anthems
for Chorus Practice,

to triumphant success, are

Superior with the Missour1 River, and will at once

Orchards, ,
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is,—Let the buyer look out for himsell.—Rural

our

.

com. extras
medium do..7
choice do....9
Illinois and Obie,
choice extra; 9
Mich. and Indiana,
choice extra, 9 00
Rye Flour....5 x
Corn Meal....3 50
FRU IT.
Almonds—

The Standard Bearers,

; cated and prepared for contract.

plants has been resumed, together with the ex- as they ingrease’ in size Will acquire the’ in

| perimentsin acclimatization. Every Thursday
ble preparations of a warlike nature and Sunday, concerts are given to amuse the
Co
the
of
anticipation
in
| fre making dy Brazil
crowd, which wre daily visiting a plice where
, -coming war with the Argentine republic.
amusement and instuetion ‘are 80 pleasantly
In Calcutta, in 1871, only three murders were combined.

for that which is fully matured is easily
ed.

out ” between two days leaving no trace whatever of the point or region of country to which

in the orchard of eyergréens.
Our own practice has been most successful in
apple orchards at twelve to sixteen feet, and we

one hundred and twelve prisoners have been
acquitted. The average of acquittals is only 20
per cent.

longest,

They had * lit

our fruit trees,

thousand

earliest grape
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Thus giving the brightest prospects that it will be
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‘one has

will keep the

(see

restless, emigrating spirit of
start off suddenly for parts

THE

20. He who buys the new and untried varieties should remember that the seller’s maxim

comparatively belong to benefit societies. They
are long lived, but even in their prime are feeble,
and at the age of 50 often crippled with rheumatism, the result of poor living, sour cider, a damp
climate,
hard work
and
anxiety
combined.
There remains nothing for them, then, but par1sh pay and the workhouse.

Freak of Honey

a

18. Grape eaters are long livers.
19. Hybrids are not always high bred.

them,

months’ imprisonment,201 to banishment; the to-
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-17. The

stp.

Supertne... obese

enough.

with a little hard
8d. per pound.
For
home, they have poa very small slice of
it a flavor. Butcher's

are satisfied it'had. ' The closer fees are planted
Bo fiig fit refbase of | sans, ‘It Ad severely suffered during the war:
cages. had, heen destroyed or Sm animals to each other the oie go they Assist each other
ardon, was demurted

of it might appear as |

Hope, June

which

tal being 8415 condemnations.

neatly
the necessary care and attention, All is restored
out.
again, the collection of animals ‘and’ of plants
A Rio Janeiro letéer states that the: Russian freshly
stocked,and the raising of animals and of

Sect, With Hho, Grand

For dinner,

ries,60 to solitary confinement, 1188to imprison we have before now advised a closer planting,
ment for more than a year,1679 to more than three ‘and a break, also, and aid toward shielding

Ah

iE

right of compe
his a

in penitentia-

ed they are the worst of thieves.
16. Good grapes are like gold,~no

ever, in reality kept a much longer time than
this, and is seldom paid anything for overtime,
except by bread
and cheese in harvest time.
Women get 7d. or 8d. a day for out-door work,
with
a quart of cider, and boys small sums in
proportion. The
men
breakfast
before
they
leave home .on an infusion of bread
and wa-

of this * bounty jumping ” move on the part of
his army
of honey-makers.
He accordingly

sta
nals, in order to hi have a perfect understanding
|f , a
between the cardinals and governments interest.

‘The ordéd frohd MERE

his master. He works nominally ten or ten and
a half hours a day, with an hour and a half deducted for meals. He is almost always, how-

Can.a man do two things at once? Can a body
occupy two placesat the same time? These an-

belles lettres,

Germany has been promulgated.
°
It is hopefully stated in our despatches from
Mexico that the revolution there seems practically ended.

poultry, for fear of stealing food for them from

they
have
coarse bread
dry skim-milk cheese, at
supper,
on their return
tatoes or cabbage, with
bacon, sometimes to give

Lael

13. A tendril is an abortive fruit bunch,—a
bunch of fruit a productive tendril.
14. A bunch of grapes without a healthy leaf
opposite is like a ship at sea without a rudder,
~it can’t come to port.
15. Laterals are like politicians; if not check-

to keep a pig or

plant;
it yields about 40 per cent. of good oil,
the leaves furnish an excellent fodder, and the
stem, being rich in salpeter and potash, makes a
good fuel.

pointed offt that the sunflower is a most useful

biography, with 891.
FOREIGN.
.
The builders’ strike in London is ended.

allowed

As mightbe expecteg, Farmer Broil was left
in considerable of a dilemma, and immediately
consulted all authorities at his command in
relation to the peculiar habits and freaks of the
bee tribe.
After reading through many volumes, i it occurred to him “that some of his ‘neighbors
might be able 0 explain thé Wiis Ang Wherefores

amply sufficient to enable them to agree upon a
verdict. Upon this they were again locked up
to remain until Monday morning. It is underThe total number of works published in Gerstood that they have stood from the begifining | many durihg the past year was 10,669, being an
nine for conviction of murder in the first degree
inerease of 611 upon the preceding.
The classes
and three for conviction of man-slaughter in the

third degree.

He is often not

ter.

A Philadelphia Mechanic announces a **-hydropneumatic engine which, by means of one pound

ments at 2 Aldgn Street.

Professor Seelye, of Amherst College, started
on the 12th inst., the day after Commeneement,
on a tour which is to extend around the world,

him.
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The news from Pope county, Ark., is still exciting. It is said thatthe military is disarming
« every body, and a general state of uneasiness and
terror prevails.

is considerable
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asylum.
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Leutner’s concert in aid of the orphan

tained that

ascer-

:
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The Brooklyn rink, capable of seating over five
thousand people, was crowded
Wednesday.
night, the occasion being Madame Peschka-

rent for, and fuel he seldom
gets, except
at the cost of a8 many hours of hard work in
getting it fit its full value: He has three pints or
two quarts of cider a day, and
8 portion of
his wuges often paid in quit, w ch, ‘when corn
is dear, is an advantage, but otherwise a loss to

It has been

good

108...

Sr

amet

ing sm obsolete passenger ticket.

the Indians of New Megico.

have

GOLD,

Lissseeess.

Paris

f+

paid

a leading ying politican $60,000 to secure his influence.
1
A man named Hoge has begun a suit to recover £50,000 from the Central
c Railroad for
ejecting him from a train at
, while hold-

should

BANKERS AND BROKERS,
70 BROADWAY, N. Y,
STOCKS AND BONDS, BOUGHT
SOLD ON COMMISSION,

NO.

pare a e. i

Btoasy

wooden pavement contragtor stated that he

more a week for house

change through the Smithsonian Ingitution, of rent, and provide food, clothing, medical attendance, fuel, and every other necessary for himself,
wife and family. Potato ground he pays
a high

Randal H. Foote & Co.,

growth, but in

arms.
9. Prune spurs to one well developed. bud,
for the nearer the old wood the higher flavored
the fruit.
10. Those who prune long must soon climb,
11. Vine leaves love the sun, the fruit the
shade.
12, Every leaf has a bud at its base, and either
a bunch of fruit or a tendril opposite to it.

has to pay

information in regard to the habits, manners and
customs of the Inos, or aborigines of Japan, and

soldiers,

_~

g8s8s

York, a

out of this 1s. to 1s 6d.or

like

1860.

g

At a municipal fovestigniion in New.

he is a horsekeeper or a shepherd, he

to insure

but

M
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nese embassy and exsGovernor Almy of New
_ Mexico, have completed arrangements for an ex-

fruit,

the spring to promote fruitfulness.
7. Plant your vines before you put up trellises,
8. Vines,

& MAIN; Publishers,

New York and Chicago.
Tostablished

beautiful

old vines produce the richest.
6. Prunein autumn

BIGLOW
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wo

Japa-

produce
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. Send orders at once; they will be filled in turn.

fruit.
4. Dig deep, but plant shallow.
vines
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growth, but it does not mature it.
3. Luxuriant growth does not always ensure

5. Young

doz. $1350,

400 pages; Price, $150 per

and

exgites
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old

manure
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Mr, Kawage and other members

of manure,

for! fresh
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has
Professor Shepard of Amherst College
added an enormous ruby to his cabinet of minerals. Its weight is 816 pounds, and he paid
$300 for it, It was discovered somewhere in
the South, and is said to be the largest in the
world.
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that so many seem never td have thought of it.
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1. Prepare the groundin fall, plant in spring.
2. Give the
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of the State treasurer at Arkansas, and an inves-
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suffer
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water.

or polifited

from the use of impure
wouldbe superfluous

men

likely .as

Animals are quite as
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in the office

the facts of which he wrote :
Nowhere has the improv¢ment.of the agricul
tural laborer kept pace with that of the land
owner, the farmer, and thé land itself. In the
west of England the condition of the laborer is
very little improved, and in some respects is
worsey than it used to be, Wages are low ; fuel
and provisions are dear; education has become
a necessary of life for a family ; the poor-rate is so
administered 4s t6 quench every feeling of independence. In the west of England an agricul
tural laborer had, lately, only 7s. or 8s. a week,
and now only 8s, or 9s., (about $2 gold). Unless

Grape Grower's Maxims,

The statement is from a
British Sientific Associa
personally familiar with

aa

Dr. LOWELL MASON,

woe

Spurious bonds have been found

poisonous to other life.

Cuba, Clayed.. 25
do. Sweet... .
do. Muscovadod0o

F. SEWARD & CHESTER G. ALLEN
ASSISTED BY

life in

the west of England.
paper read before the
tion, by a clergyman
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Lake City against polygamy.

laborer’s

The Manufacturer and Builder is authority
for the saying that powdered borax placed in
their way is death to cockroaches, though “not

“Coronation. »”

would use occasionally an evergreen tree of some
hardy variety in the place of a fruit tree.”

they

we

David Smith, the youngest son of Joseph
_ Smith, the Mormon prophet, has lectured in Salt

these outlines of a farm
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.

- House of Commons,

pride in their counnations
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A proposition for the adoption “of the - Ameri-

can system of representation is before the British
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the French assembly Friday, resulting
disagreements between the factions of
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